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Introduction to this thesis
This chapter is a preface to the thesis. It contains the introduction to the topic and
the outline of the thesis.
Keywords: Indentation – Mechanical properties – Brain tissue – Tissue stiffness –
Glial cells – Single cell mechanics – Scope and outline
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1 Introduction to this thesis
Single cells and tissues are subjected to mechanical forces as part of their physiolog-
ical function e.g. movement of the body, contraction of muscles, internal pressure,
pulsation of the vascular system, migration of cells, and morphogenesis. For many
years, it was believed that the main and only function of stiffness in the body is to
protect and support the shape and movement. Only recently, the mechanosensation
and mechanotransduction of cells, i.e. the ability of cells to sense their mechanical
environment and respond to it [1], received attention as relevant functions. Therefore,
the physiological processes of cells and tissues are regulated not only by biochemical
and electrical signaling but also by mechanics. Pieces of evidence suggest that me-
chanical cues are also involved in the progression of various diseases, especially fibrosis
and cancer [2–4]. Furthermore, mechanical microenvironment and external forces are
one of the key elements in creating physiologically relevant 3D tissue models such as
spheroids, organoids, organs-on-a-chip, and 3D scaffolds embedded with cells [5–8].
Following this, three ideas emerged: 1) to use mechanical properties as a biomarker
for a label-free diagnostic tool; 2) to try reversing altered mechanical properties to
physiological ones as a treatment strategy; 3) to tailor mechanical microenvironment
when developing disease models and regenerative biomaterials [7, 9, 10]. Despite the
progress of the mechanobiology field, our ability to characterize mechanical properties
and understand their function remains limited due to the complexity of the mechanical
behavior of biomaterials and technical challenges.
From structure to mechanics
The human body is composed of different tissues (epithelial, connective, muscle and
nervous), each with unique architecture. The fundamental building blocks of tissues are
cells, extracellular matrix (ECM), blood vessels, and interstitial fluid, which all have a
wide range of variations in morphology (size, shape, topography), sub-composition,
and functions. The complex arrangement of these components, such as density, inter-
connections, and alignment, determines the shape, function, and mechanical behavior
of the tissue. For example, tissues composed of the collagen-rich extracellular matrix
are stiffer, such as bone, cartilage, and tendon, than tissues with less collagen, e.g.
brain. Cells can also modify their mechanical properties by modulating cytoskeleton
components, induce forces on their surroundings through focal adhesions, or even
change the mechanical properties of their microenvironment by producing components
of ECM. Therefore, the complexity of tissue structure and functions leads to complex
mechanical behavior throughout different scales. However, understanding which struc-
tural components of tissues give rise to certain mechanical behavior remains an unmet
objective of many studies.
The straightforward approach to capture the complex mechanical behavior of
biomaterials is by deforming it and quantifying applied load and amount of deforma-
tion. The mechanical behavior of solid biological matter is mainly described in terms
of elasticity, plasticity, and viscosity. Elasticity refers to the material’s property to
recover to its original shape after deformation; higher elasticity means more resistance
to deformation. Plasticity describes the non-recoverable part of deformation due to
permanent changes in the structure. Viscosity describes the ability of the fluid to flow,
10
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elastic and viscous behavior, called viscoelasticity, and manifests as time-dependent
deformation. Furthermore, biological materials have been shown to soften or stiffen
with the amount of deformation due to the reorganization of structure and the change
in the sensed structures at different scales, resulting in nonlinear mechanical properties.
Finally, biomaterials behave differently when deformed in different modes (compression,
tension or shear) because its structure is non-homogeneous, and exhibit differential
mechanical properties depending on the axis of deformation, which is called anisotropy.
Therefore, it is extremely challenging to capture the true mechanical behavior of
biomaterials and determine causality.
The determination of structure-stiffness relationship requires the use of both me-
chanical testing and imaging devices, and to correlate quantitative results. Such
studies combine many areas of expertise such as signal and image processing, physics,
biochemistry, anatomy, microscopy, and engineering. Nevertheless, with the develop-
ment of new technologies, collaborative efforts, and novel experimental approaches,
the role of mechanics in the functioning of tissues can be revealed.
The missing piece of the puzzle of the brain: mechan-
ics
From all the tissues in the human body, the brain is the softest and the most com-
plex in terms of organization and function. The field of brain mechanics, including
neuromechanobiology, only exists for 60 years, but there are many important findings
already made. Mechanosensation of brain cells and the mechanical microenvironment
of brain tissue have been both shown to be relevant for healthy functioning, neurode-
velopment, neurodegenerative diseases and regeneration [11–14]. The ability of glial
cells and neurons to sense their mechanical microenvironment affects their morphology,
stiffness, differentiation, migration, gene expression, ECM production, and adhesion,
which was demonstrated by culturing cells on various stiffness substrates [15–18]. In
neurodevelopment, it has been shown that not only chemical but also mechanical
signals guide axon growth, neurogenesis, and morphogenic migration both in vitro and
in vivo [12,19–22]. Gyrification has also been shown to be controlled by mechanical
forces [23, 24]. In brain pathologies and traumatic brain injuries (TBI), alterations
have been observed in mechanotransductive signaling of cells and the mechanical
microenvironment of the tissue [16,25–27]. Furthermore, the mismatch between the
mechanical properties of nervous tissue and brain implant material causes glial cell
activation [28]. Thereby, many processes in the brain have mechanical implications
and large research efforts are needed to fully understand them.
One of the key topics in brain mechanics’ research is the characterization of the
mechanical properties of the brain tissue microenvironment and its cells. The cells are
comprised of a nucleus and cytoplasm with an extensive cytoskeleton network and
nucleocytoskeleton that links cytoplasm with the nucleus. On the outside, cells have
integrin-based focal adhesion sites that connect them to ECM [15]. While the role
of these components to facilitate migration, provide structure, resist to deformation,
11
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and generate forces have been extensively studied in various types of cells [29], these
active and passive mechanical processes, especially how mechanical cell phenotype is
modulated, are less understood in cells of the brain [14, 30]. The brain tissue consists
not only of various types of cells (neurons and glia) with their arborizations (axons
and dendrites) but also ECM (perineural nets and interstitial matrix), interstitial
fluid and vasculature that together result in a unique mechanical behavior as observed
by previous studies (see reviews [26, 27]). Although there are many studies where
mechanical properties of brain tissue have been measured, to date, there is a very
limited understanding of its structure-stiffness relationship.
The science of neurodegenerative diseases has advanced over the last decades.
However, there are still many challenges for finding the treatments and early diagnosis
methods. The role of mechanobiology in brain diseases is just starting to grab attention.
As mechanical behavior arises from the structural composition of the tissue and as
alterations in the structure are observed in neurodegenerative diseases, it is reasonable
to say that the mechanical microenvironment changes during neurodegeneration. Be-
cause brain cells can sense their mechanical microenvironment, it is plausible that the
functioning of cells be affected because of the altered mechanical microenvironment.
There is some early evidences reported in the literature that mechanical properties
changes during neuroinflammation [31], Alzheimer’s disease [32–34], demyelinating
diseases such as multiple sclerosis [35–37], glial scarring [38] and brain cancer [39–42].
Although mechanics has been suggested to be used as a label-free biomarker for the
diagnosis of neurodegenerative diseases, there is no clear explanation of how mechanics
contribute to neurodegenerative disease progression. Whether this could be used as a
diagnostic tool or treatment like in fibrosis or cancer in other tissues, is still a question
for future studies. Until then, it is important to consider the mechanical implications
when studying neurodegenerative and other diseases in the brain.
There are also some evidence in how deviation from normal internal and external
forces in the brain results in clinical conditions. For example, increased cardiac-induced
brain pulsatility because of stiffening of the aorta or other obstructions have been
shown to cause damage to the brain structure [43,44]. Furthermore, a sudden increase
in brain pressure such as during the swelling of the brain tissue after traumatic brain
injury (TBI) can cause mortal injury or substantial damage to the brain [45,46]. A
more extraordinary example of brain ability to deform is a condition called hydro-
cephalus when fluids collect in the brain (interstitial edema) because of increased
flow from subarachnoid space to interstitial space causing large deformations of the
brain tissue which is recovered after the treatment [47]. Therefore, in many clinical
situations brain is subjected to mechanical forces and thus compliance of the brain is
a relevant parameter.
All of the above-mentioned research topics require mechanical testing approaches
either at molecular, cell or tissue scales. However, as there are many techniques
available, the lack of standardization results in contradictory findings.
12
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sue
There are many challenges in the mechanical characterization of brain tissue samples
such as restricted access to the brain, lack of available material, difficult sample prepa-
ration procedures, and preservation of its viability during ex vivo studies. Furthermore,
mechanical testing can be performed at various scales, from nanometers to the whole
organ scale, and with various mechanical testing modalities, such as static or dynamic
shear, compression, or tension. As can be seen from previous studies, many of the
chosen experimental parameters vary in each study and contribute to the observed
variability of mechanical characterization data across the literature.
Due to a lack of available human brain tissue for mechanical testing and consensus,
scientists use various animals (mice, rats, porcine, bovine, etc) from different age
groups. However, there is an enormous variation in brain composition and shape
between different species of animals. Furthermore, brain structure changes with age,
especially in the first years of life, which is typically the age group used for testing. As
for sample preparation methods for ex vivo studies, practices used by neuroscientists
can be adapted for small animals (mice and rats), which includes extraction of the
brain from the skull, slicing the brain into thin sections (300-400 µm), and then
preservation of its viability by maintaining the physiological environment [48, 49].
For this, temperature, osmolarity, oxygenation, and pH are important parameters.
However, it is more difficult to apply the same sample preparation protocols on larger
animals or human brain tissue, resulting in questionable studies where mechanical
testing was performed on deteriorated or even fixated tissues. Finally, the brain is
a heterogeneous structure with many distinct anatomical regions where each region
manifests different mechanical properties. As it is practically impossible to characterize
all the anatomical regions of the brain in a single measurement with contact mechanical
testing techniques, only the regions relevant to the study of interest are selected.
The first consideration for the mechanical testing procedure is the scale of defor-
mation. As there are many mechanical testing devices, each can operate at a different
range of deformation and load. For instance, atomic force microscopy (AFM) can
induce deformation at nm-µm size to obtain local surface properties, while rheometer
measures bulk mechanical properties of mm-cm size specimens. Mechanical properties
at various scales might be very different. Thus, one needs to consider which scale
is relevant for the specific research question. Similarly, considerations have to be
made about the time scale of deformation, which depends on the biological process in
question.
The causes of mechanical differences between regions or conditions can be investi-
gated by using various imaging techniques to quantify tissue composition. However,
these microscopy techniques can be rarely simultaneously used with the mechanical
testing instruments. For example, fluorescence or confocal microscopy require fixation
and immunohistochemical staining of the slices which may alter the mechanical prop-
erties of the sample. It is difficult to match directly mechanically tested locations of
live tissues with the imaged area or volume of stained tissues. Using live stainings or
non-labeling microscopy techniques such as multiphoton or light-sheet microscopy in
13
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combination with mechanical testing instruments would be the most advantageous
for direct correlation of structure and stiffness, but these techniques are not easily
available. Furthermore, protein analysis can also provide useful information about
mechanical modulators, although only large brain regions can be analyzed as dissecting
individual regions of the brain of rodents for analysis is not possible. Therefore, there
has been only a few recent studies that combined both composition analysis with
mechanical characterization of the brain [38,50–53].
Scope and relevance of the thesis
Outline of the thesis
This thesis focuses on measuring mechanical properties of the brain tissue and glial
cells by dynamic indentation and relating the findings to their morphology. Several
biomechanical phenomena were studied throughout the thesis, structured based on
three objectives:
Objective 1 Develop indentation setup and protocols to measure mechanical
properties of the brain slices in a reproducible manner.
Chapter 2 Introduction to mechanical characterization.
Chapter 3 Guidelines for measuring brain tissue by indentation: experimental obser-
vations.
Objective 2 Understand the relationship between the structure of the brain and
mechanical properties.
Chapter 4 Regional variations in stiffness in live mouse brain tissue determined by
depth-controlled indentation mapping.
Chapter 5 Viscoelastic mapping of mouse brain tissue: relation to structure and age.
Chapter 6 Mechanical alterations of the hippocampus in the APP/PS1 Alzheimer’s
disease mouse model.
Objective 3 Adapt indentation setup and methodology from tissue characteriza-
tion to single cells with the aim to study biomechanics of astrocytes and microglia in
an inflammatory environment.
Chapter 7 Dynamic indentation reveals differential viscoelastic properties of white
matter versus grey matter-derived astrocytes upon treatment with lipopolysaccharide.
Chapter 8 Viscoelastic properties of white and grey matter derived microglia dif-
ferentiate upon treatment with lipopolysaccharide but not upon treatment with myelin.
The main part of the thesis is followed by a general Discussion and outlook of
the work. The last two chapters serve as an appendix to this thesis:
Appendix A Micro-indentation and optical coherence tomography for the mechanical




Appendix B In vivo characterization of chick embryo mesoderm by optical co-
herence tomography assisted microindentation.
A considerable part of the experiments described in this thesis was performed
in collaboration with other research groups. The work presented in this thesis was




Mechanical testing of soft tissues by
indentation
In this chapter, we introduce methods to measure the mechanical properties of soft
biomaterials and focus on indentation with a spherical tip. The key considerations
regarding the scale, modes of operations, and mechanical models are discussed. In the
end, guidelines for selecting the indentation profile, when the mechanical behavior of
the sample is unknown, is given.
Keywords: Indentation models – Elastic modulus – Hertz – Oliver-Pharr –
Adhesion – Stress relaxation – Creep – Dynamic Modulus – Indentation modes
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2.1 Methods to measure mechanical properties
There are various mechanical testing devices available for the characterization of
biological samples. Based on the geometry of the deformation, two groups can
be defined: devices that measure global properties or devices that can measure
local mechanical properties. Global mechanical testing devices, such as rheometer,
compression, and tension devices, perform deformation of the entire sample in one
of the deformation modes: compression, tension, or shear. They are suitable for
homogeneous samples as they measure averaged response of the entire specimen. Local
mechanical testing devices, such as atomic force microscopy (AFM), micro-, and
nano-indenters, deform the sample by pushing on the surface (indenting) with a small
tip, such as a sphere. Indentation can be performed at various locations over the
sample to create maps of mechanical properties and, thus, indentation is suitable for
heterogeneous samples. Global mechanical testing devices measure stress and strain,
whereas indentation devices measure indentation-depth and applied force. Both can
operate in static and dynamic modes to characterize elastic, viscoelastic, or more
complex mechanical behavior.
Recently, new types of mechanical testing devices emerged where the deformation of
the sample is monitored by imaging techniques from which local mechanical properties
are computed. For example, in magnetic resonance elastography (MRE), the sample
is placed on a vibration source to induce mechanical shear waves at a micrometer
scale. Share waves travel slower in harder materials and vice versa [54], and can
be monitored with phase-sensitive magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). In this way,
one can produce quantitative images of wave velocities and then translate them to
viscoelastic parameters. However, the resolution of MRE is limited to a few hundreds
of micrometers. In ultrasound elastography (UE), on the other hand, ultrasonic
transducers are used as both compression and imaging devices and can operate in
both static and dynamic modes [55,56]. Although the penetration depth of UE is at
the centimeter scale, the resolution is limited to millimeters. Finally, similar to other
techniques, during optical coherence elastography (OCE), deformation is induced with
an actuator at a micrometer scale and monitored with optical coherence tomography
(OCT). OCE can achieve a resolution of 1-100 µm but it is limited in penetration
depth (from a few hundred µm to a few mm, see review [57]). The main advantage of
these techniques is that they are noninvasive and, thus, can be used in clinical studies.
Most recently Brillouin microscopy (BLS) has been developed which relies on the
relationship between frequency shift of incident and scattered light due to interaction
between intrinsic acoustic and light waves, and longitudinal modulus in GHz frequency
range [58,59]. BLS can achieve subcellular resolution (limited by diffraction). However,
penetration depths are only a few hundred microns (limited by scattering). Therefore,
the technique is most suitable for single-cell studies, although it has been also applied
on tissue surfaces as a non-contact mechanical testing alternative [60]. Another
technique that aims to measure tissue mechanics in a non-contact manner is laser
speckle microrheology (LSM) where the sample is illuminated by a coherent laser and a
backscattered speckle pattern is detected in space and time. The time-varying speckle
intensity is sensitive to particle displacements in the material, which depends on the




LSM is at tens of micrometers while imaging depth is up to 2 mm, which together with
a high-speed, large field-of-view and physiologically relevant frequency range seems to
be the future technology for non-contact mechanical characterization technique for
tissues.
Similar to tissues, various testing devices exist for mechanical characterization
of single cells which are suitable for non-adherent or adhered cells, or both. Active
techniques directly deform the cell which includes AFM, micropipette aspiration,
fluid deformation cytometry, magnetic twisting cytometry, optical tweezers, parallel-
plate rheometry, and optical stretching [62]. Passive techniques monitor cell-induced
deformation of the substrate during traction force microscopy or particle movement
inside the cell during particle tracking microrheology [63].
While new techniques are emerging, indentation on cells and tissues is still used as
a golden standard for mechanical testing. Due to its low cost and relatively simple
operation, the indentation remains the most popular mechanical characterization
technique. Furthermore, new contact mechanics models are being developed, which
increases the precision of mechanical characterization and provides new mechanical
parameters. In this chapter, we will overview experimental considerations for testing
soft tissues and cells by indentation.
2.2 Experimental considerations
2.2.1 Control modes of deformation
Indenter consists of a piezo-transducer and a spring, such as a cantilever, to mea-
sure the response of the material to the deformation induced by the tip (e.g. a
sphere, see Fig. 2.1). Indentation-depth dindentation is calculated by subtracting spring
deflection xdeflection from the displacement of piezo while in contact dpiezo contact:
dindentation = dpiezo contact − xdeflection. The load F (N) is obtained by multiplying
cantilever deflection xdeflection with a spring constant k(N/m): F = k × xdeflection.
Therefore, there exists three different control modes: piezo-displacement, load, and
indentation-depth.
Piezo-displacement control mode operates in an open-loop where indentation-
depth and load, as well as the speed at which the indentation-depth is reached, are not
controlled and depend on the relation between the spring constant of the cantilever and
the stiffness of the sample. For example, in piezo-displacement mode, stiffer sample
regions are measured at lower depth and lower indentation-speed compared to softer
ones. Typically, the mechanical properties of biological materials stiffen with depth of
indentation and indentation-speed. Therefore, measuring in piezo-displacement mode
results in inaccurate comparison in that differences between soft and stiff regions are
less pronounced than they actually are. Hence, the piezo-displacement mode should be
only used in the linear viscoelastic regime (linear refers to a linear relationship between
stress and strain, which gives depth-independent mechanical properties), which for
biological materials is ∼1% strain, and at very high or low deformation rates so that
instantaneous or equilibrium time-dependent properties are measured.
Load and indentation-depth control modes operate in closed-loop, meaning that
maximum indentation-depth and load, as well as the deformation rate, can be selected
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Figure 2.1: Schematic drawing of indentation. Left: the sphere is connected to a spring with
an initial spring size of x0 and distance to the sample dapproach. Right: sphere with the spring
is displaced by moving it down with the piezo-transducer by a distance dpiezo total, which is
a sum of the distance before the contact (dapproach) and in contact (dpiezo contact). During
the deformation of the sample, the spring compresses by xdeflection. The indentation-depth
dindentation is calculated as the difference between the piezo-displacement while in contact
dpiezo contact and the distance of spring compression xdeflection. The load is obtained by
multiplying the spring constant k by the spring compression xdeflection.
and controlled. Such an indentation approach relies on a feedback-loop where an
error signal between the set profile and the actual one is calculated in real-time and
used to adjust the movement of the piezoelectric transducer so that the selected
indentation profile is achieved and maintained [64]. This is important for testing
more complex material properties such as nonlinear viscoelasticity, where control of
depth and speed is critical. Furthermore, the implementation of closed-loop operation
expands possible experimental protocols to creep or stress relaxation measurements,
frequency or amplitude sweeps, and oscillatory ramps.
2.2.2 The scale of mechanical testing
The first consideration before starting indentation measurements is the tip size, which
will determine the mapping resolution and the indentation-depth. Spherical tips are
usually selected for indentation on soft tissues to avoid damage. When spherical
surface is used, stress is distributed more homogeneously compared to sharp tips.
Furthermore, there is no need to align and orient the tip with respect to the sample -
a problem for, for instance, flat punches. Fig. 2.2 A shows a drawing of three spherical
tips on top of a brain tissue slice of 300 µm thickness, which is optimal for diffusion to
ensure cell viability across the sample thickness. Indentation with the spherical tips is
limited by Hertz model assumptions, described in Section 2.3.1. The finite thickness of




Figure 2.2: Considerations of the tip size for indentation on tissues. A) Thickness of the
sample limits the maximum indentation depth to 5% of the thickness which is 15 µm. B)
The contact area in gray at maximum indentation depth dmax = 1.4, 14.4, 15 µm for tip
radius of R = 10, 90, 250 µm defines spatial resolution during indentation mapping (dashed
circle for dmax of 40 µm if the sample thickness is over 800 µm). C) Calculation of maximum
indentation depth and contact radius for three tip sizes. D) Cross-section of the slice showing
the surface roughness. E) The contact area with respect to the heterogeneity of the brain
tissue where boundaries of regions are identified with black lines.
which in this example is 15 µm [65]. At larger depths, the stiff substrate underneath the
sample would influence the measured sample stiffness. Maximum indentation-depth
is also limited to 16% of the sphere radius (small strain approximation for parabolic
indenter [66]) which is dmax = 1.6 µm for tip radius R = 10 µm, dmax = 14.4 µm for
R = 90 µm and dmax = 40 µm for R = 250 µm where the latter is limited by finite
thickness assumption dmax = 15 µm and would require a sample thickness of 800 µm
to indent up to 40 µm. Therefore, smaller tips measure surface properties while larger
tips can indent deeper and, thus, obtain more bulk properties. However, if the surface
of the sample is rough as shown in Fig. 2.2, larger spheres and indentation-depths
are preferred to minimize the error of contact area estimation, which assumes the flat
surface.
The tip size and maximum indentation depth defines the spatial resolution which
can be calculated from contact radius a =
√
dmaxR which is 4, 36 and 61 µm, respec-
tively (see Fig. 2.2 B). The spatial resolution which is a step size during indentation
mapping should be smaller than the dimensions of regions of interest to fulfill the infi-
nite half-space assumption. As shown in Fig. 2.2 E on the image of the hippocampus,
a small sphere can easily measure the narrowest regions, while a large sphere would
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also sense the surrounding regions. Here, the contact radius is given for the maximum
indentation depth dmax and, one could decrease the indentation-depth to decrease
the contact radius. Therefore, optimal tip radius and indentation-depth need to be
selected based on the size of the region under investigation.
The same considerations can be applied for measuring single cells. As cells are rela-
tively thin, indentation-depth is of extreme importance to avoid sensing the substrate,
which would cause an overestimation of stiffness. However, if the measuring system
has a relatively high noise level and only large indentation depths can be resolved, the
correction of modulus because of the stiff substrate and large indentation depths can
be applied [67,68]. However, such a correction requires additional measurements of
the cell thickness. Furthermore, cells vary in shapes for which corrections of the Hertz
model exist to account for hemispherical or spherical shapes [69]. This can be avoided
by selecting a smaller tip size so that the measured location can be considered flat
compared to the tip size. However, small tip size limits maximum indentation-depth,
which might be of relevance when studying membrane versus cytoskeleton properties.
Finally, measuring the nuclear or cytoskeleton part of the cell should be discriminated,
as these two sub-cellular structures have differential mechanical properties. Especially
when measuring the cell nucleus of an intact cell, the influence of the cytoskeleton
above and below the nucleus should be acknowledged.
To summarize, mechanical characterization by indentation requires careful consid-
eration of the relevant measurement scale while also fulfilling the contact mechanics
model assumptions.
2.3 Contact mechanics models for indentation
2.3.1 Static indentation models
During static indentation, the tip of the indentation probe is forced onto the sample
and retracted (Fig. 2.3 A). These two static indentation steps are commonly called
loading and unloading. Static indentation is used to measure the elasticity of elastic or
elastic-plastic materials in terms of hardness or Young’s modulus. In particular, this
section discusses Hertz, Oliver-Pharr, and JKR model solutions for spherical tips.
The Hertz model
The Hertz model was derived by Heinrich Hertz in 1882 [70] and gives an analytical
solution of the non-adhesive contact problem between elastic materials. Based on this
derivation, a simple solution was given to estimate the contact radius a (red dashed







where F is the applied load, R is the radius of the spherical indenter, and Eeff is the
effective elastic modulus also referred as plain strain or reduced or apparent Young’s
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Figure 2.3: Imposed indentation-depth controlled profiles in red and recorded load response
in blue. A) Static indentation with no holding phase; B) static indentation with holding
phase for stress-relaxation; C) dynamic indentation with oscillatory loading and unloading;
D) dynamic indentation with frequency sweep at equilibrium.
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Figure 2.4: Load-indentation curves of A) loading (blue line) with Hertz model fit (dashed
red line) for elastic materials; B) loading (blue line) and unloading (green line) with Oliver-
Phar model fit (red line) for elastic-plastic materials; C) JKR model fit (dashed red line) for
elastic-adhesive materials.
modulus. Moreover, the relation between the indentation-depth hc and the contact





This definition relies on a parabolic approximation of the shape of the indenter,
meaning it is only valid when hc  R. More recently, equation 2.2 was shown to hold
for strains less than 8% [66], resulting in maximum indentation depth hc = 16%×R.
By substituting contact radius a from equation 2.1 into equation 2.2, the relationship
between load and indentation can be defined and used to fit initial load-indentation






the effective Young’s modulus combines the response of the sample and indenter and










Assuming that the indenter is much stiffer than the tested material, the Young’s





where ν is the Poisson’s ratio of the indented material. Biological tissues are typically
assumed to be incompressible with ν = 0.5.
The derivation of the Hertz model relies on several assumptions:
1. The deformation is linear elastic;
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2. Strains are small that the indenter can be assumed to be parabolic;
3. The thickness and size of the sample are infinite in relation to the tip size;
4. The sample is homogeneous and isotropic;
5. The surface of the sample is flat in relation to the tip size;
6. The surfaces are frictionless and non-adhesive;
7. The tip and measurement system are infinitely stiff compared to the stiffness of
the sample;
As other contact mechanics models described in the following sections are based on
Hertz model assumptions, careful assessment of their validity for each experiment is
required. In case some assumptions are not fulfilled, the influence to elastic modulus
estimation should be addressed. For example, the Hertz model is widely used to obtain
the elastic modulus of viscoelastic materials, which, for comparative analysis with a
carefully selected indentation profile, can be accepted.
The Oliver-Pharr model
Warren Oliver and George Pharr published the derivation of the elastic modulus of
elastic-plastic materials from load-indentation curves in 1992 [71], which was later
adapted to include indentation with a spherical tip [72]. Indentation of elastic-plastic
material results in mismatched loading and unloading curves because of a dent left
after the load is removed. In this case, the contact area A between the tip and
the sample must be correctly modeled. The contact depth (hc) of the sphere can be
determined from the final and maximum indentation depths (hf and hmax, respectively,
see Fig. 2.4 B):
hc = hmax − hf (2.6)
The final indentation depth hf is the depth where, during unloading, the load equals
zero. From a geometrical point of view, contact radius a can be calculated from:
a =
√
(2Rhc − h2c), (2.7)
The quadratic term becomes negligible when indentation depth hc is much smaller
than the radius R of the indenter. Assuming initial elastic unloading, the Young’s









Here, S = dP/dh is the slope of the initial unloading curve (i.e., 95% and 75% of the
load at the maximum indentation, see Fig. 2.4 B) and A = πa2 is the contact area.
The same Hertz model assumptions hold for the Oliver-Pharr model. The Oliver-
Pharr model has been widely used to calculate the elastic modulus of biological
materials that are not elastic-plastic but viscoelastic. This might give misleading
results, especially when using a short holding time between loading and unloading as
viscoelastic material relaxes over time. How to use elastic and elastic-plastic models
for viscoelastic materials will be discussed in Section 2.3.1.
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JKR model
Adhesion is attachment or attraction between the tip and the sample and it is not
included in Hertz contact mechanics model. However, it has been widely studied by
others [73–77]. The effects of adhesion include an increase in contact area a during
indentation and negative loads during unloading (i.e. the sample adheres to the tip).
Analytical models such as the JKR [73] and the DMT models [74] provide modified
Hertz equations with adhesion taken into account. The JKR model is developed
for a large tip radius R when indenting on soft materials, whereas the DMT model
predicts the indentation behavior of a stiff material probed with a small tip radius.











where z0 is the equilibrium separation between the atoms of the surfaces in contact
(i.e., the distance between the atoms at which the force on each atom is zero) and
γ is the energy per unit contact area, also termed as “work of adhesion”, which
depends on the surface energies of the two contacting surfaces and an interaction term
(γ = γ1 + γ2 − γ12). If µ is large, JKR theory applies; and if it is small, the DMT
model applies. The DMT model is not further discussed, as its applications lie beyond
the scope of this thesis. Following the JKR model, a description of γ can be obtained
based on the critical load Padhesive at which the indenter separates from the surface






The contact radius at a given load P is modified from the Hertz equation to include










When γ = 0 equation 2.11 reverts to the simple Hertz equation without adhesion.
However, in case of adhesion (γ 6= 0), at P = 0 the contact radius becomes non-zero


















Using this modified description of the contact radius a, a correct value for the effective
Young’s modulus Eeff can be computed by fitting the unloading curve (see Fig. 2.4
C) while fulfilling all the other Hertz model assumptions.
In the case of indenting on adhesive viscoelastic materials, novel contact mechanics
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models have been proposed to account for adhesion when calculating time or frequency-
dependent elastic modulus [77,78]. However, as these models are more computationally
and in some cases experimentally demanding, they have not yet been widely adapted
and adhesion has been often neglected on the basis that the nominal forces dominate
over adhesive forces.
Static indentation for viscoelastic materials
In many studies, static indentations and elastic mechanical models, such as Hertz and
Oliver-Pharr, are used to characterize viscoelastic materials, including soft tissues and
cells, due to a lack of more advanced instrumentation, easy data analysis, and because
it has been done in previous studies. In this section, recommendations on how to make
the most use of static indentations for the characterization of viscoelastic materials
will be given.
Static indentation enables measurements of hundreds of indentation locations
in a very short time. As biological samples quickly deteriorate when taken out of
an incubator or extracted from an animal or human, static indentations might be
preferred over slow dynamic measurements (more details in Section 2.3.2). Data
from single static indentations with only loading and unloading phases can be an-
alyzed with the elastic Hertz contact mechanics model. Elastic material properties
are time-independent, i.e. loading and unloading rates do not influence the measured
elastic modulus. However, that is not the case for viscoelastic materials where the
elastic modulus is time-dependent. Typically, the faster the indentation the higher
the elastic modulus. Furthermore, load-indentation curves of viscoelastic materials
exhibit hysteresis between loading and unloading phases, which might be mistaken
for plastic deformation and, thus, analyzed by the elastic-plastic Oliver-Pharr model.
While, in principle, elastic and elastic-plastic models are not suitable for the charac-
terization of viscoelastic materials, it might give sensible results if time dependency is
considered. For example, indenting at high indentation-speed gives Young’s modulus
similar to instantaneous modulus when considering time-domain or modulus at high
frequencies when considering frequency domain [79]. Alternatively, measuring at low
indentation rates gives properties similar to equilibrium modulus or low-frequency
modulus. Thereby, using the Hertz model, relative comparisons can be made if the
same indentation-speed is used (note: indentation speed is not the same as piezo-speed).
For the Oliver-Pharr model, the unloading curve used for fitting is influenced by the
loading history, which should therefor be taken into account, e.g. by using a long
holding phase to reach equilibrium before unloading [80,81]. Finally, by combining
results from static measurements at different indentation rates with solutions from
computation analysis, viscoelastic parameters can also be extracted [82,83].
2.3.2 Dynamic indentation models
In the previous section, we discussed how static indentation measurements, consisting
of loading and unloading phases, have been used to obtain the elastic modulus of
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biological materials. However, Young’s modulus dependency on indentation rates
is a clear sign of viscoelasticity. Here, we will overview time-dependent indentation
measurements, i.e., dynamic indentation.
Time domain: creep and stress relaxation
A frequently used method to investigate linear viscoelastic behavior by indentation is
to apply constant stress via a step-function and monitor the increase in strain over
time, which is called creep. During the indentation test, stress and strain are not
measured directly and, thus, stress can be approximated with the applied load and
the strain with the indentation-depth.
A simple model that is often used to simulate the creep behavior is the Kelvin-Voigt
model. It consists of a spring and dashpot connected in parallel and may be expanded
by adding more springs and dashpots. The indentation-depth response of this system












where τi are time constants of creep, Ci are creep coefficients, from which the zero-






infinite-time shear modulus as G∞ =
1
2C0
[84, 85]. The shear modulus is then related
to Young’s modulus through Poisson’s ratio: E = 2G(1 + ν).
To maintain constant stress during creep experiments, a load-controlled indentation
is required. During the creep, indentation-depth, strain, and contact area changes.
One needs to keep in mind that the increase in indentation-depth may exceed the
linear regime where mechanical properties are depth-independent. In a non-linear
regime, it may be more practical to use a stress relaxation method.
During stress relaxation experiments, indentation-depth is kept constant and
the decrease in load over time is monitored (Fig. 2.3 B). Stress relaxation of linear
viscoelastic materials is modeled by a Maxwell model, which consists of a spring and







where hc is th indentation depth and G(t) can be fit with Prony series:





where τj are time constants of exponential decay and Cj are relaxation coefficients.
The instantaneous modulus G0 can be calculated with equation G0 = C0 +
∑
j Cj and
the equilibrium (infinity) shear modulus is G∞ =
C0
2 .
Via a multi-exponential fit applied to creep or relaxation data from the holding
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phase, one can estimate the shear moduli Gt at different time points, besides instanta-
neous and infinity moduli. However, creep and stress relaxation curves from biological
materials typically require 3 or more-term exponential fits, while the data also has a
low signal-to-noise ratio, leading to results that strongly depend on the fitting initial
parameters.
It is worth stressing that, to translate shear moduli from time to frequency domains,
one can use the following equations:





















where data needs to be extrapolated to zero and infinite frequencies [88].
Dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA)
As an alternative to the approach described above, indentation measurements can be
performed in the frequency domain to obtain storage and loss moduli as a function of
frequency.
Dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA) is based on inducing oscillations of the load
(or indentation-depth) at different frequencies (frequency sweep), on top of a feedback-
controlled constant load (or indentation-depth) (Fig. 2.3 D). The storage modulus E′
represents the capacity to store energy because of the elastic component; the response
is in-phase with the applied load. The loss modulus E′′ represents the capacity to
dissipate energy due to the viscous component; the response is out-of-phase with the
applied load. The ratio E′′/E′ = tan φ is the damping factor or loss angle, and shows
the relative degree of how well a material can dissipate or, in other words, absorb
energy [89].
This approach was developed by Herbert, Oliver, and Pharr [89], who related stress
and strain to load and indentation. For a spherical indenter, the storage and loss

















with φ being the phase difference between oscillations, P0 the amplitude of the
oscillatory load, h0 the amplitude of the oscillatory indentation-depth, and a the
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radius of the contact area. For purely elastic Hookean solids, phase shift φ is 0° while
for Newtonian liquids the phase-shift is 90°. For viscoelastic-liquids, the phase-shift is
between 45 and 90° (tanφ>1), while for viscoelastic-solids, it is between 0° and 45°
(0<tanφ <1) which is usually the case for cells and tissues.
Complex modulus sums up the storage and loss moduli:
|E∗| =
√
E′2 + E′′2. (2.23)





To avoid the influence of creep or stress-relaxation to oscillatory signal, the fre-
quency sweep is recommended to be performed after the equilibrium is reached as
shown in (Fig. 2.3 D). Furthermore, one can also apply oscillations at one frequency
during the loading phase (Fig. 2.3 C) by selecting a slow loading rate so that the
material is at equilibrium while loading (more details in Chapter 3, Section 3.3.2).
Moreover, the amplitude of oscillations should be small enough to fulfill the approxima-
tion of constant contact area during oscillations which depends on indentation-depth
and tip radius. For instance, oscillating at 0.1 µm amplitude with tip radius of 10 µm
at 1 µm indentation-depth would result in 0.32 µm change of contact radius ∆a, while
oscillating at 0.5 µm amplitude, the contact radius would change 1.64 µm. To assess
whether the amplitude of oscillations influences the measurement, one can check the
symmetry of the oscillations. Based on experimental observations, we recommend
using these criteria: ∆aa < 0.1 µm (more details in Chapter 3, Section 3.3.3).
Combining all the previous approaches, one could perform a Hertz model fit, creep
or stress relaxation analysis, dynamic mechanical analysis, the Oliver-Pharr model fit,
and even an adhesion analysis from one indentation curve. Practically, however, one
should select the preferred method for the sample under investigation and optimize
the indentation profile so that all assumptions are satisfied.
Depth-dependency: linear and nonlinear regimes
The deformation of material can have two regimes: linear and nonlinear. During the
linear regime, stress and strain scale linearly, whereas beyond the limit of the linear
regime, stress and strain scaling is nonlinear. This means that at the linear regime,
mechanical properties are depth independent and in the nonlinear regime, they are
depth-dependent. As indentation does not give a direct measure of stress and strain,
these regimes can be evaluated by applying mechanical models to different depths.
Using the Hertz model, linearity can be assessed by fitting the same load-indentation
curve to different depths. If the material is nonlinear, fitting to higher depths will
result in higher Young’s modulus compared to fitting to lower depths, or vice versa.
Furthermore, the fitting will be poor as scaling between load and indentation of
nonlinear materials does not follow the P ∼ h 32 relationship.
Using the Oliver-Pharr model to investigate nonlinearity, indentation needs to be
performed to different depths as only the initial unloading curve is used for fitting.
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Due to irreversible plastic deformation, multiple indentations can not be performed
in the same location, because the first indentation alters the material properties.
Therefore, indentations at different depths should be performed at different locations
of the sample, assuming the sample is homogeneous. It is important to note that if
the Oliver-Pharr model is used for viscoelastic material, enough time for viscoelastic
recovery should be given between consecutive indentations (read more in Section 2.4.3).
Previously introduced time and frequency domain contact mechanics models as-
sume linear viscoelastic response of the material. Using dynamic methods, linear and
nonlinear regimes can be assessed by performing dynamic measurements at different
depths. As the analysis of DMA or stress relaxation is performed at a constant
indentation-depth, actual fitting is not affected by nonlinearity.
Note: poro-viscoelasticity
Time-dependent behavior arises not only from viscoelasticity but also from poroelastic-
ity. Viscoelastic relaxation originates from configuration change of the network, which
is a short-range motion. Poroelastic relaxation arises from the migration of solvent
through the pores, which is a long-range motion. However, discrimination between
these two modes requires stress relaxation tests with different sphere sizes, because
the poroelastic response is size-dependent while viscoelastic is size independent [90,91].
At large length scales, poroelastic relaxation is slower than viscoelastic, while at lower
length scales it is the opposite.
For the purpose of relative comparison between different samples, one can be
sufficed by viscoelastic characterization, as it does not require testing with different
radius probes at long time scales. However, for creating mechanical models of materials
and simulating mechanical deformation, poro-viscoelastic modeling is in principle re-
quired to increase the accuracy of predictions, especially when exploring different scales.
2.4 Guidelines to selecting indentation profile
To start the mechanical characterization of a biological sample, one needs to select an
appropriate indentation profile depending on the mechanical behavior such as elastic,
plastic, or viscoelastic, and linear vs. nonlinear. We suggest a simple indentation pro-
cedure to determine the mechanical behavior of a material. The proposed indentation
profiles are in indentation-depth controlled mode as it ensures higher accuracy over
indentation-speed and indentation-depth.
2.4.1 Discrimination between elastic and viscoelastic material
Discrimination between elastic and viscoelastic material can be done either in static
or dynamic modes (see Fig. 2.5), as both of methods lead to the same conclusions. We
recommend using dynamic mode as it requires only one indentation, while static mode
requires the use of two indentations and, thus, the same location of the sample has to
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be measured twice (more details about the situations where this can be a problem are
in the Section 2.4.3).
Static indentation-depth controlled mode
In order to determine whether the sample is elastic or viscoelastic with static indentation-
depth controlled mode, the indentation should be performed at two different indentation-
speeds (e.g., v1 = 1 µm/s, v2 = 15 µm/s), (see Fig. 2.5 top half). The initial loading
part should be followed by a hold period (e.g. t(hold) = 20 s). Indentation depth
should fulfill small strain (ε) approximation ε < 0.08, where ε = 0.2 ∗
√
(d ∗R)/R, d
is indentation depth, and R is the radius of the sphere.
If the material is elastic, the load is constant during the hold period Prel = const
and the Young’s modulus obtained from the Hertz or Oliver-Pharr models will be the
same at both measured speeds: EH(v1) = EH(v2), EOP (v1) = EOP (v2).
If both assumptions above are correct, one can determine if the sample is purely
elastic or elastic-plastic. If the sample is purely elastic, there is no hysteresis, meaning
that loading and unloading curves coincide, and both Young’s modulus from the Hertz
model and Oliver-Pharr model are equal EH = EOP . If the sample behaves as an
elastic-plastic material, there is hysteresis between loading (blue line) and unloading
(green line), and the Young’s modulus obtained with the Hertz model will be smaller
than with the Oliver-Pharr model EH < EOP . This is in part because the Hertz
model overestimates the contact area, whereas in the Olver-Pharr model dp (contact
point during unloading) is subtracted from d0 (contact point during loading) for the
calculation of the contact area. Indeed, the Oliver-Pharr model accounts for plastic
deformation.
Using the static mode, the material is considered being viscoelastic when the load
decreases during the hold period (see relaxation). Furthermore, Young’s modulus
obtained from Hertz or Oliver-Pharr models will be different when comparing two
measured speeds: EH(v1) < EH(v2) or EOP (v1) < EOP (v2). In this case, it is not
possible to determine whether there is permanent plastic deformation as hysteresis
between loading and unloading are due to viscoelasticity.
Dynamic indentation-depth controlled mode
Whether the sample is elastic or viscoelastic can also be determined in dynamic
mode (Fig. 2.5 bottom half). A dynamic indentation consists of loading, holding
period (e.g. t(hold)=20 s, use holding time sufficient to reach the equilibrium of
relaxation), frequency sweep (e.g. 1-10 Hz), and unloading. Loading should be fast
(e.g. v1 = 15 µm/s) to observe full load-relaxation profile. In the case of slow loading,
the material relaxes during the loading phase and, thus, relaxation in the holding
period might be diminished. The oscillation amplitude should be small enough so that
the assumption of constant contact area is valid. A good indication is checking whether
oscillations are sine-shape and symmetrical. Furthermore, the selected amplitude Aω
of oscillatory indentations at different frequencies should be the same. If the amplitude
is not constant or does not reach the set amount, it means that the gain, integral, and
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Figure 2.5: Guidelines to determine whether the material is elastic or viscoelastic using
static or dynamic indentation-depth controlled profiles.
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derivative (PID) settings of the feedback-loop need tuning or that the limit of the
speed of the hardware and software is reached. In this case, one should either decrease
the amplitude, use a stiffer probe, or decrease the frequency.
If the material is elastic, there is no load-relaxation during the hold period
Prel = const, storage modulus E
′ does not depend on frequency E′(ω) = const
(constant amplitude of oscillatory load), and both loss modulus and phase delay are
equal to zero (E′′(ω) = 0, φ(ω) = 0). Furthermore, loading data can be used to
determine whether the sample is elastic or elastic-plastic as described previously.
If the material is viscoelastic, there is load-relaxation during the hold period (see
relaxation), storage modulus E′ increases with frequency, which can also be observed
as an increase in the amplitude of oscillatory load, and both loss modulus and phase
delay have non-zero values (E′ 6= 0, φ 6= 0).
2.4.2 Discrimination between linear and nonlinear behavior
Static indentation-depth controlled mode
If the sample is elastic or elastic-plastic, loading data can be used to determine whether
the sample is linear or nonlinear at the measurement scale by fitting the Hertz model
to different indentation-depths (see Fig. 2.6 top half). A single indentation to a larger
depth (e.g., d2 = 8 µm) is sufficient for Hertz model analysis. If the material is
linearly elastic, fitting Hertz-model to different depths results in the same Young’s
moduli EH(d1) = EH(d2). If the material is nonlinear elastic, fitting the Hertz model
to different depths results in different Young’s modulus EH(d1) 6= EH(d2). Typically,
an increase in Young’s modulus with the depth is observed (EH(d1) < EH(d2)).
One could also use the Oliver-Pharr model to come to the same conclusions, but
this approach requires two indentation measurements performed at two different
depths (e.g., d1 = 4 µm and d2 = 8 µm). If the material is elastic-plastic, inden-
tation induces plastic deformation; thus, indentation at two different depths should
be performed at different locations. If the material is linear elastic-plastic, fitting
unloading data from measurements at two depths with the Oliver-Pharr model re-
sults in the same Young’s modulus EOP (d1) = EOP (d2). If the material is nonlinear
elastic-plastic, the Young’s modulus obtained with Oliver-Pharr model depends on the
depth EOP (d1) 6= EOP (d2). Typically, an increase in Young’s modulus with the depth
is observed (EOP (d1) < EOP (d2)).
Dynamic indentation-depth controlled mode
If the material is viscoelastic, to check whether the material is linear or nonlinear at
the measurement scale, one should perform indentations in a dynamic mode at two
different depths (e.g., d1 = 4 µm and d2 = 8 µm)(see Fig. 2.6 bottom half). Sufficient
time for viscoelastic recovery should be taken between repeated measurements in the
same location to avoid conditioning (see section 2.4.3).
If the material is linear viscoelastic, E′, E′′, and φ are independent on the depth,
E′d1 = Ed2 at any frequency, the ratio between Pmax and Pmin is the same at both
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depths (PmaxPmin )d1 = (
Pmax
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)d2, and the ratio between the amplitude of oscillatory load







If the material is nonlinear viscoelastic, E′, E′′, and φ are dependent on the depth
at any frequency, typically E′d1 < E
′
d2, the ratio between Pmax and Pmin is different,
typically (PmaxPmin )d1 > (
Pmax
Pmin
)d2, and the ratio between the amplitude of oscillatory-load








When investigating the most suitable indentation protocol, multiple indentations
in the same location are required. The first indentation on the sample is called
un-conditioned or virgin, while all the following indentations in the same location
are called conditioned or pre-conditioned. Mechanical properties might change with
each consequent indentation either due to irreversible plastic deformation or due to
reversible deformation caused by visco- and poro-elasticty (time-dependent effects).
In the case of viscoelasticity, indentation induces temporary plastic deformation
due to time-dependent movement of fluids and reversible rearrangement of material
components. Sufficient time should be given between consequent indentations in the
same location in order to allow material to recover to the original condition (read more
in Chapter 3, Section 3.3.5). The time needed for the viscoelastic recovery can be
assessed by performing consequent indentations with different time intervals between
indentations until the time interval is found where consequent indentation gives the
same mechanical properties. One should keep in mind that different indentation
profiles will have different time intervals of full viscoelastic recovery. Furthermore, it
might be that the material does not recover to the original condition due to irreversible
plastic deformation or because the recovery time is too long in actual experimental
conditions. In this case, only a single indentation should be performed per location.
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2 Mechanical testing of soft tissues by indentation
Figure 2.6: Guidelines to determine whether material is linear or nonlinear elastic or
viscoelastic using static or dynamic indentation-depth controlled profiles.
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Chapter 3
Guidelines for measuring brain
tissue by indentation: experimental
observations
In this chapter, we will introduce experimental observations that did not fit into publi-
cations but were used to define indentation protocols for brain tissue characterization.




3 Guidelines for measuring brain tissue by indentation: experimental observations
3.1 Introduction
Indentation testing protocols for the brain and other tissues vastly vary between the
studies reported in the literature according to the instrumentation available to the
researchers, the information at hand at the time of the study on brain tissue mechanics,
and the research question. Brain tissue is known to be a nonlinear, anisotropic, poro-
viscoelastic material [26,27]. Thus, indentation protocols need to be carefully selected.
Furthermore, sample origin, preparation and environmental control might influence
the mechanical properties of the brain. The parameters that should be considered
when designing an experimental protocol are listed here:
 Indentation tip size and shape;
 Indentation control mode;
 Indentation-depth and strain;
 Indentation-speed, strain rate, or oscillation frequency;
 Number of indentation cycles;
 Indentation mapping step size (which depends on contact radius);
 Sample shape, size, and thickness;
 Sample mounting (adherence and stability);
 Preservation of sample viability (perfusion, pH, temperature, osmolarity);
 Duration of the experiment;
 Brain region;
 Slicing direction;
 Age and species of animal.
To contribute to the development of mechanical testing protocols for more reliable
and reproducible brain tissue characterization, we applied various indentation profiles
on the brain tissue slices to assess the sensitivity of mechanical properties to key
indentation parameters such as indentation-depth, oscillatory frequency and amplitude,
loading rate, multiple indentation cycles, and duration of the experiment. Furthermore,
the swelling behavior of the brain tissue was investigated. Based on the results, the
indentation protocol was selected for brain tissue characterization used in the following





Indentation setup and data analysis
The indentation setup used for our studies, which is combined with an inverted
microscope or an optical coherence tomography (OCT) microscope, has been already
described in other studies [92–95]. In short, the indentation arm consists of an
XYZ micromanipulator (PatchStar, Scientifica), a piezoelectric transducer (Physik
Instrumente), a cantilever-based fiber-optic force sensor (probe), and an interferometer
(OP1550, Optics11). Probes with ∼0.2 N/m spring constant and spherical tips with
radius R between 50 and 250 µm were used. A custom written LabVIEW program
allowed us to control all the instruments and to customize the indentation profile.
The microscope and indentation arm were mounted on a vibration isolation table and
covered with a self-made acoustic isolation box. A more detailed description of the
setup will be provided in the next chapters, and is not relevant for the arguments
reported here below.
The load F and indentation-depth h data from static indentations were fitted with











where E is an elastic Young’s modulus and ν is the Poisson’s ratio of compressibility
(ν = 0.5).
Dynamic indentations were performed in indentation-depth controlled mode either
by inducing frequency sweep when stress relaxation reaches equilibrium or by imposing
oscillations on top of loading and unloading ramps. The exact indentation profiles are
described in the results section. Data from dynamic measurements was analyzed by

























where F0 and h0 are the amplitudes of the oscillatory load and indentation-depth,
respectively, δ is the phase-shift between the recorded indentation and load oscillations,
A = πa2 is the contact area, and a is contact radius (a =
√
hR).
Sample preparation and maintenance
Horizontal and coronal slices from 1, 4, 6 and 9 month-old C57BL/6 mice were used
for experiments. The thickness of slices was set to 300 µm to ensure diffusion of the
medium throughout the whole thickness of the slice. The sample was mounted in an
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Figure 3.1: Indentation mapping of a 4-month-old mouse hippocampus indented with
a tip radius of R=95 µm at a step size of 50 µm. A) AFM-type static indentation profile
with approach piezo-speed of 10 µm/s to 1 µN load and B) corresponding load-indentation
curve fitted with Hertz model up to the selected indentation depth. C) Dynamic indentation
with oscillatory loading at 0.01 s−1 strain rate and 5.6 Hz frequency. D-F) Maps of Young’s
modulus from the Hertz model fitting up to a fixed depth of 2, 4, and 6 µm. I) Map of
indentation-speed for Young’s modulus map to 6 µm. G) Young’s modulus map when fitting
the Hertz model up to maximum indentation-depth shown in H). Abbreviations: SR - stratum
radiatum, SP - stratum pyramidale, ML - molecular layer, GCL - granule cell layer. J-L)
Storage modulus maps at 4, 6 and 9 µm indentation-depth obtained with oscillatory ramp
profile.
adherent glass-bottom chamber, stabilized with a harp from the top and perfused with




flow rate (gear pump MCP-Z standard, Ismatec). The osmolarity of the solution was
tested before the measurements and was in the range of 290-310 mOsmol/kg. All
measurements were performed at room temperature to prolong the viability of the
brain tissue.
3.3 Results
3.3.1 Depth-dependent mechanical properties of the brain tis-
sue: AFM-type static indentation and dynamic oscilla-
tory ramp indentation
As brain tissue has been reported to reach the nonlinear regime at strains below
0.2% [96,97], we investigated how the mechanical properties of our samples change
with indentation-depth by performing indentation mapping on mouse hippocampus.
Two indentation-profiles were selected to measure the same region with a spherical
probe radius of 95 µm: 1) the widely used atomic force microscopy (AFM) type
indentation, where piezoelectric transducer approaches at 10 µm/s piezo-speed until
it reaches a set threshold of 1 µN (Fig. 3.1 A) [98]; 2) a novel oscillatory loading
profile in indentation-depth controlled mode, where a 5.6 Hz frequency oscillation is
superimposed on top of the ramp, loading at 0.01 s−1 strain rate (Fig. 3.1 C).
Load-indentation curves from static measurements were analyzed by fitting Hertz
model to the data obtained with different indentation-depths (Fig. 3.1 B). The results
are presented as 2D color maps of Young’s modulus at 2, 4, 6 µm and maximum depth
in Fig. 3.1 D, E, F and G, respectively. As one can see from those maps, the Young’s
modulus increases with indentation-depth, which indicates that brain tissue deforma-
tion is nonlinear at the measured scales. The contrast between different anatomical
regions also increases with indentation-depth, with no apparent difference between
regions at 2 µm depth and very clear region boundaries when fitting the whole load-
indentation curve. However, during AFM-type measurements, only the piezo-speed is
controlled, and indentation-speed varies between 7 and 10 µm/s, depending on the
stiffness of the region as shown in the indentation-speed map (Fig. 3.1 I). Softer regions
are deformed faster than stiffer regions and, as brain tissue stiffness increases with
indentation-speed due to viscoelasticity [99], softer regions appear stiffer. Furthermore,
the difference in Young’s modulus between soft and stiff regions is underestimated.
When using an AFM-type indentation profile, one could assume that indentation-
speed dependence is negligible within the measured indentation-speed range. Yet, this
hypothesis would need to be confirmed. Moreover, during AFM-type measurements,
the indentation was set to the threshold load, while the maximum indentation-depth
varied between 5 and 10 µm (Fig. 3.1 H). If the entire load-indentation curve is used
for fitting, soft regions are fitted to higher depths than stiffer ones and, as the Young’s
modulus increases with the depth due to nonlinear behavior, soft regions appear
stiffer, and the difference in Young’s modulus between the regions is underestimated.
Therefore, for a reliable comparison of the mechanical properties of different brain
regions, both indentation-speed and indentation-depth should be matched.
Load-indentation curves from dynamic measurements were fitted every 5 oscilla-
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Figure 3.2: Indentation mapping of 4-month-old mouse hippocampus, dentate gyrus region,
with tip radius R of 23 and 27 µm at step size of 20 and 40 µm. The indentation was
performed in a static mode at approach piezo-speed of A-F) 30 µm/s and G) 3.3 µm/s by
indenting up to 50 nN (A-C) and 150 nN (D-G) load. Young’s modulus maps were obtained
by fitting the Hertz model to the selected depth or maximum depth (indicated above each
map).
tions providing storage and loss moduli, E´and E, as a function of indentation-depth.
Fig. 3.1 J-L shows storage modulus E´maps at 4, 6, and 9 µm indentation-depths,
respectively. There are no apparent regional differences at 4 µm depth, while re-
gional heterogeneity is most evident at 9 µm. In this case, oscillation frequency and
indentation-depth are the same across soft and stiff regions.
To check whether similar depth dependency emerges when using smaller tips,
we measured brain tissue with spherical tips of 23 and 28 µm radius (Fig. 3.2 A-C
and D-G, respectively). The AFM-type indentation was performed at piezo-speed of
30 µm/s up to threshold load of 50 and 150 nN, respectively. In contrast to results with
large tip size, the difference between regions is already evident at 2 µm indentation-




R = 5.9 and 5.3% for small spheres and 2.9% for the large sphere at 2 µm
depth). Similar to results with large tip size, the difference in Young’s modulus between
anatomical regions is more distinguishable at larger indentation-depths (Fig. 3.2 B, C
and E, F). Furthermore, indenting at ∼10 times slower piezo-speed resulted in much
softer Young’s modulus values (Fig. 3.2 F, G).




ical properties increase with indentation-depth, which emphasizes the importance of
measuring brain tissue at larger depths than it is typically done with AFM (< 1 µm).
We hypothesize that the damage that is made to the surface of the tissue during the
slicing procedure makes the surface rough (reported surface roughness of 1-3 µm [100]).
Therefore, during the initial few micrometers of indentation, the sphere is pressing
down on an uneven surface and sensing the properties of a damaged tissue. At larger
depths, intact tissue is deformed with a better-defined contact area, which together
with increasing stiffness dominates over the soft surface properties.
3.3.2 Oscillatory ramp loading at different strain rates and
oscillation frequencies
Mechanical properties of tissues are sensitive to rates of deformation due to time-
dependent viscous component. Dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA) can be used to
assess these viscoelastic properties, either by inducing oscillations once the equilibrium
is reached in stress relaxation tests (see Fig. 3.3 G) or during the loading phase
by superimposing oscillation on top of the loading ramp (see Fig. 3.3 A). While
oscillatory measurements at equilibrium (from here on called frequency sweeps) can
provide viscoelastic parameters over a pre-set frequency range at one indentation-depth,
oscillatory ramp measures viscoelastic parameters as a function of indentation-depth
at one frequency. The general indentation procedure used in this study consists of
two steps. The piezoelectric transducer is first displaced at a constant piezo-speed
until a pre-set cantilever deflection threshold is reached, which is followed by closed-
loop operation in indentation-depth controlled mode. The first step (of reaching the
cantilever threshold) results in some initial indentation, which is higher for soft regions
than stiff ones. Therefore, there is a mismatch in indentation-depth for frequency
sweep measurements on heterogeneous tissues. As brain tissue increases stiffness with
the indentation-depth, the difference between stiff and soft regions is underestimated.
During the oscillatory ramp profile, this issue is still present, but it can be corrected
in the post-processing procedure by matching viscoelastic parameters from the same
indentation-depths.
Another important consideration for the oscillatory ramp method is the loading
rate. Deformation of viscoelastic tissues needs to be done at a slow rate with the
aim that tissue is in an equilibrium state rather than at relaxation. We tested how
viscoelastic parameters depend on the strain rate of the oscillatory loading by indenting
10 locations on the cerebellum (Fig. 3.3 C) at four strain-rates 0.03, 0.01, 0.005 and









where h is indentation-depth and loading time t varied between 1.5 and 65 s. Fig. 3.3
B shows storage modulus values at two and seventy indentation-depths when loading
at 0.03 and 0.001 s−1 strain rates (left and right, respectively) for each measured
location along the x-axis. Measurements at the lower strain rate ε̇ provide higher
indentation-depth resolution in comparison to the higher strain-rate, (e.g. 0.1 and
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Figure 3.3: (Figure in the previous page.) Indentation-depth controlled oscillatory ramp
profiles at different strain rates ε̇ from 0.03 to 0.001 s−1 performed with 75 µm tip radius
R. The oscillation amplitude was 0.2 µm and frequency 5.62 Hz. B) Storage modulus of 10
measured locations at different indentation depths. Left: 5.5 and 9.5 µm in green and yellow,
respectively. Right: from 3.8 to 10.6 µm from blue to yellow, respectively. C) Red dots
indicate 10 indentation locations on a mouse cerebellum slice. Measured regions from left to
right: ML, GCL, WM, GCL, ML. D) Mean storage modulus as a function of indentation-depth
obtained at four different strain rates indicated in the legend. Mean ± SEM. Note that,
for each strain-rate, the data collected at different depths are correlated. This has to be
taken into account when considering the meaning of the error bar. E) Mean storage modulus
as a function of indentation-depth obtained at three strain rates during loading (solid line)
and unloading (dashed line). F) Storage modulus of 10 indentation locations obtained at 4
different strain rates and plotted at two indentation depths: 5.5 and 9.5 µm marked with
empty and filled circles, respectively. G) Indentation profile consisting of oscillatory loading
at 0.01 s−1 strain rate, 5.6 Hz frequency, 0.2 µm amplitude followed by 30 s stress relaxation
and frequency sweep between 1 and 10 Hz at 0.2 and 1 µm amplitudes, followed by oscillatory
unloading. H) Corresponding storage modulus values from different parts of the indentation
profile at matching depth and frequency.
4 µm, respectively), when fitting every 5 oscillations. Depth-resolution could be
increased by fitting fewer oscillations or increasing oscillation frequency. To compare
results obtained at different strain rates, averaged storage modulus over 10 indentation
locations were plotted as a function of indentation-depth for four measured strain
rates (Fig. 3.3 D). All curves overlap; hence, strain-rate dependence is lower than the
sensitivity of our method. Furthermore, indentation-depth matching gives very similar
values from all strain rates (Fig. 3.3 F). Therefore, the strain-rate ε̇ can be chosen
based on the required depth-resolution and duration of indentation.
To further evaluate the oscillatory ramp loading profile, we compared mean storage
modulus values from loading and unloading phases (Fig. 3.3 E), where storage modulus
of unloading is ∼200-300 Pa lower than that of loading. Although we did not observe
differences for different strain rates, the mismatch in results between loading and
unloading indicates the presence of stress relaxation. To investigate this, we performed
additional measurements on 20 locations on the hippocampus with indentation profile
consisting of oscillatory loading (5.6 Hz, 0.2 µm, 0.01 s−1, frequency, amplitude, and
strain rate, respectively), stress relaxation, frequency sweeps between 1 and 10 Hz at
two amplitudes (0.2 and 1 µm) and oscillatory unloading (the same profile parameters
as loading). Fig. 3.3 H shows storage modulus values obtained from 4 different parts of
indentation profile (from left to right): 1) the last 5 oscillations of oscillatory loading;
2) frequency sweep at 5.6 Hz with 0.2 µm oscillation amplitude; 3) the same but 1 µm
oscillation amplitude; 4) the first 5 oscillations of unloading. The storage modulus
was highest for oscillatory loading, 1.61±0.41 kPa, followed by frequency sweep results
of 1.57±0.38 and 1.55±0.35 kPa for two amplitudes, with the lowest values from
oscillatory unloading, 1.45 kPa±0.35 kPa. Therefore, the effect of tissue being not in
a fully relaxed state during oscillatory loading is minor (on average ∼0.05 kPa) and
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Figure 3.4: Oscillatory loading profiles at 0.01 s−1 strain rate at 3 oscillation frequencies:
A) 1 Hz, B) 5.6 Hz and C) 10 Hz. D) Mean storage modulus as a function of indentation
depth obtained at 3 frequencies. Mean±SD, n=10 across cerebellum. Tip radius R was
76 µm. Note that, for each frequency, the data collected at different depths are correlated.
This has to be taken into account when considering the meaning of the error bar.
Frequency sweep measurements provide storage and loss modulus as a function of
frequency, while only single frequency is used for oscillatory ramp loading. Fig. 3.4
A-C show oscillatory ramp loading profiles at 1, 5.6 and 10 Hz. Similarly to frequency
sweep results, storage modulus E´increases with the frequency (Fig. 3.4 D) and can
be selected based on the frequency of interest.
3.3.3 Amplitude of oscillations
For both frequency sweeps and oscillatory ramps, one needs to select the amplitude
of oscillations Aω. DMA data analysis of indentations with spherical tips is based
on the assumption that the contact area does not change (Aω  R). However, the
contact radius a scales with the square root of indentation-depth and tip radius R.
Thus, it varies more at small indentation-depths when oscillation amplitude Aω is
constant. For different tip radius R, the variation in contact radius a is larger for
smaller spheres. To assess the sensitivity of storage modulus to oscillation amplitude
Aω, we performed amplitude sweeps at three depths by changing the amplitude from




Figure 3.5: A) Indentation-depth controlled amplitude sweep profile on brain tissue. The
amplitude of oscillations ranges from 0.1 to 5 µm at 1 Hz oscillation frequency, measured
with a probe radius of 76 µm. The raw signal (continuous lines) of oscillations and the cosine
fits (dashed lines) are reported in B) and C) for 0.1 and 5 µm amplitude, respectively. D)
Mean storage modulus as a function of oscillation amplitude at three indentation depths.
Note that, for each indentation-depth, the data collected at each amplitude are correlated.
This has to be taken into account when considering the meaning of the error bar. Lissajous
curves (raw signal in blue and fit in red) from 0.5 to 5 µm amplitudes (left to right) at E)
5 µm, F) 9 µm, and G) 16 µm indentation depths. Two values for estimating amplitude
relation to indentation depth are indicated in black and green.
dashed lines over raw signals of indentation-depth (blue) and load (red). Oscillations
at 5 µm amplitude show irregularity in the valleys of the cosine and large error be-
tween raw signal and fit. Fig. 3.5 D shows that storage modulus E´decreased with
increasing amplitude for measurements performed with the same probe and at the
same locations at three depths: 5, 9 and 16 µm. Corresponding Lissajous curves (load
versus indentation data of oscillations) are given for amplitudes from 0.5 to 5 µm
(Fig. 3.5 E-G) with the raw signal in blue and the cosine fit in red. Clearly, at larger
amplitudes, oscillations are not elliptical, with a larger mismatch between the raw
signal and cosine fit at lower indentation depths because of a larger change in the
contact area. To provide guidelines for choosing the oscillation amplitude, we estimated
two variables: 2∗Aωdepth and
∆a
a (∆a is the difference in contact radius at peak and valley
of oscillations) indicated in black and green numbers in Fig. 3.5 E-G. Both compare
similarly at different depths: e.g., Aω=1.5 µm at 5 µm depth, Aω = 3 µm at 9 µm
depth, and Aω = 5 µm at 16 µm depth. We recommend using
2∗Aω
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where the latter includes tip radius in the estimation and, thus, is a more universal rule.
3.3.4 Sample adherence
Figure 3.6: Left: OCT images of brain tissue on the glass slide with the spherical tip of
250 µm. Right: load-indentation curves (in blue) and Hertz model fit (in red). A) Data for
a brain slice that does not adhere to the glass slide. B) Data for a brain slice that is only
slightly detached from the glass slide. C) Data for a brain slice that has well adhered to the
glass slide. Scale bar 100 µm.
To make sure that the brain slice is stable and adhered to the bottom of the
dish, we coated the glass slide with 0.1% polyethylenimine solution and used a harp
to press gently down the tissue from above. To check the influence of sample ad-
herence to indentation data, we performed indentation while imaging the sample
with an OCT microscope. Fig. 3.6 A-C show OCT cross-sections of the brain tissue
before indentation and the corresponding load-indentation curves (in blue) with Hertz
model fit (in red). When there is a gap between the glass slide and the tissue, the
load-indentation curve does not follow the relationship predicted by the Hertz model:
F ∼ h3/2 (Fig. 3.6 A). The slope in the load-indentation curve is shallow within the




slide and then it becomes steeper once the tissue is in contact with the glass slide.
After the first indentation, the gap between the glass slide and the slice is decreased
as can be seen in Fig. 3.6 B. When indented the second time on the slice, two slopes
are visible in the load-indentation curve: a shallow slope during the initial ∼40 µm
of indentation where the slice is pushed towards the glass slide and then a steeper
slope once the slice is in contact with the glass slide. Finally, when indenting on the
slice which is fully adhered to the glass slide (Fig. 3.6 C), the load-indentation curve
fully follows the Hertz model relationship. Therefore, sample adherence is crucial for
obtaining correct Young’s modulus values.
3.3.5 Conditioning and viscoelastic recovery
Repetition of measurements is often required to assess the reproducibility of data.
However, viscoelastic materials have a slow viscoelastic recovery time and, thus,
multiple indentation cycles are known to induce stiffening, which is also called condi-
tioning [101–104]. Therefore, the assessment of recovery time is needed before selecting
a time interval between repeated measurements.
A schematic drawing of conditioning of viscoelastic material by indentation with
spherical tip is shown in Fig. 3.7 A. During the first indentation, the sphere reaches the
distance hmax, that corresponds to the indentation depth of h = hmax−h0, where h0 is
the surface position of the sample before deformation. After the probe is retracted, the
surface of the sample recovers due to elasticity, while viscoelastic recovery takes place
over time as shown in Fig. 3.7 B. If the repeated measurement is performed without
full viscoelastic recovery, the indentation-depth controlled measurement will reach a
position hmax lower than at initial indentation. Therefore, material is measured at
higher relative to surface depth, resulting in stiffer elastic modulus due to compression
of the material caused by an initial indentation. Viscoelastic recovery is driven by the
movement of fluid due to porous flow and viscoelastic deformation of the matrix where
both matrix and fluid recover back to the original position in time after the load is
removed. Furthermore, there can also be permanent deformation on the sample due
to plasticity, i.e. non-recoverable deformation of the tissue.
Conditioning depends on the indentation profile: duration and amount of defor-
mation. To demonstrate it, we performed multiple cycles of relatively slow dynamic
indentations with frequency sweep (45 s in contact) and fast static indentations (5 s
in contact) (R = 250 µm, h = 25 µm) while imaging the tissue with OCT along
the depth. Fig. 3.7 C shows the cross-sections of the brain tissue at different time
points during dynamic and static indentation cycles. When comparing the images
during dynamic indentations, we found that small residual deformation is left after
the first cycle, which increases with every following cycle. Viscoelastic properties in
terms of storage and loss modulus also increase with every cycle, which confirms that
conditioning causes stiffening of the tissue (Fig. 3.7 D). Furthermore, the tissue was
left to recover for 10 min followed by additional indentation. The OCT image shows
that the surface of the tissue appears to be recovered, and the viscoelastic properties
decrease to a slightly higher value than those obtained during the initial indentation
cycle. Static indentations also yield stiffening with each indentation cycle without
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Figure 3.7: Mechanical effects of multiple indentation cycles. A) Schematic drawing of
spherical tip indenting on the sample with h0 surface position of the sample at contact, hmax
position of the sphere at maximum sphere displacement and h is indentation-depth. When
indenting the second time in the same location, contact location h0 and maximum sphere
displacement hmax is lower when keeping constant indentation-depth. B) Load-controlled
indentation where during the holding phase, creep is visible in indentation-depth indicating
viscoelastic behavior. During unloading, elastic recovery takes place. After unloading, the
load is kept at a nearly zero value to be able to follow the viscoelastic recovery in indentation-
depth. C) OCT images at points of multiple dynamic indentation cycles with frequency sweep
(DMA) profile. Tip radius R = 250 µm, indentation-depth h = 25 µm. D) Corresponding
storage and loss modulus of each indentation cycle at 10 Hz. E) OCT images at different
time points of multiple indentation cycles with static indentation profile. F) Corresponding
Young’s modulus of each indentation.
noticeable residual deformation in OCT images even after 19 cycles (Fig. 3.7 E-F).
After 5 min recovery time, the tissue stiffness decreases but not to the initial value,
which indicates that longer recovery time is needed or that there is some permanent
damage to the tissue. Therefore, for each indentation profile, the time interval between





Figure 3.8: A) Storage modulus maps of 1-month-old mouse hippocampus at 8.4% strain
(R = 69 µm) obtained at 4-7 and 8-12.5 hours after extraction (left and right, respectively).
Below, corresponding box plots of each measured region at two-time points in green and
yellow, respectively. Numbers in the graphs indicate the rate of decrease in storage modulus
per hour. B) Storage modulus maps of 9-month-old mouse CA3-SR region at 9.4% strain
(R = 60 µm) measured at 4 time points after extraction from the brain. Below, corresponding
box plots. C) Box plots of storage modulus at 8.4% strain (R = 60 µm) of 9-month-old
hippocampus obtained at 3 times points after extraction (timeline below). D) Box plots of
storage modulus at 7% strain (R = 70 µm) of 1-month-old mouse cerebellum obtained at
7 time points after extraction (timeline below). Oscillation frequency and amplitude in all
cases were 5.6 Hz and 0.2 µm, respectively.
3.3.6 Brain tissue degradation with time in the perfusion cham-
ber
When measuring brain tissue ex vivo, providing the physiological environment to the
tissue slice is essential to achieve close to in vivo conditions and preserve its viability.
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The current standard method is to perfuse the tissue with carbogenated ACSF solution.
Although measuring at 37°C would be closer to in vivo situation, tissue deteriorates
faster at higher temperatures due to increased metabolism and increased numbers of
bacteria [49]. Therefore, measuring at lower temperatures prolongs the viability of the
slice (although deterioration is inevitable).
To investigate how mechanical properties change over time, we performed repeated
indentation measurements at different time points after extraction of the tissue from
the brain (see Fig. 3.8). Indentation mapping is slow: the larger the map, the longer
it takes to measure it, not only because of the oscillatory ramp profile which takes
10 s per point, but also due to the long approach distance before the surface is found
when a slice is not flat. Fig. 3.8 A and B show storage modulus maps at different time
Figure 3.9: A) Mean storage modulus E´± SEM of hippocampal regions from 7 animals,
6 and 9-months-old, at 7% strain. The time interval between the time of extraction and the
measurement is given in hours in the legend. Red dashed rectangles indicate measurements
taken beyond 8 hours after extraction. B) Fluorescence image of the hippocampus, in blue
(nuclei staining) and in red (axon staining). C) Storage modulus and D) damping factor




points after extraction. Clearly tissue becomes softer with time. The graphs below
show how the storage modulus changes for each measured anatomical region. The
numbers in the graph are the decrease in storage modulus per hour (Pa/h) or, in other
words, the rate of mechanical degradation, which is region dependent. Fig. 3.8 C and
D show results of two more experiments where mapping was performed right after
extraction and at later time points. Again, the rate of degradation is region-dependent
and more prominent during the initial hours after extraction. Despite the decrease
in storage modulus, the relative differences between the regions are evident up until
14-18 hours. At later time points, all regions seem to have similar stiffness.
To investigate how prolonged mapping influences the results taken from multiple
slices, we plotted together mean storage modulus of samples measured between 1 and
8 hours, and between 8 and 15 hours after extraction (see Fig. 3.9 A). Although not
true for each region, storage modulus values obtained beyond 8 hours after extraction
are much lower than the ones obtained within 8 hours. Furthermore, storage modulus
even in maps of slice measured at 10-15 hours after extraction (Fig 3.9 C) regional
differences can still be distinguished. Therefore, indentation measurements should be
performed as fast as possible after extraction from the brain; when comparing different
tissues, the same time after extraction should be used.
3.3.7 Mechanical effects of osmotic swelling of the brain slice
The brain tissue is sensitive to the osmolarity of extracellular fluid [105]. Due to
traumatic brain injuries or other disorders where the blood-brain barrier is damaged,
the influx of fluid into the brain results in a decreased osmolarity causing brain tissue
to swell [45, 106]. With limited space to expand, the pressure of the brain within the
skull increases, causing damage or, if left untreated, even death. In the case of brain
slices, the recommended osmolarity of isotonic ACSF solution used to perfuse the
sample is ∼290-310 mOsmol/kg, which ensures cell viability and tissue integrity. We
investigated how thickness and mechanical properties of the brain slices change during
swelling by changing the osmolarity of the ACSF from isotonic to hypotonic solution
(moderate ∼240 or severe ∼180 mOsmol/kg).
Fig. 3.10 A show images of brain tissue at the isotonic and moderate hypotonic
solution. Although it is hard to notice, the tissue has expanded to the free space (see
a video of the time lapse images of severe swelling https://youtu.be/16r75k9WAWg).
Red dots indicate locations measured by dynamic indentation every 15-20 min. More
frequent measurements were observed to cause stiffening due to insufficient time for
viscoelastic recovery. Images with measured locations on the slice were compared
before and after the swelling and, in case the measured region has shifted due to
tissue expansion, the measurement was discarded. Control measurements over the
time (Fig. 3.10 B) in the isotonic solution show that the storage modulus is constant
(mean relative difference ∼100%) or slightly decreases within 1 hour of measurements.
Fig. 3.10 C shows the storage modulusof four indentation locations measured at
isotonic solution at the time point 0 and over time since a severe hypotonic solution
(176 mOsmol/kg) was introduced. All four regions initially stiffened by 2 to 4 times
when measured 15 min after initiation of swelling and then gradually decreased the
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Figure 3.10: (Figure in the previous page.) Swelling experiments on the brain tissue slice.
A) Microscope images of brain tissue at the isotonic solution of 310 mOsmol/kg and moderate
hypotonic solution of 240 mOsmol/kg. B) Mean relative difference ± SD of storage modulus
over time in normal osmolarity condition of three slices. The legend indicates a number of
indentation locations. C) Storage modulus during severe swelling (176 mOsmol/kg) measured
at four locations. D) Mean relative difference in storage modulus ± SD during swelling,
measured on 5 slices. N - number of indentation locations and osm - decreases in osmolarity.
E) Surface position found by indenter during the swelling. F) Change in the thickness of
the slice measured by OCT. G-H) OCT images of the brain tissue during swelling. The red
arrow indicates the bulging of the brain. Scale bar 200 µm.
stiffness back to the original value at 75-175 min.
The same swelling experiment was repeated on five slices by measuring 16-24
indentation locations per slice. Fig. 3.10 D shows a relative difference in mean storage
modulus for each measured slice during the swelling where 100% corresponds to the
initial value measured at the isotonic solution. In all five experiments, the storage
modulus initially increases by 130-150% and then gradually decreases. As successfully
measured regions varied between experiments and only a single location was measured
within each anatomically different region as shown in Fig. 3.10 A, we were not able to
determine whether swelling behavior is region dependent.
In order to check how the thickness of the tissue changes during swelling, we first
used the find-surface function of the indenter with relative surface position plotted
in Fig. 3.10 E. However, only a single location can be measured at a time and it is
susceptible to other factors than swelling tissue deformations, such as bending shown
in Fig. 3.10 G. Change in the thickness of the brain slice from OCT images (see
Fig. 3.10 F) was calculated by measuring the area of the slice in Fig. 3.10 H and
dividing it by the width of the image. The rate of change in thickness was more
prominent within the first 50 min of swelling, although it continued to increase at
a slower rate beyond that. The total change in thickness was in the range of 20-125 µm.
3.4 Conclusions
In this chapter, we investigated the mechanical behavior of brain tissue by using
various indentation profiles. Important to note that this was only possible because the
indentation setup and software were self-made and gave the freedom to modify the
indentation profile, which is usually not possible with commercial devices. We showed
that brain tissue behaves as nonlinear material when tested at a tissue scale (tens of
micrometers) with the stiffer response at higher indentation-depth, underlying the
importance of reporting the data obtained from the same depths. Furthermore, inden-
tation measurements should be done at the same indentation-speed to diminish the
effects of time-dependent viscoelastic behavior. Finally, mechanical region boundaries
appeared at strains above ∼ 4%, which we believe is caused by rough tissue surface.
We also introduced novel oscillatory loading measurements as an alternative to
static measurements because they provide viscoelastic parameters (storage and loss
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moduli) instead of elastic Young’s modulus. We investigated the effect of strain rate
and frequency during oscillatory ramp loading and amplitude of oscillations during
frequency sweep to provide optimal parameters for the characterization of brain tissue.
By combining indentation with OCT microscopy, we demonstrated that tissue
adherence is important in getting correct load-indentation curves. Furthermore, in
contrast to previously reported results [101–104], we showed that multiple indentations
in the same location cause stiffening of the material when indentation-depth is kept
constant which depends on the duration of deformation and can be reversed when
sufficient time is given for viscoelastic recovery.
Moreover, the alterations in mechanical properties of brain tissue during swelling
induced by hypotonic solution was demonstrated for the first time by indentation.
This does not only show the importance of maintaining the tissue in isotonic solution
but also should be further investigated due to its relevance for traumatic brain injury
research [107–110].
Finally, we showed that brain tissue stiffness decreases with the time after extrac-
tion from the brain, which agrees with one previous study [111] and is in disagreement
with others reporting tissue stiffening post mortem [112–114]. This differences could
be due to differences in sample preservation protocols and testing methods. Thereby,
the time point and duration of measurements should be carefully considered or modi-
fication to the sample preservation protocol should be made to extend its viability,
e.g. by lowering temperature [49, 115]. These tests also showed the key limitations
of using indentation for brain tissue characterization: speed and invasiveness. As
soon as brain tissue is extracted from the brain, it quickly degrades not only in its
biological functions but also in mechanical properties, indicating loss of tissue integrity.
Therefore, mechanical characterization should be performed very fast. For instance,
static indentation measurements are faster than dynamic indentations. Nevertheless,
from this perspective, image-based mechanical characterization techniques, such as
magnetic resonance elastography (MRE) and laser speckle microrheology (LSM), have
an advantage over indentation.
Other important parameters that were not discussed in this chapter but are
also important and could be investigated by indentation are anisotropy [116], poro-
viscoelasticity [117], and dependence of mechanical properties on temperature [115,
118–120].
Although we could not fully explain all observed mechanical phenomena, we believe
that the protocols and results reported in this chapter will benefit other researchers
studying mechanical properties of tissues by indentation and beyond that.
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Abstract
The mechanical properties of brain tissue play a pivotal role in neurodevelopment and
neurological disorders. Yet, at present, there is no consensus on how the different
structural parts of the tissue contribute to its stiffness variations. Here, we have
gathered depth-controlled indentation viscoelasticity maps of the hippocampus of
acute horizontal live mouse brain slices. Our results confirm the highly viscoelastic
nature of brain tissue. We further show that the mechanical properties are non-uniform
and at least related to differences in morphological composition. Interestingly, areas





Brain tissue consists of neuronal cell bodies, their processes (dendrites and axons,
myelinated or not, which form either sparse branches and arborizations or dense fiber
bundles), the interconnecting extracellular brain matrix (ECM), glial cells, blood
vessels, and extracellular fluid. Each of these components as well as their joint
organization may have a different influence on the local mechanical properties of the
tissue, which, in turn, regulate a wide variety of very relevant mechanotransduction
phenomena. For instance, mechanical signals are known to play a role in multiple
vital processes of neural cells [28, 121], whereas neuronal growth, neurite extension,
arborization patterns, neuronal traction forces, and the stiffness of individual neurons
and glial cells were all found susceptible to the stiffness of the substrate [17,19,122–128].
Furthermore, an abnormal mechanical environment (emerging as a result of internal
or external forces, changes in the composition of the ECM, or changes in osmotic
conditions) can disrupt normal brain function and neurodevelopment, and can alter
progression of neurological disorders [129–131]. It is therefore commonly agreed that a
deep knowledge of the correlation between brain composition and mechanical properties
of the tissue would enable neuroscientists to shed light on how mechanotransduction
phenomena contribute to the functioning of the brain. Furthermore, a quantitative
assessment of the viscoelastic characteristics of the different regions of the brain could
pave the way for the improvement of computational brain injury models [132], the
engineering of brain phantoms for surgical practise [133,134], the design of mechanically
matched brain implants [135], and the production of soft substrates that could mimic
different mechanical environments for investigations of stiffness-dependent neural stem
cell differentiation [136–138] and neuronal and glial cell morphology [139]. Yet, at
present, the relation between mechanical properties and cytoarchitecture is still largely
unknown.
Previous studies on brain mechanics have been mainly limited to the comparison
between white and gray matter, with results that are either inconsistent or lack
quantitative structure analysis [50, 100, 116, 140–145]. Only recently, one study has
shown that the mechanical properties correlate with myelin content in bovine brain [50],
while stiffness was found to scale with the cell nucleus area in spinal cord of mouse and
retinal ruminant tissue [144, 146]. Even though differences in mechanical properties of
large hippocampal regions such as cornu ammonis (CA) fields and the dentate gyrus
(DG) have been reported previously [147–151], this set of data is not sufficient to
completely determine the correlation between the morphological structure of the brain
and its mechanical properties.
From a purely technical perspective, this literature gap is not surprising. Brain
tissue is a highly viscoelastic, non-linear, anisotropic material [26,101,116,152–154],
and, because of its cellular heterogeneity, low stiffness, and rapid degradation, it is
one of the most difficult (bio)materials to mechanically test. Macroscopic tests (such
as shear rheology, compression testing, and tension testing) can only measure the
mechanical properties of large samples, and, for this reason, cannot provide information
on the local features of the tissue. Atomic force microscope (AFM) indentation, on
the contrary, makes use of a small radius tip to locally probe the mechanical response
of a material to a compressive stress, and, therefore, seems to be more suitable to
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assess how the mechanical properties of the different regions of the brain may be
influenced by the underlying morphological composition [155]. Unfortunately, the
results reported in the literature do not always agree with each other, as witnessed by
the wide range of stiffness values reported [26,153,156].
Tantalized by this challenge, we have explored whether a recently introduced
mechanical testing technique, known as ferrule-top dynamic indentation [64, 157],
could provide a better insight on the correlation between the composition of brain
tissue and its viscoelastic properties. The technique used in our experiment is quite
similar to AFM indentation. However, in our approach, the position of the cantilever is
monitored by means of optical fiber interferometry rather than the optical triangulation
technique used in AFM. As already showed in several papers [64,157–159], this method
is suited for the implementation of highly stable electromechanical feedback loops,
which, in turn, guarantee better measurement protocols, including dynamic mechanical
analysis at controlled indentation depth.
In this paper, we demonstrate that, using our deep, depth-controlled indentation
method, one can obtain high spatial resolution viscoelasticity map of a mouse hip-
pocampus slice. The map clearly emphasizes how the different structural regions give
rise to different mechanical properties. Our results further show that brain tissue
appears stiffer as the indentation depth or frequency increases – a result that confirms
the non-linear viscoelastic nature of the brain tissue. Finally, calculating the mean mea-
sured stiffness of eleven anatomical subregions, and comparing it with the estimated
nuclear densities, we can infer that densely packed cell layers may actually have lower
stiffness than more disperse ones – a result that seems to contradict the commonly
accepted assumption that brain tissue stiffness is dominated by cell bodies [19,144].
4.2 Results
4.2.1 Mechanical heterogeneity of hippocampus agrees with
anatomical region boundaries
Viscoelasticity maps of live brain sections were obtained by means of ferrule-top
depth-controlled indentation [64,157]. The image of one of the samples used in the
experiment, along with a typical 50 µm × 50 µm grid of indentation locations, can
be seen in Fig. 4.1a. We refer the reader to the method section for further details on
instrumentation and protocol.
Fig. 4.1b and c show the viscoelasticity maps (E´= storage modulus; E= loss
modulus) over the DG and the proximal portion of CA3 field of the hippocampus
obtained from a horizontal mouse (9 months old) brain slice around 3 to 4 mm in the
dorsal-ventral position. The representative maps were obtained with depth-controlled
oscillatory ramp indentation strokes (see Online Methods) at an estimated strain of
9%. Similar maps, albeit focused on smaller areas, were obtained in 8 other slices
from (7 slices from 6 months old mice and 1 slice from 9 months old mouse) out of
11 tested. As for the remaining 2 (both obtained from 9 months old mice), the data
looked rather scrambled and not reproducible, probably because the sample was not




Figure 4.1: (a) Microscope image of one of the slices used in this experiment, along with
a typical 50 µm × 50 µm indentation grid (red dots). Dashed lines indicate boundaries of
morphologically distinct anatomical regions. Abbreviations: Sub - subiculum, SLM - stratum
lacunosum moleculare, SR - stratum radiatum, SP - stratum pyramidale, SO - stratum oriens,
ML - molecular layer, GCL - granule cell layer; large regions: DG - dentate gyrus, CA -
cornus ammonis. (b, c) Color-coded map of storage E´(b) and loss modulus E(c) in Pa
over the DG and CA3 field of the hippocampal formation obtained with oscillatory ramp
depth-controlled indentation strokes (see Online Methods) with 0.2 µm oscillation amplitude,
5.62 Hz oscillation frequency, and 9% strain. Gray color indicates failed measurements.
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In Fig. 4.1, one can clearly identify multiple areas with distinctive mechanical
features. The shape of these regions agrees well with the morphological heterogeneity
of anatomical subregions (see Fig. 4.1a), including the U-shaped structure of the
molecular layer (ML) and of the granule cell layer (GCL) enclosing the hilus, and the
laminar organization of strata (layers): oriens (SO), pyramidale (SP), radiatum (SR)
and lacunosum-moleculare (SLM).
4.2.2 Brain tissue is non-linear viscoelastic
To confirm that ferrule-top depth-controlled dynamic indentation is capable of captur-
ing the non-linear viscoelastic nature of the brain tissue, we first pooled all the data
Figure 4.2: Non-linear viscoelastic properties of hippocampus obtained with dynamic
indentation-controlled testing: frequency sweep (a) and oscillatory ramp (b). (a) Storage
and loss moduli E´ and E increase over a frequency range of 1-10 Hz (data averaged over
hippocampus; measured at ∼7% strain, 0.2 µm oscillation amplitude; note the logarithmic
scale on the x-axis). (b) E´ and E increase over the strain range of 4-10% (measured
at 5.62 Hz oscillation frequency, 0.2 µm oscillation amplitude). The age of the animals is
specified in the legend. Shadowed zones indicate the standard error of the mean, whereas R




obtained from the hippocampus and performed joint analysis (i.e., without subdivision
into layers). The averaged storage and loss moduli over frequency (obtained with the
frequency sweep method) and strain (obtained with the oscillatory ramp method) are
shown in Fig. 4.2. The frequency sweep data reveal a stiffening of the tissue with
increasing indentation frequency, whereas the depth profiles from the oscillatory ramp
testing show a stiffening with strain.
4.2.3 Regional viscoelastic properties are reproducible
To test inter-animal variability of the mechanical properties measured in different
brain areas, we developed a protocol to identify anatomical regions and indentation
locations. The coordinates of the XYZ micromanipulator were calibrated, prior to the
measurements, using the image of the tip of the probe in the camera of the inverted
microscope. At the end of the indentation measurement, each brain section was
formalin-fixed and stained for nuclei and neurofilaments, which indicates the neuronal
axons (see Fig. 4.3, Online Methods). Differences in cell densities and organization
of axons, visualized in fluorescent images, allowed us to draw the morphologically
accepted boundaries between anatomical regions and overlay them with the image of
the slice from the inverted microscope. Next, each indentation location was assigned
to the corresponding anatomical region and the viscoelastic properties were averaged
over these regions. The layered composition of the cortex areas varied between slices
Figure 4.3: Fluorescent microscopy image of the hippocampus, visualizing cell nuclei
(blue) and neurofilaments (red). Dashed lines indicate boundaries of morphologically distinct
anatomical regions. Scale bar = 200µm.
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and were treated as a single region.
Fig. 4.4 shows the value of E´at 7.3% strain and 5.62 Hz frequency, averaged over all
the slices, for each of the different regions identified with the staining procedure, plotted
from the softest to the stiffest in increasing stiffness order (as determined by the results
obtained with the oscillatory ramp method). As expected from the viscoelasticity
maps, the mechanical properties of the brain tissue appear highly heterogeneous. Both
measuring methods (oscillatory ramp and frequency sweep) highlight the same trend
in the mechanical properties of the different regions investigated, with the exception
of the SLM region, where the frequency sweep method seems to indicate a decrease in
stiffness that the oscillatory ramp does not detect.
To compare the local storage modulus measured in 9 slices from 8 animals, we
performed one-way ANOVA followed by post hoc test for each region (Online Methods),
where we used indentation measurements taken from various locations within the same
region as testing samples. The results are indicated on top of Fig. 4.4 as a ratio between
the number of significantly different pairs over the total number of pairs used for the
comparison. Remarkably, only 17% of the tested pairs were significantly different,
especially if one considers that 57% of these variations stems from the comparison of
data obtained with different experimental methods (frequency sweep versus oscillatory
ramp). This result confirms that, in our experiments, there is a good inter-animal
reproducibility of the results.
Figure 4.4: Comparison of the weighted means of the storage modulus of different brain
regions obtained with an oscillatory ramp (stars) or a frequency sweep (dots) approach at
7.3% strain and 5.62 Hz frequency. Error bars are SE of the weighted mean. The legend
indicates the number of slices N used to calculate the weighted mean and the total number
of measurement points n. The fraction on top indicates the number of significantly different
pairs over the total number of pairs analyzed with post hoc test. Arrows indicate regions




4.2.4 Higher relative area of nuclei yields lower stiffness
Our results strongly suggest a relation between stiffness and underlying morphological
structure. As an attempt to establish a more objective analysis of the results obtained,
we chose to focus on the percentage of area covered by cell nuclei as a mean to
distinguish the different morphological regions. Three slices fluorescently labeled for
nuclei were used to obtain approximate relative nuclei area Arel in each measured
region (see Online Methods). Based on the estimation, regions were divided into two
groups: low (2.4-28.2%) and high (74.5-92.3%) Arel (Fig. 4.4).
The low density regions appear to be stiffer than high density ones. The only
exception seems to be the alveus, containing mostly fibers. One may speculate that
high density of fibers may decrease the stiffness of the tissue in low Arel regions. The
high cell density region SP-CA3 also contains a lot of axons and has soft mechanical
properties, which agrees with the idea that regions with high density of axons are soft.
However, it is important to stress that, nuclear density is mainly intended as a way to
substantiate known morphological differences between the investigated regions and it
is not claimed to be the single causal parameter. Nevertheless, it seems clear that high
nuclear density regions are softer than low density ones. Unfortunately, with data
available, we cannot, as yet, draw robust conclusions on how this difference relates to
more detailed morphological properties.
For future reference, in Fig. 4.5, we provide a map of the storage modulus of the
different brain tissue regions as reconstructed with the weighted means of 9 slices.
4.3 Discussion
In this study, we have used a ferrule-top indentation approach to gather viscoelastic
maps of mouse brain tissue ex vivo. The size of the indentation sphere and the depth
of indentation were selected to ensure that the measurements could provide the tissue
mechanical features of the subregional area of the tested sample. High spatial resolu-
tion (50 µm) of indentation mapping allowed us to find a clear correlation between
indented regions and viscoelastic properties. The same relationship was reproduced on
multiple slices by means of different testing method (frequency sweep and oscillatory
ramp).
Our measurements show that both storage and loss moduli increase with strain.
We can thus confirm that brain tissue is a non-linear material, as already reported
in other studies [144,148,150]. Furthermore, performing the first localized frequency-
domain indentation measurements on brain slices ever reported in the literature, we
could observe that, in the 1-10 Hz range, both storage and loss moduli increase with
indentation frequency – a viscoelastic behavior that was previously observed as a stress
relaxation, creep response and change in strain-rate sensitivity in other indentation
experiments [140, 141, 148, 149, 160]. In quantitative terms, it is interesting to note
that, converting the averaged values of E´ obtained in our measurements (Fig. 4.2a)
to shear moduli G´ by dividing E´by 2(1+ν) (where ν = 0.5 is the Poisson’s ratio of
compressibility), one obtains values for G´ of 0.5-0.8±0.1 kPa, which is in good agree-
ment with macroscopic (i.e., not localized) frequency sweep measurements reported in
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Figure 4.5: Reconstructed storage modulus map of brain tissue regions based on a weighted
mean of 9 slices. Gray color indicates regions that were not measured.
the literature [112,143,145,161–166]. A direct comparison with other local measure-
ments is unfortunately not possible, because the latter have been either performed on
different kind of samples (different age, species, slicing direction) or under very diverse
indentation stroke protocols, which, because of the highly viscoelastic behavior of the
material, give rise to very different results [50,100,140–142,147–150,167].
Our viscoelasticity maps on hippocampal subregions and the cortex further reveal
that regions with higher cell body density corresponds to a softer tissue and vice versa.
This is consistent with the study on single cortical neurons where soma has been found
to be significantly softer than neurites [168]. However, our findings are in contrast with
previous studies, which found a positive correlation between stiffness and cell nucleus
area on the spinal cord of the adult mouse, retina of the ruminant and embryonic brain
of Xenopus [19, 144, 146]. Furthermore, granular cell layer in coronal hippocampal
slices of the juvenile rats was also shown to be stiffer than hilus [138]. While different
CNS tissue composition might be the reason for the discrepancy between our results
and those reported in the literature, it is worth stressing that our indentation protocol
significantly differs with respect to that used in previous studies. The AFM system
used in previous studies relies on small beads (radius < 20 µm) and on a stroke that
moves the probe at a constant speed of 10 µm/s until a predefined maximum force is
reached (with the maximum force being on the order of several nN). We estimate that




less than 4 µm. It is thus legitimate to ask whether this kind of AFM measurements
probe the tissue properties or, actually, only indent the first layer of cells that lie on
the surface which are also damaged during the slicing procedure [169]. Furthermore,
the piezo-control testing used in AFM measurements results in different strain rates
and indentation depth for different values of stiffness of the tissue indented; under
the same stroke protocol, a softer tissue will experience a higher strain rate and a
larger indentation depth. In contrast, our deep, indentation-control testing protocol
assures constant indentation depth and constant indentation speed. Furthermore, with
indentation beads in the range of 60-105 µm, strain of ∼7%, and indentation depth
between 8-11 µm (which results in a contact radius between 20 and 40 µm), we are
sure to measure at the scale of the tissue. Therefore, we suggest that the opposite
relationship between stiffness and areas of cell nuclei observed in our experiment might
be at least partially due to the difference in the scale probed and/or in the very same
testing method.
Our data is not sufficient to causally explain why low nuclear density regions
translate into stiffer tissue, mainly because there are many morphological factors in
the lower nuclear density regions that need to be evaluated separately and can all have
a specific contribution to stiffness. At first, one may think that the increase of stiffness
with the decrease of nuclear density be due to the role of the perineural nets (PNNs).
However, it has been showed that this component lacks fibrous proteins [170], and,
therefore, should not support mechanical loading. Another component that may play
a role in the mechanical properties of the brain tissue is myelin, as it has been shown
that brain stiffness increases with myelin content [50,150]. Yet, our results indicate
that the bundle of myelinated fibers in the alveus and the tract of mossy fibers along
the SP in the CA3 field are actually softer. One may thus speculate whether the
mechanical properties of the brain tissue as observed in our experiment are rather
due to the fact that regions with low nuclear density host a larger amount of sparsely
distributed axons and dendrites under tension [12, 20, 171–175], which may in turn
give rise to a stiffer material. To confirm or reject this hypothesis, it is imperative to




C57Bl/6 mice were purchased from Harlan (Zeist, The Netherlands) and sacrificed at an
age of 6 or 9 months. All experiments were performed in accordance with protocols and
guidelines approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (UvA-DEC)
operating under standards set by EU Directive 2010/63/EU. All efforts were made to
minimize the suffering and number of animals. The mice were decapitated, the brain
was removed from the skull and stored in ice-cold ACSF containing (in mM): 120 NaCl,
3.5 KCl, 5 MgSO4, 1.25 NaH2PO4, 2.5 CaCl2, 25 NaHCO3, and 10 glucose oxygenated
with 95% O2/5% CO2 (∼310 mOsmol/kg and ∼pH 7.4). Slices were cut in a horizontal
plane with a thickness of approximately 300 µm using a VT1200S vibratome (Leica
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Figure 4.6: Schematic view of the dynamic indentation mapping setup. A ferrule-top probe
(a) is equipped with an optical fiber for interferometric readout of the cantilever position
and with a spherical tip to indent the sample (b). The probe is mounted on a piezoelectric
transducer (a) for controlled movement during an indentation measurement. A brain slice is
submerged in the perfusion chamber and fixed with the harp (c). The slice is imaged with an
inverted microscope (a) for the determination of indentation locations. (d) The approximate
position of the slice within the brain (the image is adapted from TogoTV [176]).
Biosystems, Nussloch, Germany). Afterwards, a single brain tissue slice was placed
in a perfusion chamber maintained at ∼20 °C and supplied with carbogen saturated
ACSF solution at 1 ml/min flow rate (gear pump MCP-Z standard, Ismatec). Lower
than physiological mouse temperature was chosen to prolong the viability of the slice.
The glass bottom of the chamber was coated with 0.05% polyethylenimine for the
adhesion with the sample, which was gently mounted from the top with a 2 mm spaced
harp to ensure the stability. After acclimatization for 1 h, indentation measurements
were performed within 8 h. This time interval was chosen as the best compromise
between number of measurements and overall durations of the experiment.
Imaging and immunofluorescence
An inverted microscope (Nikon TMD-Diaphot, Nikon Corporation, Japan) was used
to image the slice during the measurements with a 2 × magnification objective (Nikon
Plan 2X, Nikon Corporation, Japan). Images were recorded with a CCD camera
(WAT-202B, Watec). After the measurements, slices were fixed in 4% PFA overnight
at 4 °C. The sections were washed 3×10 min in PBS solution (0.01 M, pH = 7.4) and
subsequently blocked for 2 h with 10% normal donkey serum (NDS), 0.25% Triton in
PBS solution. After, slices were incubated overnight at 4 °C with primary antibody
against neurofilament 160 kDa (NN18 N5264, Sigma Aldrich, 1:1000 dilution), 3%




in PBS solution and incubated for 2 h in PBS solution with DNA stain (Hoechst
33342, Invitrogen, dilution 1:2000), the secondary antibody Cy3-conjugated donkey
anti-mouse IgG (Jackson Immuno Research, 1:1400 dilution), 1% NDS and 0.025%
Triton. Finally, sections were washed 3×10 min in PBS and mounted with a glass
coverslip in Vectashield (Vector Laboratories). Fluorescent images were obtained with
Leica DMRE fluorescence microscope (Leica Microsystems, Wetzlar, Germany) and
overlaid with the previously obtained bright-field images to identify anatomical regions
of measured locations. Immunofluorescently-labeled slices were too thick for objective
calculation of cell density and, thus, approximate percentage of area covered by nuclei





where Anuclei is the area covered by nuclei in the region and Atotal is the total area of
that region (processed with image J).
Dynamic indentation setup and measurement protocol
Horizontal mouse brain slices from 3 to 4 mm of dorsal-ventral positions of hippocampus
(Fig. 4.6d) were submerged in a perfusion chamber assembled on the microscope,
stabilized with a 2 mm spaced harp, and supplied with a constant flow of carbogenated
artificial cerebrospinal fluid (ACSF). Measurements were carried out on 9 slices from
eight mice of which 6 were 6 months old and 2 – 9 months old. The indentation lines
were selected to cross the DG and the subiculum or the CA3 field of hippocampus (n ≥
66 measurement points per slice). In addition, indentations on cortex were performed
on 5 of the same slices adjacent to subiculum, in parallel lines between outer and inner
layers (n ≥ 21 measurement points per slice).
A ferrule-top force transducer [157], consisting of a micromachined cantilever
spring with optical fiber readout, was mounted on a 3D printed holder screwed to a Z-
piezoelectric actuator (PI p-603.5S2, Physik Instrumente). The single-mode fiber of the
readout was coupled to an interferometer (OP1550, Optics11), where the interference
signal was directly translated into cantilever deflection. Indentation depth control was
implemented through a feedback loop, based on the error signal of cantilever deflection
(Fig. 4.6, for more details see [64]). The piezoelectric actuator with the probe was
mounted on a XYZ micromanipulator (PatchStar, Scientifica) for automatic mapping
of mechanical properties. Indentation mapping was performed in parallel lines, with
59-476 points per slice. Distance between two adjacent locations were in the range
of 50-160 µm, which assured that deformed areas do not overlap. A custom-written
LabVIEW software (National Instruments) was used to process signals and to control
the instrument through a data acquisition card (PCIe-6361, National Instruments).
Ferrule-top probes of 0.2-0.5 N/m stiffness and 60-105 µm bead radius were selected
for these experiments and calibrated according to [177]. Two indentation-controlled
profiles were selected for the characterization of depth and frequency dependent
viscoelasticity: oscillatory ramp loading (OR) and equilibrium frequency sweep (FS).
Fig. 4.7 shows the typical curves of the controlled-indentation and load response. Depth-
controlled oscillatory ramp indentations (Fig. 4.7a) had small 0.2 µm oscillations at
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Figure 4.7: Depth-controlled indentation profiles. (a) Oscillatory ramp loading profile at
5.62 Hz oscillation frequency and (b) equilibrium frequency sweep profile between 1-10 Hz
frequency range with both oscillation amplitudes of 0.2 µm.
5.62 Hz frequency superimposed on top of a loading ramp at 0.01 strain rate estimated
by ε̇ ∼ ∆ε/t. Depth-controlled equilibrium frequency sweep measurements (Fig. 4.7b)
consisted of the loading part up to 10 µm with 10 µm/s indentation speed, followed
by 30 s stress relaxation period to reach mechanical equilibrium and series of small
(h0 = 0.2 µm) sinusoidal oscillations at five distinct frequencies: 1, 1.78, 3.2, 5.62
and 10 Hz. The approach speed was set to 30 µm/s, the surface of the sample was
determined, and an indentation-controlled feedback was triggered at approximate load
of 15 nN, which resulted in the initial uncontrolled 1-3 µm indentation depth, which
was later corrected in post processing procedures.
Data analysis
Raw data was analyzed with custom-written MATLAB functions. The Hertz model
was used to fit an initial loading data up to the cantilever threshold value to obtain













(we assume that brain is incompressible ν = 0.5), h is the indentation depth. This
allows us to correct the indentation depth h and to estimate the strain for measurements
with probes of different radius: ε = 0.2× a/R, where contact radius was estimated
as a =
√
hR varying between 22-39 µm. Strain of 7.3% was selected for comparative
analysis in order to fulfill small strain approximation ε < 0.08 [66]. While contact
adhesion was observed as a pull-off force during retraction, it was not taken into
account, as we assume that, under deep indentation conditions, the nominal area
dominates over the actual one.
The sinusoidal oscillations were fit to cosine function, obtained amplitudes and
phases were used to calculate the storage and loss moduli E´and E [64], which is a

























where ω is the frequency, F 0 and h0 are the amplitudes of oscillatory load and
indentation depth, respectively, δ is the phase-shift between the recorded indentation
and load oscillations, A = πa2 is the contact area.
The contact area changes with the depth during oscillatory ramp, thus every 5
cycles were used for fitting and averaged indentation depth was used for the calculation
of E´and E. Finally, all cosine fits with the R2 ≤ 0.7 and measurements which started
in contact were rejected.
Normality of data distribution was tested with Shapiro-Wilk test (n ≥ 3). In case
of normal distribution, statistical differences between multiple groups were investigated
with one-way ANOVA followed by Bonferroni post hoc test to achieve 95% confidence
level (α = 0.05). For non-normally distributed data, Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA test
followed by Dunn’s post hoc test with Šidák correction for α1 = 1 - (1 - α)
1/k was used
to compare multiple groups. All statistical analyses were performed with Statistics
and Machine Learning Toolbox (version 2017a, The Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA).
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Abstract
There is growing evidence that mechanical factors affect brain functioning. However,
brain components responsible for regulating the physiological mechanical environment
are not completely understood. To determine the relationship between structure
and stiffness of brain tissue, we performed high-resolution viscoelastic mapping by
dynamic indentation of the hippocampus and the cerebellum of juvenile mice brains,
and quantified relative area covered by neurons (NeuN-staining), axons (neurofila-
ment NN18-staining), astrocytes (GFAP-staining), myelin (MBP-staining) and nuclei
(Hoechst-staining) of juvenile and adult mouse brain slices. Results show that brain
subregions have distinct viscoelastic parameters. In gray matter (GM) regions, the
storage modulus correlates negatively with the relative area of nuclei and neurons,
and positively with astrocytes. The storage modulus also correlates negatively with
the relative area of myelin and axons (high cell density regions are excluded). Further-
more, adult brain regions are ∼ 20-150% stiffer than the comparable juvenile regions
which coincide with increase in astrocyte GFAP-staining. Several linear regression






There is an increasing interest in the mechanical properties of the brain due to the
emerging role of physiological mechanical environment in normal brain functioning
and involvement of mechanics in disease progression [11]. At the single-cell scale,
mechanical cues regulate brain development [12], stem cell differentiation [11] and
morphology of brain cells [17,126]. For instance, axons of neurons grow towards softer
tissue in vivo [19], and adapt their morphology and stiffness to the rigidity of the sub-
strate in vitro [128]. On a tissue scale, there is growing evidence that changes in brain
tissue architecture that occur during neuropathophysiological processes, development,
and physiological aging affect the mechanical properties of the brain and thus the
local mechanical environment of neurons and glia. To mention a few, reduction of
shear modulus was observed during neuroinflammation [178], Alzheimer′s degenera-
tion [32,179], multiple sclerosis [35–37], glial scaring [38] and tumor growth [39,40].
Despite the growing evidence of involvement of mechanical cues in brain function-
ing, there is a lack of fundamental understanding of how different brain components
contribute to the overall stiffness of brain regions. Anatomical regions of the brain
differ in their structural composition, from white-matter (WM) regions composed
of fiber bundles with varying degree of myelination and thickness to gray-matter
(GM) regions with various densities of neurons, glia, and their arborizations. It is
thus not surprising that the different brain regions have heterogeneous mechanical
properties [50,100,116,140–145,147–150] and that there exists a relationship between
some of the components and stiffness [38, 50–52]. Despite this body of work, how the
mechanical properties and structural composition of the brain relate to each other
remains elusive.
As multiple brain components are present within each brain region, measurements
of mechanical properties while the composition of the brain changes could indicate
which brain components regulate the mechanical environment. One of the naturally
occurring modifications of brain tissue structure is during postnatal brain development.
During this process, the brain undergoes structural changes such as maturation of
extracellular matrix (ECM), myelination, decrease in water content and cell number,
dendritic pruning and synaptogenesis, all of which might be accompanied by mechan-
ical alterations [51, 180–184]. A majority of previous studies have already reported
that stiffness increases with maturation [147,149,150,185], yet direct correlations with
structural components of measured regions were never investigated. Therefore, the
co-quantification of mechanical properties and the composition of the developing brain
not only would shed light on structure-stiffness relationship of the brain but also on
postnatal maturation of the brain.
In this study, we used a depth-controlled oscillatory indentation technique to map
the mechanical properties of individual regions of the hippocampus and cerebellum
of horizontal brain slices extracted from juvenile mice (1-month-old). The selected
indentation profile enabled viscoelastic characterization in terms of storage and loss
moduli, which corresponds to elastic and viscous responses of the material to deforma-
tion, respectively, at the tissue scale and physiologically relevant oscillation frequency.
Previously, we used the same indentation protocol to map the mechanical properties of
adult mouse brain slices, that show that the mechanical properties resemble anatom-
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ical regions and that high cell density regions are softer than regions with low cell
density, however, the comparison was not quantitative and contributions of other brain
components were not addressed [92]. In the present study, we quantified relative area
Arel covered by staining of neurons (NeuN), axons (neurofilament NN18), astrocytes
(GFAP), myelin (MBP) and nuclei (Hoechst) of brain sections taken from juvenile
(1-month-old) and adult (6-9 months old) mice. Differences as well as correlations
between storage modulus and stained components are discussed for adult and juvenile
hippocampus.
5.2 Methods
Sample preparation for indentation
Two age groups of wild-type (WT) mice (C57BL6/Harlan) were used for indentation
experiments: 8 juvenile (1-month-old) and 5 adult (6 and 9-month-old), (for the
latter, we refer the reader to [92]). All experiments were performed in accordance with
protocols and guidelines approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee
(UvA-DEC) operating under standards set by EU Directive 2010/63/EU. All efforts
were made to minimize the suffering and number of animals. The mice were decapitated,
the brain was removed from the skull and stored in ice-cold carbogen saturated artificial
cerebrospinal fluid (ACSF). Slices were cut in a horizontal plane with a thickness
of approximately 300 µm using a VT1200S vibratome (Leica Biosystems, Nussloch,
Germany). Slices from 3 to 4 mm of dorsal-ventral positions of the hippocampus
were selected for the measurements, where composition along the thickness can be
considered homogeneous. After 1 h rest time, single brain tissue slice was placed
in a perfusion chamber coated with 0.1% polyethylenimine for adherence between
the glass slide and brain slice, stabilized with a harp and supplied with carbogen
saturated ACSF solution. Indentation measurements were performed within 8 h at
room temperature to avoid mechanical effects of tissue degradation.
Dynamic indentation setup and measurement protocol
Operation of the custom made indentation setup, including ferrule-top force trans-
ducer [64, 157], has been previously described in detail [92, 186]. Indentation mapping
was performed in parallel lines with the distance between two adjacent locations of
50 µm, which assured that deformed areas do not overlap. Measurements were carried
out on slices from eight mice for the hippocampus and from six mice for cerebellum
with the total number of measurement points n = 1701 and n = 380, respectively.
Previously published oscillatory ramp data on adult mouse brain originated from five
mice with the total number of measurement points n = 1029 [92].
Ferrule-top probes of 0.2-0.5 N/m stiffness and 60-105 µm bead radius were selected
for these experiments to have enough resolution to sample individual regions of the
brain but also to be able to indent deeper than the surface roughness of the sliced
brain tissue which was previously reported to be 1-3 µm [100]. Indentation-depth
controlled oscillatory ramp profile consisted of 0.2 µm amplitude oscillations at 5.62 Hz




The indentation-controlled feedback was triggered at an approximate load of 15 nN,
which resulted in the initial uncontrolled 1-3 µm indentation depth, later corrected in
post-processing procedures.
Indentation data analysis
The raw data was analyzed with custom-written MATLAB functions [92]. Storage





















where ω is the frequency, F 0 and h0 are the amplitudes of oscillatory load and
indentation-depth, respectively, δ is the phase-shift between indentation and load
oscillations, ν is the Poisson′s ratio (0.5 assuming incompressible material), A = πa2
is the contact area. The contact radius a was estimated as a =
√
hR where h is the
indentation depth and R is indenter tip radius.
Indentation depth was converted to the mean strain according to ε = 0.2× a/R
[187], thus mechanical properties were measured in the range between 5 and 8% strain,
which fulfills small strain approximation [66]. While contact adhesion was observed as
a pull-off force during retraction, it was not taken into account, as we assume that,
under deep indentation conditions, the nominal area dominates over the actual one.
Furthermore, it should be noted that contact radius at maximum indentation depth
varied between 25 and 42 µm depending on the tip size where the infinite half-space
assumption is not fully fulfilled when indenting on narrow regions such as alveus
and granular cell layers (GCL). Finally, all indentation curves were checked visually
to remove curves where either indentation started in contact or measurements were
disturbed by external noise.
Imaging of 300 µm thickness slices
An inverted microscope (Nikon TMD-Diaphot, Nikon Corporation) was used to image
the slice during the indentation measurements with a 2 × magnification objective
(Nikon Plan 2X, Nikon Corporation). Images were recorded with a CCD camera (WAT-
202B, Watec). After the measurements, the slices were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde
in phosphate buffered saline (PBS) overnight at 4°C. The slices were stained with
Hoechst to label cell nuclei and imaged with Leica DMRE fluorescence microscope
(Leica Microsystems, Wetzlar, Germany). Images of the live slices with indentation
locations were superimposed on corresponding fluorescent images and each indentation
location was assigned to an anatomical region.
Imaging and (immuno)histochemistry of 30 µm thickness slices
The separate group of WT mice (C57Bl6/J) were used for (immuno)histochemistry:
3 of each of 1-month-old and 6-month-old. All animals were housed under standard
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conditions with ad libitum access to water and food. All experiments were approved by
the Animal Experimentation Committee of the of the Utrecht University EU Directive
2010/63/EU.
Mice were anesthetized with 0.1 ml Euthanimal 20% (Alfasan 10020 UDD) and
transcardially perfused with 1X PBS. Brains were removed and collected in 4%
paraformaldehyde for 48 hours before being transferred to 30% sucrose with sodium
azide and stored at 4°C. Before cutting, brains were snapfrozen in isopenthane and
embedded in Tissue-Tek (Sakura). Using a cryostat, brains were sliced horizontally in
30 µm thick slices and collected in 1X PBS, which was then replaced by cryopreservation
medium (19% glucose, 37.5% ethylene glycol in 0.2 M PB with sodium azide) and
stored at -20°C until further processing.
Slices were washed 3 times with PBS before they were blocked with 10% Normal
Donkey Serum (NDS, Jackson ImmunoResearch, 017-000-121) and 0.4% Triton-X in
1X PBS for one hour at RT. Sections were incubated with different primary antibodies
(see Table S5.1) diluted in 200 µl 10% NDS and 0.4% Triton-X blocking medium ON
at 4°C. Thereafter, they were washed 3 times with 1X PBS and then incubated with
1:1000 secondary antibodies or 1:500 Wisteria floribunda agglutinin (WFA) dye diluted
in 200 µl 3.3% NDS and 0.13% Triton-X in 1X PBS ON at 4°C, washed 3 times with
1x PBS and stained with 1:1000 Hoechst dissolved in 500 µl 1x PBS for 10 min at
RT. Slices were washed 2 times with 1X PBS and once with MilliQ and mounted with
Mowiol (10% Mowiol (Millipore, 475904), 0.1% diazabicyclo(2,2,2)-octane, 0.1 M Tris
and 25% glycerol in H2O; pH 8.5).
Imaging was done with Zeiss Axioscope.A1 epi-microscope operated with AxioVi-
sion software, using 10x Plan-NeoFluar objective.
Image analysis
To compare composition of different anatomical regions, fluorescent images were
converted to black and white images by using isodata thresholding algorithm (Fiji
software, see Fig. S5.4 for thresholded images). Relative area fraction Arel of manually





where Astain is area covered with stained component and Aregion is total area of the
region. Images of 8 slices from 3 animals were used for quantification of components.
The image analysis was performed using Fiji (ImageJ).
Linear regression analysis
Linear models were generated by using the stepwiselm MATLAB function. The
function starts with the constant model and adds parameters as long as it increases
statistical power of the model (evaluated based on the change in the sum of squared





Factorial (univariate) ANOVA analysis followed by post hoc tests with bonferroni
correction for multiple comparisons was used for statistical analysis of data using IBM
SPSS Statistics software.
5.3 Results
5.3.1 Mechanical properties of juvenile mouse brain: hippocam-
pus and cerebellum
To characterize local mechanical properties of hippocampus and cerebellum, dynamic
indentation mapping was performed on acute mouse brain slices (see Methods 4.4) at
50 µm resolution by indenting with an oscillating ramp at 5.6 Hz frequency up to 8%
strain (see Methods 5.2). The viscoelastic properties were quantified in terms of storage
Figure 5.1: Microscope images of (A, B) hippocampus and (C, D) cerebellum of 1-month-
old mice where area measured by indentation is indicated with red rectangles. Next to it,
maps of storage modulus E´at a 50 µm × 50 µm resolution obtained with 0.2 µm oscillation
amplitude, 5.62 Hz oscillation frequency, and at 7% strain. The color scale on the top right is
for (A, B) and bottom right for (C, D), gray color indicates failed measurements. White lines
indicate boundaries of anatomical regions. Abbreviations: Sub - subiculum, SLM - stratum
lacunosum moleculare, SR - stratum radiatum, SP - stratum pyramidale, SO - stratum oriens,
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Figure 5.2: A) Storage modulus E´and B) damping factor tan(δ) of regions in cerebellum
(red) and hippocampus (blue) of 1-month-old mice ordered from softest to stiffest, obtained
at 7% strain and 5.62 Hz frequency of oscillations. The horizontal bar is the mean value, the
vertical black bar is 25th and 75th percentiles with median value marked as white dot. Data
is pooled from multiple animals (N = 2–6 animals per region and n = 16–335 indentation
measurements per region, see Table S5.2 for mean values and Fig. S5.1 for individual animal
data). The region, animal and their interaction term were significant factors (factorial
ANOVA, p<0.0005 for all factors). C) Visual reconstruction of mean storage modulus values
and D) fluorescent images of hippocampus and cerebellum stained for nuclei (Hoechst) in
blue and myelin (MBP) in green. Scale bar is 500 µm. Abbreviations: Alv - alveus, Sub
- subiculum, SLM - stratum lacunosum moleculare, SR - stratum radiatum, SP - stratum





E´and loss Emoduli, and damping factor tan(δ), which is the ratio between loss and
storage modulus (see Methods 5.2). The brain slices were imaged during dynamic
indentation mapping to identify measured anatomical regions (Methods 5.2). Fig. 7.3
shows two examples of maps of storage modulus of the hippocampus, subregions of
DG, CA3 and CA1 (Fig. 5.1 A, B) and two examples of maps of cerebellum (Fig. 7.3
C, D) where lighter color indicates stiffer tissue and darker color indicates softer tissue.
Contrast due to mechanical heterogeneity coincided with the shape of anatomically
defined brain regions.
To account for the inter-animal variation of mechanical measurements, the same
indentation protocol was repeated on slices from multiple animals. The region, animal
and their interaction had statistically significant effects for storage modulus and
damping factor (factorial ANOVA, p<0.0005 for all factors). For the representation of
results, data from different animals was pooled for each anatomical region (Fig. 5.2
A, B). The storage modulus of the hippocampus and cerebellum were mechanically
heterogeneous with mean storage modulus values E´at 7% strain varying from 0.4
Figure 5.3: Mean storage modulus E´and damping factor tan(δ) as a function of strain for
different brain regions (see legend) of 1-month-old mice. Dashed lines for cerebellum regions
and solid lines for hippocampal regions. Mean ± standard error of the mean (SEM). Note
that SEM is positively correlated since the data are not independent.
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to 0.9 kPa in the cerebellum and from 0.4 to 1.6 kPa in the hippocampus (Fig. 5.2
A). The mean damping factor tan(δ) was higher in the cerebellum (0.56-0.69) than in
the hippocampus (0.42-0.55) (Fig. 5.2 B, p<0.0005 when compared pooled results),
indicating higher energy dissipation potential of cerebellum. Fig. 5.2 C shows a
color-coded reconstruction of the storage modulus E´of hippocampus and cerebellum,
based on the mean results in Fig. 5.2 A, and the fluorescence images of the brain areas
stained for nuclei and myelin with identified anatomical regions.
The oscillatory ramp indentation profile allowed us to investigate the strain-
dependent mechanical properties of brain tissue i.e. nonlinearity. All brain regions
showed an increase in storage modulus E´with strain (see Fig. 5.3) where stiffening
was less pronounced in softer regions (0.04-0.2 kPa vs. 0.2-0.5 kPa per 1% of the
strain, respectively). Furthermore, the spread in averaged values was larger at higher
strains (0.2-0.6 kPa at 5% strain and 0.4-1.7 kPa at 8% strain) which means that the
contrast in mechanical properties between brain regions is more pronounced at higher
strains than at lower strains. The damping factor tan(δ) decreased with strain for
regions in the hippocampus (0.03-0.08 per 1% strain), while it was rather constant for
cerebellum (decrease of 0.01 per 1% strain), which suggests differential viscoelastic
behavior of these two regions.
5.3.2 Adult brain is stiffer than juvenile brain
The mechanical data from previously obtained hippocampal regions of the adult mouse
brain [92] was combined with the data from juvenile brain for the comparison (see
Fig. 5.4 for pooled, Fig. S5.1 and Fig. S5.2 for individual animal data), where sample
preparation, setup, measurement protocols and data analysis were the same. The
notable difference was the number of regions: there were 10 regions measured for
adult and 15 for juvenile, thus, only regions were used for comparison. The region,
age and their interaction terms had statistically significant effects for storage modulus
(factorial ANOVA, p<0.0005). The estimated marginal means of the storage modulus
E´of adult mouse brain were higher than juvenile mouse brain when comparing all
regions together (1.63±0.03 kPa and 0.82±0.02 kPa, respectively) and individually
(see Fig. 5.4 for post hoc test results).
The increase in storage modulus between juvenile and adult mouse brain was
lowest and not significant for GCL, CA3-SP and Alveus (20-50%) which are relatively
soft regions and densely packed with either neurons or fibers. Stiffer and less packed
regions such as ML and SLM had a higher and significant increase in stiffness with
age (60-150%, see above Fig. 5.4 p-values from multiple comparisons with Bonferroni
correction).
The damping factor tan(δ) decreased with age when comparing all regions together
(0.51±0.003 and 0.49±0.005, respectively, estimated marginal means ± SE) but at
an individual region level it significantly decreased for ML, GCL, hilus and CA3-SR
regions, while it increased for CA1-SR (multiple comparisons with Bonferroni cor-
rection, p<0.05, 0.0005, 0.0005, 0.05, 0.0005, respectively, see Table S5.2 for mean
values). These results suggest that during maturation of mouse brain tissue, stiff-




Figure 5.4: Storage modulus E´values of juvenile (red) and adult (blue) hippocampal
subregions (data from different slices is pooled, N = 2-6 and n = 16-335 depending on the
region, see Table S5.2). Gray horizontal bar is mean value, vertical black bar is 25th and
75th percentiles with median value marked as white circle. Statistical differences between
juvenile and adult for each region are indicated above (multiple comparisons with Bonferroni
correction, ****p<0.0005, ns - non significant). Percentages above the graph are relative
increases in mean storage modulus with age.
5.3.3 Structure-stiffness relationship between brain regions
To assess structural differences between measured brain regions, and between juvenile
and adult mouse brains, we performed (immuno)histochemical stainings to label main
brain components: all cell nuclei (Hoechst), nuclei of neurons (NeuN), astrocytes
(GFAP), axons (neurofilament NN18), myelin (MBP), perineuronal nets (Wisteria
floribunda agglutinin WFA) and dendrites (MAP2) (see 5.5 A, staining procedure in
Methods 5.2). The amount of each component was quantified as Arel(%), a relative
area covered by the stained component within each region (Fig. 5.5 B, see Table S5.3
for all Arel values and Methods 5.2 for protocol). MAP2 and WFA stainings were
compared qualitatively because they did not show clear regional differences in terms
of Arel (Fig. 5.6).
When comparing juvenile and adult mouse brain stainings, region, age and their
interaction term were found to be significant factors for Arel of GFAP and nuclei
(factorial ANOVA, p< 0.0005) and not significant for Arel of NeuN, neurofilament
NN18 and MBP. Arel of GFAP increased while Arel of nuclei decreased in most of
the regions although not all differences were significant (see Fig. 5.5 B, Table 6.2).
Interestingly, increase in storage modulus from juvenile to adult brain (∆E´) had
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Figure 5.5: Comparison of fluorescent images of different brain components between
juvenile and adult mice hippocampus. A) Representative fluorescent images of stainings of
all cell nuclei (Hoechst), nuclei of neurons (NeuN), astrocytes (GFAP), axons (neurofilament
NN18) and myelin (MBP). Dimensions of images are 2065 µm (width) and 1878 µm (height).
B)Mean relative area Arel(%), averaged over multiple slices (6-28) obtained from 2-3 animals
per age group, of different brain components of juvenile (first bar) and adult (second bar)
hippocampal mouse brain regions. Mean ± SD (Table S5.3). Bonferroni corrected p-values
for pairwise comparison of simple main effects are indicated with asterisks (see Table S5.4):
***p<0.001,**p<0.01, *p<0.05.
coefficient r = 0.61, p = 0.06, Fig. 5.7 F) while correlations were weak for all other





A vast number of WFA positive cells were in the Subiculum while a few cells were
WFA positive in the SP layer of CA1-CA3 regions. Comparison between juvenile and
adult mouse brains showed a clear increase in perineuronal nets (PNNs) positive cells in
Subiculum with age (Fig. 5.6). Staining with MAP2 of dendrites showed organizational
rather than quantitative differences between regions (Fig. 5.6). Dendrites appeared as
a honeycomb structure around cells, parallel and long in CA1-SR and Sub regions and
homogeneous in all of the other regions. A comparison between adult and juvenile did
not show differences in MAP2 staining.
Assessment of mechanical and structural regional differences was done by plotting
storage modulus E´as a function of Arel of different brain components, both adult
(in blue) and juvenile (in red) (see Fig. 5.7). As both, high-density cell regions and
high-density fiber bundles (WM), are mechanically soft, correlation analysis for nuclei,
neurons and astrocytes (Fig. 5.7 A-C) was done by excluding WM regions (Alv and AV)
while correlation analysis for myelin and axons (Fig. 5.7 D, E) was done by excluding
regions with high-density of nuclei (GCL, SP3 and SP1, Arel > 50%). As a result,
E´was found to correlate negatively with Arel of nuclei (Pearson′s correlation factor
for adult ra=-0.73 and for juvenile rj=-0.64), neurons (ra=-0.81, rj=-0.73), axons
(ra=-0.57, rj=-0.56) and myelin (ra=-0.63, rj=-0.56). Moreover, storage modulus
E´correlated positively with Arel of astrocytes (ra=0.56, rj=0.27). Together, these
results show that relatively cell-free and axon-free regions are the stiffest while regions
that are tightly packed with either nuclei or axons are the softest, whereas a more
pronounced GFAP cytoskeleton in astrocytes seemed to be responsible for higher




Figure 5.6: Representative fluorescent images of (immuno)histochemical stainings of PNNs
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Figure 5.7: Storage modulus E´(mean ± SEM) as a function of relative area Arel (mean ±
SD) covered by A) all nuclei (Hoechst), B) nuclei of neurons (NeuN), C) astrocytes (GFAP),
D) axons (neurofilament NN18) and E) myelin (MBP) of measured regions, both juvenile (red)
and adult (blue). WM regions (Alv and AV) are excluded in A-C) plots while high-density
GM regions (GCL in hippocampus and cerebellum) are excluded in D-E) plots. Pearson′s
correlation coefficient identified above, ra for adult data and rj for juvenile. F) Increase in
Arel of astrocyte staining as a function of the increase in storage modulus E´when comparing
juvenile and adult data. Pearson′s correlation factor r=0.61 (p=0.06).
5.3.4 Linear regression model for storage modulus prediction
from (immuno)histological data
Previous studies have shown that the mechanical properties of spinal cord can be
predicted from histological data [144,188]. We applied linear regression analysis (see
Methods 5.2) to investigate which of the measured histological parameters are needed
for the prediction of storage modulus values of individual brain regions. The best
prediction (R2=0.60) of storage modulus E´ of juvenile brain areas, when including
indentation data of hippocampus and cerebellum, was achieved with the relative area
of NeuN ANeuN (p=0.002) and GFAP AGFAP (p=0.01) stainings:
E´ = a ∗ANeuN + b ∗AGFAP + c (5.4)





The best prediction (R2=0.70) of storage modulus E´ of adult brain hippocampal re-
gions was achieved with the relative area of NeuN ANeuN (p=0.007) and neurofilament
NN18 ANN18 (p=0.07) stainings:
E´ = a ∗ANeuN + b ∗ANN18 + c (5.5)
where a = −17.9± 4.8, b = −13.0± 6.2 and c = 2230± 220 are model parameters.
To test whether including other histological parameters would improve the predic-
tion of regional mechanical properties, estimations of densities of cells, neurons, glia,
oligodendrocytes, astrocytes and microglia of adult hippocampal regions were acquired
from Blue Brain Cell Atlas (BBCA) (for more information [189]). It is important
to note that these estimations of cell densities are calculated from the entire volume
of the brain region whereas we measured mechanical properties only at the specific
plane within the brain. Therefore, by using this data we assumed that there are no
variations in cell densities and mechanical properties within the volume of the brain
areas. As a result, linear regression model revealed that density of all cells Pallcells
(p=5.4×10−6), density of glia Pglia (p=0.01) and relative area of neurofilament NN18
ANN18 (p=0.002) could give the prediction of storage modulus values of hippocampal
areas with the highest R-squared value (R2=0.96):
E´ = a ∗ Pallcells + b ∗ Pglia + c ∗ANN18 + d (5.6)
where a = −0.004± 0.0004, b = −0.0002± 0.0006, c = −13.8± 2.5 and d = 2489± 140
are model parameters.
5.4 Discussion
5.4.1 Viscoelastic mapping of hippocampus and cerebellum
In this study, we selected 50 µm mapping resolution and indentation depth of up
to 10-17 µm (8% strain) to obtain mechanical properties of individual regions of
hippocampus and cerebellum of the juvenile mouse brain tissue (Fig. 5.1). We found
that both the hippocampus and the cerebellum were mechanically heterogeneous where
mechanically distinct regions matched morphologically defined anatomical regions.
Similar relative mechanical differences between hippocampal subregions of juvenile
mouse brain tissue were found in our previous study on adult mouse brain [92] where
the measurement protocol was the same as the one in this study. Other studies
have been done at different measurement scales and indentation protocols, making it
difficult to compare results between studies. For example, some of the studies used
tips with the radius of 250 µm resulting in contact area much larger than individual
anatomical regions of hippocampus and thus measuring averaged mechanical properties
over multiple layers [50,100,140–142,147–149,167]. Other studies used smaller tips
and indentation depths (R < 20 µm, h < 4 µm [138,150,155]) and reported relative
differences between regions different from our findings.
In comparison to studies regarding mechanical properties of the cerebellum, we were
able to differentiate between three layers (Fig. 5.2 A), two stiffer GM regions (ML and
GCL) and softer WM region (AV), while previous studies only differentiated between
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GM and WM with contradicting results. Quasi-static indentation measurements with
small spherical tips (R = 10-20 µm) agreed with our findings in cerebellum, where
GM was stiffer than WM [100,190], while stress relaxation measurements, performed
with flat cylindrical punch of 250 µm radius, have found that GM was softer than
WM [148] or showed no differences [147,149,151,191].
It is well-known that the mechanical behavior of the brain tissue is nonlinear and
viscoelastic and thus we selected an oscillatory ramp indentation protocol which allowed
us to obtain multiple viscoelastic parameters of the brain, i.e. strain-dependent storage
modulus E´and damping factor tan(δ) (see Fig. 5.3). These measurements revealed
that the cerebellum and the hippocampus have very different viscoelastic properties,
i.e. hippocampus showed higher stiffening with strain and had lower damping ratio
at higher strains when comparing with the cerebellum. We hypothesize that these
differences in mechanical behavior could be related to the fact that cerebellum is folded
and located outside of the brain, close to the skull while the hippocampus is positioned
in the middle of the brain and does not have folds. These findings demonstrate the
potential of measuring multiple mechanical parameters, i.e. storage modulus, damping
factor and their depth dependency, as it gives more information about the structure
and function of the brain than typical static measurements. For example, a recent
study has shown that stiffening with increasing compression is a hallmark for the
differentiation between healthy and glioma brain tissue [120].
Overall, this data can be used to support future biomechanical and biochemical
studies. To mention a few, local native mechanical properties of brain tissue are needed
when culturing neurons and glial cells on compliant substrates [17,28,125,126,192],
when designing mechanically compatible brain implants [135] and modeling traumatic
brain injuries [132,193].
5.4.2 Changes in mechanical properties of the hippocampus
with age
We observed 20-150% increase in stiffness when comparing juvenile and adult mouse
hippocampal regions (Fig. 5.4), where densely packed regions, either with cells or
fibers, stiffened less than loosely packed regions. Furthermore, mechanical damping
of hippocampus on average decreased with maturation but changes were much less
pronounced than for stiffness (∼4%). Our findings confirm most of the previous
studies on rodent brain slices. For example, when compared 17-18 postnatal days
(PND) and fully mature rat brains, the latter were found to be stiffer for most of
the regions [147, 149]. Another study also found that the elastic modulus of rat
hippocampus and cortex increased more than 2 times when comparing prenatal and
adult brains [150]. In contrast, one study compared the elastic modulus of different
brain regions between 10-20 weeks and 100-105 weeks old mice, and only WM in
stratum was stiffer (1.5 fold) in older animals [190]. Measurements on intact brains
rather than brain slices also reported opposing results. For example, 12 weeks old mice
were 13-59% stiffer than 6 weeks old mice [185] while immature rat brains (PND13
and PND17) were stiffer than mature ones (PND43 and PND90) [104]. Therefore,




5.4.3 Changes in (immuno)histochemically stained components
of the hippocampus with age
Co-registration of both, mechanical properties and brain components at different
developmental stages, could indicate which structural components are responsible
for mechanical maturation of brain tissue. Although many structural changes that
take place during the maturation of the brain are known, in many cases the data is
obtained from large brain regions rather than individual cell layers and limited to
the specific development stage, making it difficult to objectively compare the stiffness
and composition of brain tissue between different studies. Here, we performed the
(immuno)histochemical stainings of brain components (Fig. 5.4 D) of adult and juvenile
mouse brain slices, obtained from the same brain areas as slices used for mechanical
measurements by using the unique hippocampus shape along the vertical axis to match
the slices.
To assess the differences in the cellular composition of hippocampal regions, we
stained all cell nuclei (Hoechst), nuclei of neurons (NeuN) and astrocytes (GFAP).
Quantification of the relative area covered by stained component of juvenile and
adult mouse hippocampus revealed that Arel of GFAP staining significantly increased
(1.8-16.2%) with age for most of the subregions, which confirms the previous findings
that GFAP is upregulated with maturation of astrocytes and aging of mice [194–197].
Furthermore, we observed a significant decrease in Arel (0.4-8%) of nuclei staining
(Hoechst) and a non-significant decrease in Arel (0.3-5%) of neuronal nuclei staining
(NeuN) with age for the majority of measured hippocampal subregions. In agreement
with our finding, the previous study on mice maturation reported that neuronal and
non-neuronal cell nuclei densities decreased in the hippocampus when comparing
similar age groups to our study (1 and 4 months) [198].
To evaluate the composition of hippocampal regions in terms of cellular arboriza-
tions, we stained axons (neurofilament NN18), myelin (MBP) and dendrites (MAP2).
When comparing myelin staining (MBP) of juvenile and adult mouse brain slices, Arel
was increased (0.8-5.5%) for most of the hippocampal subregions, although the age was
not a significant factor. In mice, myelination takes place in the corpus callosum, fimbria
and cortex between 1 and 6 months [180–182,199]. Although there is no data available
of myelination in the mouse hippocampus, it has been reported that, in rats, numbers
and distribution of myelinated fibers are the same on day 25 and adulthood [200],
which agrees with our finding. Furthermore, Arel of axonal staining (neurofilament
NN18) was similar between two age groups for most of the hippocampal regions with
the exception of Alveus where it was significantly decreased, and CA3-SR and CA3-SO
regions, where Arel was significantly increased. Dendritic staining (MAP2) showed no
qualitative differences between juvenile and adult hippocampus. Because neuronal
network outgrowth, elongation and branching have been reported to take place in
early postnatal stages (P<30), it seems plausible that there are no large structural
changes of these networks into the adulthood [201–206].
Brain tissue also contains ECM which forms a fine macromolecular mesh around
cell somata, initial segments of axons, and synapses and consists of collagen type IV,
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HA, fibronectin, laminin, and proteoglycans [207, 208]. Because ECM in the brain
lacks filamentous proteins such as fibrous collagen type I [170, 207], it is not expected
that ECM regulates brain tissue stiffness [171, 172]. In support of this hypothesis,
recently it has been shown that overexpression of ECM components laminin and
collagen IV in glial scars correlates with brain tissue softening [38]. Nevertheless,
during the development of the brain, ECM transitions from a juvenile-type matrix
to a mature one [183, 184, 209]. To check whether there are differences between 1
and 6 months old hippocampus, we stained perineuronal nets, which are particularly
enriched with ECM molecules [210]. The noticeable increase in the number of cells
wrapped by PNNs was present only in the Subiculum region and thus does not explain
the stiffening of all the regions. Previous studies have shown that besides PNNs,
hyaluronan/proteoglycan link protein 1 (HAPLN1) increased in the hippocampus
between 1.5 and 6 months age [131] while protein levels of neurocan, brevican and
tenascin-R were similar. Another study has shown that levels of aggrecan, versican
(GAGα), brevican increased between 1 and 6 months while levels of neurocan and
versican (GAGβ) decreased, although the study was done on the whole volume of rat
brains [209].
So far, there is very little information regarding the structure-stiffness relationship
of the brain tissue during maturation reported in the literature. One previous study
has shown that an increase in stiffness of the hippocampus with age (P10, P17 and
adult) coincides with the decrease in water content and increase in protein and lipid
(myelin) content [150]. Another study, although only on white matter, has reported
that stiffness tripled while myelin content increased from 58 to 74% when comparing
prenatal and postnatal bovine brains [51]. The recent study, although using magnetic
resonance elastography, has shown an increase in stiffness and decrease in fluidity of
the whole hippocampus between 1 and 5 months which was associated with a decrease
in number of neuronal precursor cells and immature neurons, increased myelination
and change in expression levels of proteins responsible for microtubule formation,
myelination, cytoskeleton, cell adhesion, ECM and axonal organization [53]. In this
study, differences in Arel of stained components between juvenile and adult were cor-
related with differences in storage modulus of individual hippocampal regions rather
than the whole hippocampus (Fig. 5.7 F), where only Arel of GFAP staining showed
moderate positive correlation, which suggests that GFAP positive cells contribute to
mechanical stiffening of hippocampal regions during brain maturation.
One of the limitations of this study is the quantification of the relative area covered
by the stained component, which only gives a rough estimate of the brain composi-
tion. A more thorough structural analysis could include 3D analysis of brain slices
and quantification of size and density of cells, orientation and thickness of cellular
arborizations and vasculature, and staining of subtypes of cells, especially for the
tightly packed regions. Furthermore, we only investigated structural changes at the
tissue scale while changes at cellular/axonal scale might also influence tissue mechanics.
Finally, volumetric changes of brain components such as extracellular space or volume
fraction of different components could also be important factors governing brain tissue
mechanics.
There are two other hypotheses proposed in the literature that explains the cause




the amount of negatively charged glycosaminoglycans (GAGs) increases [150] resulting
in elevated Donan osmotic pressure [211] and thus stiffness, which is similar to the
behavior observed in articular cartilage [212,213]. Another hypothesis is that axons
in the brain are under tension [171], and axonal tension might increase during brain
tissue transition into adulthood. Whether axonal tension or negative charges drive
brain tissue stiffening during maturation should be a topic of further investigation.
5.4.4 Correlation between mechanical properties and (immuno)
histochemical stainings
To explain differential mechanical properties of brain regions within the juvenile and
adult mouse brains, we performed correlation analysis between relative area covered by
(immuno)histochemical staining Arel and storage modulus E´. We found that storage
modulus and Arel of all nuclei, nuclei of neurons, axons and myelin of different brain
regions have moderate to high negative correlation (Fig. 5.7 A, B, D, E) while Arel of
astrocytes has low to moderate positive correlation, with stronger correlation factor for
adult than juvenile in all cases. Based on these results, we hypothesize that the loss
of myelin as in demyelinating diseases or loss of neurons as during brain development,
aging, and neurodegenerative diseases, and increase in the number of astrocytes as in
neuroinflammatory diseases would all result in stiffening of the brain region.
One previous study correlated myelin content with the stiffness by comparing
different cerebral white matter regions in the bovine brain (myelin content 64-89%),
including pre-natal and post-natal (55-89%) brain [51]. Furthermore, in agreement
with our findings, a negative correlation between the density of cell nuclei and shear
modulus was shown for human brain tissue although it did not include hippocam-
pus or cerebellum [52]. Regarding other CNS tissues, it has been shown that cell
density and stiffness correlates positively in retinal and spinal cord tissues where
contradiction in comparison to our study might be due to differences in CNS tissue
composition or much smaller measurement scale (indentation depth <3.5 µm) [144,146].
5.4.5 Linear model for predicting mechanical properties of the
brain
Prediction of mechanical parameters from histological stainings would allow assessing
information about brain stiffness without the need for experimental testing. From
the linear regression analysis, we were able to identify that storage modulus could
be predicted by using the relative area of NeuN and GFAP staining for the juvenile
brain and NeuN and neurofilament NN18 staining for the adult brain. However,
the R-squared values of prediction were only 0.6 and 0.7, respectively, questioning
the reliability of such a linear model. The prediction of storage modulus of adult
mouse hippocampal regions was improved to R-squared of 0.96 by including the
density of all cells and glia from Blue Brain Cell Atlas together with the relative
area covered by axons. Regarding data from BBCA, the density of all cells was
obtained by Nissl staining for all cell bodies. Furthermore, glial staining from BBCA
included oligodendrocytes (CNP and MBP), astrocytes (S100b, GFAP and ALDH1L1)
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and microglia (TMEM119). Therefore, including other parameters describing tis-
sue composition could improve the predictive power of the model. Future studies
should investigate which histological parameters are most relevant for describing the
structure-stiffness relationship of the brain tissue by expanding it to other brain regions.
5.5 Conclusions
Dynamic indentation mapping of hippocampus and cerebellum of juvenile mouse brain
revealed that viscoelastic parameters vastly differ between individual brain layers.
Furthermore, juvenile brain was found to be significantly softer than adult brain.
Finally, the constructed structure-stiffness relationships of the brain regions indicated
that the observed mechanical differences correlated with the density of several of the
identified brain components.
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Table S5.1: Antibodies used for (immuno)histochemical staining.
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Figure S5.1: Boxplot and scattered data of storage modulus values for individual juvenile
animals indicated with different colors (N=8). Top graph for regions in hippocampus and
bottom for regions in cerebellum.
Figure S5.2: Boxplot and scattered data of storage modulus values for individual adult
animals indicated with different colors (N=8).
Figure S5.3: Fluorescent images of (immuno)histochemical stainings of juvenile mouse




Table S5.2: Mean storage modulus E´ and damping factor tan(δ) of measured brain regions
of 1 and 6- month old mice. SEM for data pooled from all animals, n - number of data, N -
number of animals.
Table S5.3: Mean relative area covered with stained component for different brain regions
of 1 and 6 month old mice. n - number of data, N - number of animals.
Table S5.4: Statistical differences in terms of p-values between juvenile and adult brain
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Figure S5.4: Thresholded fluorescent images used for estimation of relative area covered
by stained component. Dimensions of images are 2065 µm (width) and 1878 µm (height).
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Mechanical alterations of the
hippocampus in the APP/PS1
Alzheimer’s disease mouse model
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Abstract
There is increasing evidence of altered tissue mechanics in neurodegeneration. However,
due to difficulties in mechanical testing procedures and the complexity of the brain,
there is still little consensus on the role of mechanics in the onset and progression
of neurodegenerative diseases. In the case of Alzheimer’s disease (AD), magnetic
resonance elastography (MRE) studies have indicated viscoelastic differences in the
brain tissue of AD patients and healthy controls. However, there is a lack of vis-
coelastic data from contact mechanical testing at higher spatial resolution. Therefore,
we report viscoelastic maps of the hippocampus obtained by a dynamic indentation
on brain slices from the APP/PS1 mouse model where individual brain regions are
resolved. A comparison of viscoelastic parameters shows that regions in the hippocam-
pus of the APP/PS1 mice are significantly stiffer than wild-type (WT) mice and
have increased viscous dissipation. Furthermore, indentation mapping at the cellular
scale directly on the plaques and their surroundings did not show local alterations





Neurodegenerative diseases are difficult to research due to the complex biochemical
processes and limited physical access to the brain. Neurodegenerative diseases are
characterized by the accumulation of aberrant proteins, reactive gliosis and neural cell
death. The exact molecular mechanism leading to the disease is often not known. In
addition, in the past two decennia, several studies have indicated the relation between
mechanical factors and brain functioning. For example, the mechanical sensitivity
of neuronal and glial cells to the stiffness of environment has been demonstrated
in cell culture experiments and in vivo by altered morphology, growth and other
biochemical properties [12,17,19,20,28,214,215]. Moreover, in some neurodegenerative
diseases, such as demyelinating disorders, the mechanical properties have been shown
to change together with the structure, thereby raising questions about the involvement
of mechanobiological processes in disease progression [190,216,217].
Alzheimer’s disease is a neurodegenerative disease and the most common form
of dementia in the elderly. The exact molecular and cellular cause of dementia is
still elusive, and effective drugs to halt or reverse the disease are still lacking. The
pathology consists of the formation of extracellular plaques by the accumulation
of amyloid β peptide (Aβ) and hyper-phosphorylated tau protein as intracellular
neurofibrillary tangles (NFTs). Activated microglia and reactive astrocytes have
been identified as the key players orchestrating chronic inflammatory response, linked
to the severity of neuronal dysfunction in AD and are found accumulated around
plaques similarly to glial scarring [218, 219]. Chronic neuroinflammation causes
disease-related symptoms, such as loss of neurons and synapses ultimately leading
to memory problems and dementia [220]. In addition to the underlying biological
processes in AD, the investigation of mechanical properties received attention in
recent years as a potential biomarker for early diagnosis, as shown by magnetic
resonance elastography (MRE) studies where brain elasticity and viscosity decreased
in AD human patients [32–34, 179, 221, 222], and as a novel drug target for tissue
regeneration [223,224].
AD is often studied on mouse models carrying human transgenes with AD-linked
mutations in amyloid precursor protein (APP) and Presenilin-1 (PSEN1) [225–228].
These mice exhibit extensive Aβ pathology and reactive gliosis in the hippocampus and
cortex without tauopathy, which is suitable to study age-related synaptic and cognitive
deficits during amyloid deposition [220,225,229]. In APPswe/PS1dE9 mouse model
used in this study, amyloid plaques appear at 4 months of age [230,231], contextual
fear memory is impaired as early as 3 months [131, 232], spatial reference memory
is affected at 6 months of age [131, 233] and astrogliosis is detected at 6 months of
age [131, 231, 234](see review [229]). Although experiments on mouse brain tissue
allow using contact mechanical testing methods, which is considered being a gold
standard, only two studies have reported Young’s modulus values of cortex [235] and
hippocampus [236]. Therefore, a more appropriate viscoelastic characterization of
the hippocampus where amyloid plaques are present is needed. Although MRE can
be used on humans as it noninvasively induces shear waves (<1 µm amplitude) from
which one can calculate viscoelastic properties, the technique is limited to relatively
high frequencies (10-100 Hz for humans [237] and 200-1800 Hz for rodents [238]) and
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a low spatial resolution (∼mm), thus, contact mechanical testing is needed to provide
reliable mechanical data at higher resolution and lower-frequency spectrum to shed
some light on the mechanobiology of AD.
In this study, we hypothesized that mechanical properties of APP/PS1 mouse
brain hippocampus are altered in comparison to WT. To test it, we performed
oscillatory indentation mapping of hippocampal subregions of APP/PS1 and wild
type (WT) mice brain tissue slices where results of the latter have been already
reported [92]. Comparison between APP/PS1 and WT mice hippocampal subregions
is presented in terms of the storage modulus and damping factor. To assess structural
differences between APP/PS1 and WT mice hippocampus, a qualitative comparison
of (immuno)histochemical stained images of brain components is made. Moreover,
direct indentation mapping of the plaques and the surrounding tissue was carried out
at a single-cell scale to assess the mechanical contribution of individual plaques.
6.2 Methods
Sample preparation for indentation measurements
4 animals of 6 and 9 month-old (2 and 2 mice, respectively) C57BL6/Harlan wild type
(WT) mice, and 6 animals of 6 and 9 month-old (5 and 1 mice, respectively) APP-
swe/PS1dE9 (APP/PS1) double-transgenic mice, which were littermates to WT mice,
were used for indentation experiments reported in Section 6.3.1 [227]. All experiments
were performed by following protocols and guidelines approved by the Institutional
Animal Care and Use Committee (UvA-DEC) operating under standards set by EU
Directive 2010/63/EU. 2 animals of 9-month-old APPswe/PS1dE9 double-transgenic
mice were used for indentation experiments reported in Section 6.3.2. Animal handling
and experimental procedures were previously approved by the Animal Use Ethics
Committee of the Central Authority for Scientific Experiments on Animals of the
Netherlands (CCD, approval protocol AVD1150020174314). Experiments were per-
formed according to the Directive of the European Parliament and of the Council of
the European Union of 22 September 2010 (2010/63/EU).
The mice were decapitated, brains were dissected, and stored in an ice-cold carbon-
ated 30% sucrose solution. Slices were cut in a horizontal plane with a thickness of
approximately 300 µm using a VT1200S vibratome (Leica Biosystems, Germany) and
placed to rest in artificial cerebrospinal fluid (aCSF) for 15 min in 32◦C and 1 h at
room temperature. Afterward, a single brain slice was placed in a perfusion chamber
coated with 0.05% poly(ethyleneimine) solution, stabilized with a harp, and supplied
with aCSF solution at 1 ml/min flow rate. Slices from 3 to 4 mm of dorsal-ventral
positions were used in the experiment to minimize the effects of structural variation
along with the hippocampus. Indentation measurements were performed within 8
h after extraction at room temperature. Results from WT mice brain slices were




Figure 6.1: Indentation setup and profiles. The oscillatory-ramp indentation profile A)
was used for viscoelastic characterization of the whole hippocampus at a tissue scale by
using an inverted bright-field microscope and indenter B) to localize the sphere of the probe
(R=60-105 µm) on top of the brain tissue. Static indentation profile C) was used to measure
elastic properties at a cell scale with an upright fluorescence microscope and indenter D) by
localizing the tip of the probe (R=21 µm) above the stained plaque.
Dynamic indentation setup and measurement protocol on 300 µm
thickness brain slices
The setup and measurement protocol used in this experiment has been described
previously [92]. In short, the custom indenter was mounted on top of an inverted
microscope (Nikon TMD-Diaphot, Nikon Corporation, Japan) to image the slice
during the measurements with a 2 × magnification objective (Nikon Plan 2X, Nikon
Corporation, Japan) and a CCD camera (WAT-202B, Watec), while a cantilever-based
ferrule-top force sensor equipped with spherical tip was indenting the brain slice from
the top. Fig. 6.1 B shows a schematic drawing of the setup and a microscope image
where the cantilever can be seen through the brain slice. The force sensors used for the
experiments had cantilevers with the spring constant of 0.2-0.5 N/m and 60-105 µm
bead radius. Indentation mapping was performed in indentation-depth controlled
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mode with the step size of 50-80 µm. Oscillations at 5.62 Hz frequency and 0.2 µm
amplitude were superimposed on top of the loading ramp at an approximate strain
rate of 0.01 s−1 (Fig. 6.1 A) to reach 8.5-15 µm indentation-depth (depending on
the sphere radius), which corresponds to 7.5% strain (ε = 0.2
√
Rh/R) and fulfills
small strain approximation ε < 8% [66]. Depth-dependent viscoelastic properties in
terms of storage E´and loss Emoduli, and damping factor tanδ were calculated using


























where ω is the oscillation frequency, F0 and h0 are the amplitudes of oscillatory load
and indentation-depth, respectively, δ is the phase-shift between indentation and load
oscillations, A = πa2 is the contact area, a =
√
hR is the contact radius, ν is the
Poisson’s ratio of compressibility (we assume that brain is incompressible ν = 0.5), h
is the indentation-depth.
Measurements were carried out on 6 slices from 6 APP/PS1 mice of which one was
9-month-old and the others were 6-month-old, with 63 – 535 measurement points per
slice and 1235 total number of indentations. During the same experiment, indentation
measurements (n=1029) were also performed on 5 slices from 4 WT mice (three
6-month-old and two 9-month-old) [92]. After the measurements, slices were stained
with Methoxy X-04 (10 µM solution for 12 min), fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA)
overnight at 4 °C, and imaged with a fluorescence microscope (Leica Microsystems,
Wetzlar, Germany). Afterward, slices were stained with Hoechst nuclear stain and
imaged again. The coordinates of the probe tip were converted into coordinates of the
camera image by taking three images of the probe tip at three corners of the field of
view. Then, coordinates of the indentation map were converted into image coordinates
and drawn on the image of the brain slice. Next, the fluorescent image of the fixed
brain slice was overlaid with the brightfield image of the live brain slice. Using the
contrast in intensity from the brightfield image together with differences in cell density
from nuclear staining, anatomical regions could be identified. Finally, each measured
location was assigned to the corresponding region.
The second set of measurements was done with upright fluorescence microscope
Axioskop 2 FS plus (Fig. 6.1 D), where the probe was modified to have a transparent
cantilever tip, half-size ferrule, and shallow angle holder to fit the probe under the long
working distance objective (Plan-Neofluar x5/0.16, Zeiss). An indentation probe with
spring constant of 0.23 N/m and tip size of 21 µm was used to make static indentation
mapping (see Fig. 6.1 C) with 5 – 9 µm step size at 30 µm/s piezo-transducer speed




approximation [66]. The Young’s modulus was obtained by fitting Hertz model [239].
APP/PS1 slices were live stained with Methoxy X-04 (10 µM solution for 12 min)
before the measurements to locate Aβ plaques by fluorescence microscopy (filter set
DAPI-50LP-A-000, Semrock). 4 slices from 2 animals (one 6-month-old and one
9-month-old) were used in these experiments to obtain 6 indentation maps (n=100 –
121 locations per map).
(Immuno)histochemistry of 30 µm thickness brain slices
(Immuno)histochemistry (Section 6.3.3) was performed on three 6 months old WT
and three APP/PS1 female littermate mice from Jackson Laboratories [227]. Animal
handling and experimental procedures were previously approved by the Animal Use
Ethics Committee of the Central Authority for Scientific Experiments on Animals of
the Netherlands (CCD, approval protocol AVD1150020174314). Experiments were
performed according to the Directive of the European Parliament and of the Council
of the European Union of 22 September 2010 (2010/63/EU). Mice were anesthetized
with 0.1 ml Euthanimal 20% (Alfasan 10020 UDD) and transcardially perfused with
1X PBS. Brains were removed and collected in 4% paraformaldehyde for 48 hours
before being transferred to 30% sucrose with sodium azide and stored at 4°C. Before
cutting, brains were frozen in isopentane and mounted using Tissue-Tek (Sakura).
Using a cryostat, brains were sliced horizontally in 30 µm thick slices and collected in
1X PBS, which was then replaced by a cryopreservation medium (19% glucose, 37.5%
ethylene glycol in 0.2 M PB with sodium azide) and stored at -20°C until further
processing.
Slices were washed 3 times with PBS before they were blocked with 10% Normal
Donkey Serum (NDS, Jackson ImmunoResearch, 017-000-121) and 0.4% Triton-X in 1X
PBS for one hour at RT. Sections were incubated with different primary antibodies (Rat-
anti-MBP, Sigma-Aldrich MAB386, 1:1000, monoclonal; Rabbit-anti-GFAP, CiteAb
Z0334, 1:1000, polyclonal; Mouse-anti-6E10 Amyloid-β, BioLegend SIG-39300, 1:1000,
monoclonal) diluted in 200 µl 10% NDS and 0.4% Triton-X blocking medium ON
at 4°C. Thereafter, they were washed 3 times with 1X PBS and then incubated
with 1:1000 secondary antibodies (Donkey-anti-Rat Cy3, Jackson ImmunoResearch
712-165-153; Donkey-anti-Mouse Alexa Fluor 488, Jackson ImmunoResearch 715-
546-150; Donkey-anti-Mouse Alexa Fluor 594, Jackson ImmunoResearch 715-585-150;
Donkey-anti-Rabbit Alexa Fluor 488, Jackson ImmunoResearch 711-545-152; Donkey-
anti-Rabbit Alexa Fluor 594, Jackson ImmunoResearch 711-496-152) or 1:500 Wisteria
floribunda agglutinin (WFA) dye diluted in 200 µl 3.3% NDS and 0.13% Triton-X in 1X
PBS ON at 4°C, washed 3 times with 1x PBS and stained with 1:1000 Hoechst dissolved
in 500 µl 1x PBS for 10 min at RT. Slices were washed 2 times with 1X PBS and 1 time
with MilliQ before mounting them on microscope slides using Mowiol (10% Mowiol
(Millipore, 475904), 0.1% diazabicyclo(2,2,2)-octane, 0.1 M Tris and 25% glycerol in
H2O; pH 8.5). Imaging was done with the Zeiss Axioscope.A1 epi-microscope operated
with AxioVision software, using a 10x Plan-NeoFluar objective.
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Statistics
Factorial (univariate) ANOVA analysis was used for statistical analysis with either
storage modulus or damping factor as an independent variable and region, type of mice
(WT or APP/PS1) or age as fixed factors. Data from different animals was merged
as not all the same regions were tested in each animal, the number of indentation
points varied between the animals and there was not enough evidence for age being a
significant factor (region: F(3,635)=202.50, p<0.0005; age: F(1,636)=0.31; p=0.58;
interaction term: F(3,635)=14.69, p<0.0005, when tested storage modulus data of
ML, GCL, SLM and Hilus regions of 6- (n=3) and 9-months-old (n=2) WT animal
slices). The test was followed by post hoc tests with Bonferroni correction for multiple
comparisons was applied during statistical analysis of data using IBM SPSS Statistics
software.
6.3 Results
6.3.1 Viscoelastic properties of APP/PS1 mouse brain hip-
pocampus is altered in comparison to WT
The depth-controlled oscillatory indentation mapping was performed at 50 – 80 µm
axial resolution to capture regional mechanical differences hippocampus. The indenta-
tion lines were selected to cross the dentate gyrus (DG) and Cornu Ammonis 1 (CA1)
or the CA3 fields of the hippocampus. As an example, Fig. 6.2 A shows indentation
locations on the camera image of the APP/PS1 mice brain slice of DG and CA3
regions and storage modulus E´and damping factor tanδ maps plotted at 7% strain
(Fig. 6.2 B and C, respectively). Different anatomical regions can be identified in
the storage modulus map because of the high mechanical heterogeneity of different
brain regions, which are related to varying morphology of brain regions (also observed
on WT brain slices where data has been already published in [92,93]); differences in
damping factor tanδ are less pronounced but still visible.
Each indentation location was assigned to one of 10 measured hippocampal sub-
regions (see Fig. 6.2 D, Methods 6.2) and storage modulus E´and damping factor
tanδ values at 7% strain are plotted in Fig. 6.2 E, F. 6- and 9-month-old data were
merged considering that both age groups are adults and no obvious differences in
viscoelastic parameters were found (see Section 6.2). The region, group of animals (WT
or APP/PS1) and their interaction terms were significant factors for storage modulus
(F(9,2258)=135.87, F(1,2258)=298.26, F(9,2258)=23.78, respectively, p<0.0005, facto-
rial ANOVA) and damping factor (F(9,2254)=20.53, F(1,2254)=186.09, respectively,
F(9,2254)=13.48, p<0.0005, factorial ANOVA). The storage modulus of APP/PS1
mouse hippocampus was 1.5 times higher when considering all regions together with
estimated marginal means of 1.63±0.05 kPa for WT and 2.39±0.04 kPa for APP/PS1
hippocampus. At an individual region level, the simple main effect analysis showed
that differences in storage modulus were significant for the majority of the regions
with the relative increase ∆E′ in these regions between 51 and 133% (Fig. 6.2 E).
Moreover, the damping factor tanδ was 1.1 times higher for APP/PS1 than WT




Figure 6.2: A) Red dots indicate indentation locations on a microscope image of the
APP/PS1 mouse brain slice. B) Corresponding color map of storage modulus E´and C)
damping factor tanδ obtained at 5.6 Hz oscillation frequency and 7% strain. D) Hippocampal
subregions were identified on the camera image of the slices with boundaries marked in
dashed white lines. E) Storage modulus E´and F) damping factor tanδ values of WT (red)
and APP (yellow) mice hippocampal subregions at 7±0.5% strain. Data is merged over
multiple slices (2 to 6 depending on the region, see Table S6.1). The white dot indicates the
median value with the vertical black bar for 25th and 75th percentiles and horizontal bar
for the mean value. Bonferroni corrected p-values for pairwise comparison of simple main
effects are indicated with asterisks: ****p<0.00001, ***p<0.001,**p<0.01, *p<0.05, ns - non
significant. Relative differences ∆(%) in estimated marginal means of storage modulus and
damping factor are given above the graphs. Abbreviations: Alv - alveus, Sub - subiculum,
SLM - stratum lacunosum moleculare, SR - stratum radiatum, SP - stratum pyramidale, SO
- stratum oriens, ML - molecular layer, GCL - granule cell layer, dentate gyrus (DG) and
cornus ammonis (CA1 and CA3). WT data has been reported previously [92].
an individual region level, the damping factor was significantly higher for most of the
regions with the relative increase ∆tanδ between 7 and 22%, except for CA3-SP, where
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the difference was not significant, and CA1-SR, where it was significantly lower (see
Fig. 6.2 F). An increase in storage modulus E´of APP/PS1 mouse hippocampus means
that the material can resist more deformation while an increase in tanδ indicates that
the loss modulus increased more than the storage modulus and, thus, the damping
capability of the tissue, i.e. its fluid-like behavior, is larger.
In terms of mechanical heterogeneity, an elastic component (storage modulus) of
mechanical behavior varies significantly between different regions, from 0.4 to 2.9 kPa
for WT and from 0.6 to 4.2 kPa for APP/PS1 (estimated marginal means). Although
damping is also different in different regions, it varies less, ranging between 0.44
and 0.58 for WT and between 0.47 and 0.56 for APP mouse hippocampal regions.
Furthermore, the storage modulus E´was obtained as a function of strain between
5 and 7.5% and showed a stiffening behavior with the strain S =∆E´/∆ε in the
range of 0.1-1.1 kPa/% for WT mouse and 0.2 – 1.6 kPa/% for APP. The stiffening
with the strain S was higher for all APP/PS1 hippocampal subregions except SLM.
Interestingly, stiffer regions were stiffening more than softer regions (see Fig. S6.1).
To summarize, APP/PS1 mouse hippocampus shows a higher degree of mechanical
heterogeneity in terms of storage modulus and a higher degree of nonlinearity with
the strain.
Although plaques were present in these slices as confirmed by fluorescent staining
with Methoxy X-04, mechanical heterogeneity of each region was high for both WT
and APP/PS1 (mean SD∼40% and 37%, respectively) and the resolution was low
(50 – 80 µm) when compared to the size of the plaques (∼10-50 µm diameter [228]).
Furthermore, the staining and imaging of plaques were done after the indentation
measurements, making identification of plaques in mechanical maps less accurate due
to shrinkage of the slice during fixation with PFA. Taken together, while differences in
viscoelastic parameters between APP/PS1 and WT hippocampal regions were assessed,
it was not possible to identify the mechanical properties of individual plaques with
this indentation protocol.
6.3.2 High resolution plaque mapping
To directly measure the mechanical properties of the plaques, the same side of the
slice needs to be indented and imaged, thereby, the bright-field inverted microscope
was replaced with an upright fluorescence microscope (see Fig. 6.1 D) and plaques
were stained with Methoxy X-04 before starting the indentation measurements. The
shallow-angle indentation probe was designed with a transparent cantilever to enable
fluorescence imaging through the cantilever and a tip of R=21 µm was chosen to
increase mapping resolution (5 – 9 µm). Fig. 6.3 shows Young’s modulus maps of the
plaques and the surrounding areas. In none of Young’s modulus maps, the plaques show
strikingly different mechanical properties from the surroundings, although regional




Figure 6.3: A-F) Maps of Young’s modulus of APP/PS1 mice hippocampal regions with
plaques obtained by fitting Hertz model up to 3 µm. The blue dashed line indicates the
location of the plaque obtained from staining with Methoxy-X04. A-C) Indentation mapping
was performed on different slices from the same 6-month-old animal, regions A) ML, B)
SLM/CA3-SR, C) SLM at 9 µm step size. D-F) Maps were obtained on one slice from a
9-month-old animal, regions D) SLM, E) CA3-SO, F) Sub at 5 µm step size.
6.3.3 (Immuno)histochemical comparison
To investigate the underlying relationship between changes in mechanical properties
and brain tissue composition in APP/PS1 mice, we performed (immuno)histochemical
staining of the cytoskeleton of astrocytes (GFAP), cell nuclei (Hoechst), and Aβ
plaques (6E10) (see Fig. 6.4 A). APP/PS1 mouse hippocampus have stained positive
for the Aβ plaques with the mean number of plaques per region given in Fig. 6.4
B. SLM region had the highest averaged number of plaques - 4.3±2.6, followed by
ML - 2.8±2.3 and Sub - 0.8±1, and all the other regions had rarely any plaques
(<0.5). Furthermore, the plaques were surrounded by GFAP expressing astrocytes
indicating astrogliosis. Comparing the mechanical data obtained in the SLM and Sub
regions (where no stiffening of APP/PS1 was observed) to those obtained in the ML
region (where the stiffening was significant), we can conclude that, within the error
of our measurements, there is no clear relationship between the number of plaques
and the stiffening behavior observed in our experiments. Additional WFA staining for
perineural nets (PNNs) of extracellular matrix (ECM) and MBP for myelin did not
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Figure 6.4: A) Fluorescent images of 6-month-old WT and APP/PS1 mice hippocampus
stained with GFAP (astrocytes), Hoechst(nuclei) and 6E10 (Aβ plaques). The scale bar (white
line) is 500 µm. B) Mean number of Aβ plaques per region in APP/PS1 mice hippocampal
slices (number of animals n=3, number of slices N=15).
6.4 Discussion
By using depth-controlled oscillatory indentation mapping, we were able to obtain
viscoelastic properties of 10 hippocampal subregions of APP/PS1 mice. We compared
our results with data from WT mice and found that the former is stiffer (i.e. higher
storage modulus) and has better capability to dissipate mechanical energy (i.e. higher
damping factor)(Fig. 6.2). We also showed that brain tissue from APP mice stiffens
more with the strain and is more heterogeneous in terms of elasticity than WT mice
(Fig. S6.1). The number of plaques surrounded by upregulated GFAP astrocytes differs
between the regions but does not correlate with changes in viscoelastic parameters.
Nevertheless, the increased viscoelasticity, both elastic resistance and viscous dissipa-
tion, suggests that there are structural changes that take place during the development
of plaques in the APP/PS1 mouse model that could affect the physiology of the
brain. For example, one could speculate that similarly to how stiff brain implants
induces an inflammatory response [28], brain stiffness change could contribute to the




MRE studies showing changes of viscoelastic parameters in various neuroinflammatory
disorders [31,35,178,222,240,241].
APP/PS1 mouse model does not fully recapitulate AD disease in humans. It shows
pathological features associated with amyloid deposition and lacks tauopathies [220,
242]. Regarding structural changes, it has been reported previously that APP/PS1
mouse brain has a decreased amount of myelin [235], an increased level of ECM
proteins [131] and increased astrogliosis, marked by upregulation of GFAP expression
surrounding plaques [227]. In this study, we performed (immuno)histochemical stain-
ings (Fig. 6.4 and Fig. S6.2) of cell nuclei (Hoechst), the cytoskeleton of astrocytes
(GFAP), myelin (MBP), PNNs (WFA) and Aβ plaques (6E10) in an attempt to
understand which structural components cause changes in viscoelastic parameters of
APP/PS1 mouse hippocampus. We observed a higher expression of GFAP and the
presence of Aβ plaques in APP/PS1 mice compared to WT. However, there were no
qualitative differences in other stained components and correlation with viscoelastic
parameters was not found. To better understand the structure-stiffness relationship,
a more detailed quantitative study of brain tissue composition and organization is
needed. The connection between brain compositions and its viscoelasticity is probably
not a simple linear but a complex one with multiple interdependent variables such
as alignment of fibers, density, size and type of cells, architecture and composition of
extracellular matrix or fraction of water and lipids in the tissue. Furthermore, future
studies should include multiple age groups from early to later stages of the disease to
determine the onset of mechanical alterations.
Previously, MRE and atomic force microscopy (AFM) techniques have been used to
compare healthy and AD mouse brains. AFM study on the fixated brain hippocampus
reported lower Young’s modulus values for AD than healthy mice (40 and 104 kPa,
respectively) although measurements were performed at the nm scale and the measured
subfields were not mentioned [236]. Another AFM study has shown that Young’s
modulus of fresh AD mouse brain tissue was lower than that of WT (0.4 and 0.7 kPa,
respectively) when measured at 1.5 µm indentation-depth, although measurements
were performed on cortex [235]. Unfortunately, the noise level of the indentation
system used in this study was relatively high due to the perfusion flow, thus, it was not
possible to fit the data below 1 µm indentation-depth. MRE studies on mice, similar
to humans (described in the introduction), have demonstrated a decrease in stiffness
of AD mouse model brains in comparison to WT [243,244], although the amount of
deformation in terms of shear wave amplitude is at the µm scale and axial resolution
is at ∼mm scale. Our results are obtained by inducing deformation at a tissue scale i.e.
4-15 µm indentation-depth and spatially resolving individual brain regions at ∼50 µm
axial resolution. Therefore, the difference in the mechanical deformation scale could
explain the discrepancy between the studies.
High-resolution indentation mapping was done by modifying the setup to the up-
right fluorescence imaging configuration to localize and directly indent on the plaques.
To our knowledge, this is the first study attempting to measure Young’s modulus
of plaques within brain tissue slices. However, the mechanical heterogeneity of the
regions was high (SD∼40%) and the mechanical properties of individual plaques were
not distinguishable from the surroundings (Fig. 6.3).
In this study, data from 6- and 9-month-old mice were merged because there was
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not enough indication that age is a significant factor (Section 6.2). Considering that
the mice are already mature at 6 months of age and there aren’t any large changes
in brain structure during adulthood (from 3 to 16 months [245]), it is plausible that
mechanical differences between 6- and 9-month-old are negligible.
There are two main limitations of the experimental approach used in this study:
1) imaging with fluorescence microscopy does not indicate how deep the plaque is
situated within the brain tissue thickness; 2) the surface of the brain slice is rough and
damaged due to slicing procedure, which results in an error in estimating mechanical
properties, especially at smaller indentation-depths. Therefore, future experiments
should include three-dimensional imaging, such as confocal microscopy [246, 247],
to visualize how different structural components of the brain such as cells, ECM,
neuronal projections, and plaques deform under compression and, thereby, extract
their individual contribution to viscoelasticity.
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Figure S6.1: The mean storage modulus E´as function of strain ε for different hippocampal
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Figure S6.2: (Immuno)histochemical staining of WT and APP mice hippocampus with
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Abstract
Astrocytes in white matter (WM) and grey matter (GM) brain regions have been
reported to have different morphology and function. Previous single cell biomechanical
studies have not differentiated between WM- and GM-derived samples. In this study,
we explored the local viscoelastic properties of isolated astrocytes and show that
astrocytes from rat brain WM-enriched areas are ∼1.8 times softer than astrocytes
from GM-enriched areas. Upon treatment with pro-inflammatory lipopolysaccharide,
GM-derived astrocytes become significantly softer in the nuclear and the cytoplasmic
regions, where the F-actin network appears rearranged, whereas WM-derived astro-
cytes preserve their initial mechanical features and show no alteration in the F-actin
cytoskeletal network. We hypothesize that the flexibility in biomechanical properties






Astrocytes are the most abundant glial cells present in the central nervous system
(CNS), providing trophic and metabolic support to neurons, and responding to tissue
damage and inflammatory events contributing to homeostasis and repair, respec-
tively [248,249]. This support of astrocytes for neurons is proposed to also extend to
the mechanical properties of astrocytes. Astrocytes may act as a soft embedding for
neurons, which have been shown to prefer a soft substrate rather than a stiff substrate
as indicated by increased branching of neurons grown on soft substrates compared
to stiffer substrates [17, 126]. Accurate measurements of the mechanical properties
of glial cells under various conditions might thus reveal relevant information for a
better understanding of the role that this kind of cells plays in the central nervous
system (CNS). It is of importance to differentiate between white-matter (WM) derived
and grey-matter (GM) derived astrocytes, something which previous biomechanical
research has not focused on [120,128,250–254] as it is known that astrocytes from both
regions can differ in their morphological and biochemical makeup [255–257] which may
also affect their biomechanical properties. For instance, in certain neuro-inflammatory
diseases, the responsiveness of glial cells differs between WM and GM (e.g., multiple
sclerosis and optic neuritis), or astrocyte dysfunction is only present in WM (e.g., van-
ishing WM diseases) (see, for example, [258]). Moreover, regeneration of demyelinated
MS lesions is more efficient in GM than WM [259] which is probably mediated by
local astrocytes [260].
Astrocyte responsiveness to inflammatory stimuli resulting in e.g. migration or
differentiation is associated with changes in the arrangement of cytoskeletal proteins,
such as F-actin or Vimentin [261,262]. Recent observations have shown that during
rat brain development, the stiffness of astrocytes correlates to cytoskeletal matu-
ration [253]. As WM and GM were found to have different mechanical properties
at the tissue level [50, 51, 140, 148, 160], it is still unknown whether this difference
is also evident at the cell level. The aim of the present study is to determine the
biomechanical properties of astrocytes derived from WM- and GM-enriched brain
areas in the absence or presence of the bacterial endotoxin lipopolysaccharide (LPS).
To this end, we have designed an experiment that could identify whether astrocytes
derived from WM and GM present different viscoelastic features. The results reported
here show that WM-derived astrocytes are softer than GM-derived astrocytes where
fluorescence intensity of Vimentin of WM-derived astrocytes is lower. However, when
treated with LPS, WM-derived astrocytes preserve their mechanical features, whereas
GM-derived astrocytes become significantly softer. Interestingly, immunofluorescent
stainings show that treatment with LPS led to a higher increase in fluorescence inten-
sity of Vimentin for WM-derived astrocytes and the rearrangement of F-actin stress
fibers of GM-derived astrocytes but not in WM-derived astrocytes. Our results suggest
that the mechanical response of astrocytes to an inflammatory stimulus, e.g. LPS, is
region dependent and associated with cytoskeletal rearrangement– a phenomenon that
may contribute to the understanding of astrocyte responses observed in WM and GM
brain areas under inflammatory conditions.
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Figure 7.1: Ferrule-top indentation setup for live single cell measurements. A) Schematic
drawing of the setup. The indentation probe is connected to an indentation control system,
which is mounted on a vibration isolation table. The inverted microscope is used to image
cells in a Petri dish, which is perfused with carbonated medium. The setup is enclosed with
an acoustic isolation box where temperature is set to 37°C. B) Probe design: the extended
tip is attached to a cantilever, the optical fiber is used to read out the change in gap size
between the fiber tip and the cantilever through an interference signal. C) An extended tip
with sphere of R = 8.5 µm is used for contact with the cell. D) The view from an inverted
microscope is used to position the sphere (dashed red circle) above the cell.
7.2 Materials and Methods
Culture of rat mixed glial cells
Steps in cell culturing protocols often deviate in parameters such as medium composi-
tion, culture plate coating, sub culturing and days in vitro (DIV) [263], and are known
to influence gene and receptor expression, and morphology [264–266]. Differences
are also known to exist between postnatal and adult astrocyte cultures [267,268]. In
addition, we propose that growing astrocytes together with microglia more accurately
reflect the in vivo situation. Therefore, we decided to use primary rat adult mixed
glial cultures derived from either enriched WM or GM regions as these might prove a
better model for the in vivo situation.
Animal studies were approved by the VU University Medical Center committee on
Animal Experimentation (approval number AVD1120020171784), and carried out in
strict accordance with their guidelines. Adult Wistar rats were sacrificed after which
the brains were removed and collected in ice cold Hanks Balanced Saline Solution
(HBSS) containing 0.6% glucose and kept on ice. For each glial cell isolation (N = 8)
two or three rat brains were used. From these brains the brainstem was dissected as a
WM enriched area and the cortex as a GM enriched area to isolate glial cells from. The
isolated areas were chopped and trypsinized in 0.25% trypsin (Sigma) with 1.25 µg/ml
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Figure 7.2: Static (A, B) and dynamic (C, D) indentation profiles for mechanical charac-
terization of astrocytes. A) Piezo-controlled static indentation profile used to map Young′s
modulus. Indentation depth is calculated by subtracting cantilever bending from piezo
displacement. B) Hertz model used to fit raw load-indentation curve (fit is depicted in red).
C) Dynamic indentation-depth controlled profile with frequency sweep between 1-10 Hz with
0.2 µm amplitude. D) Raw signal of load-indentation data of 5 oscillations at 10 Hz is fitted
to cosine function (fit is depicted in red).
DNA-se (Sigma) in HBSS for 30 minutes at 37°C with the tube continuously rotating.
After incubation, culture medium consisting of equal amounts of Dulbecco’s Modified
Eagle Medium (DMEM, Gibco, Life Technologies) and Ham’s F10 nutrient mix (Gibco,
Life Technologies) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (Gibco, Life Technolo-
gies), 1% Penicillin/Streptomycin (Invitrogen) and 1% L-glutamine (Invitrogen) was
added to de-activate the trypsin. The tissue was further homogenized by mechanical
dissociation using increasingly smaller pipettes. Subsequently, the homogenate was
filtered through a 70 µm mesh. After filtration, the cell suspension was centrifuged at
1200 rpm for 7 minutes at 4°C. The supernatant was removed and the cell pellet was
washed three times in culture medium. Cells were suspended in 4.8 ml (when two rat
brains were used for culture) or 7.2 ml (when 3 rat brains were used for culture) of
culture medium per brain area. 450 µl of cell suspension was plated per Ibidi µ-dish
(35 mm diameter) coated with poly-L-lysin (15 µg/mm2 PLL, Sigma). In order to
settle the cells, the dishes were left in the incubator for one hour before 1 ml of fresh
culture medium was added to the cell suspension in each dish. Culture medium was
changed the day after and thereafter every 3 days. Cells were kept in culture for 7
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days before being treated with 100 ng/ml lipopolysaccharide (LPS derived from E.coli
O55:B5, Difco) in phenol-free DMEM (Gibco, Life Technologies, Breda) supplemented
with 10% FCS, 1% L-glutamine and 1% Penicillin/Streptomycin) for either 24 hours
or 48 hours or left untreated as a control. In addition, 500 µl suspension of primary
glial cells was plated on poly-L-lysin coated ACLAR plastic coverslips in a 24 well
plate using the same culture and treatment protocol as described above.
Indentation setup and protocol
The mechanical properties of astrocytes have been previously investigated by means
of various measurement techniques, including atomic force microscopy (AFM) [120,
250–253], magnetic tweezers [128], and optical tweezers [254]. The results reported,
however, were not consistent with each other. Part of this disagreement might be
due to differences in the culturing protocols as they are known to influence astrocyte
morphology and function [264–268]. Yet, more often than not, the origin of the
discrepancy between two different experiments has to be searched in the measurement
method. For example, it has been shown that astrocytes behave like nonlinear
viscoelastic materials [128, 250, 254]. Therefore, studies that rely on purely elastic
models, without considering how the mechanical response of an astrocyte varies when
the values of indentation speed and indentation depth change, may be difficult to
compare to more complete viscoelastic measurements. Furthermore, cells are highly
heterogeneous. Therefore, it is expected that the mechanical properties measured on
the site of the nucleus differ with respect to those measured on the cytoplasm, as
already observed before [251]. It is thus not surprising that the results obtained in
studies that focused on one specific region of the cell differ from those obtained by
studies focused on another cellular region.
To demonstrate the importance of nonlinearity and heterogeneity, we adapted a
dynamic depth-controlled indentation device, previously used to characterize brain
tissue [92], to collect depth-dependent local viscoelastic properties of single astrocytes.
Fig. 7.1 A shows a schematic view of the experimental setup (see [92] for details).
The indentation control system consists of an XYZ manipulator (PatchStar, Scientifica),
a vertical piezoelectric transducer (PI p-603.35L, Physik Instrumente), and a cantilever-
based force sensor (Optics11) equipped with an extended sphere on its free hanging end
(Fig. 7.1 B, C) and with an optical fiber interferometric readout (OP1550, Optics11),
which is used to measure the force that the sphere exerts when it is pushed against
the sample during the indentation stroke. Two force sensors with spring constants
of 0.28 N/m and 0.34 N/m, and sphere radii of 8.5 µm and 9 µm (calibrated by the
manufacturer) were used for the experiments. An inverted microscope (Zeiss Axiovert
25, Carl Zeiss Inc.), equipped with a × 20 magnification objective and a CCD camera
(DMK 41BU02, The Imaging Source), allows the user to obtain microscope images
of the cell culture. The setup is mounted on a vibration isolation table (TMC) and
covered with a custom-made acoustic isolation box, where a temperature control
system maintains the temperature constant at 37°C. The Petri dish containing the cells
is mounted on a holder (MLS203P2, Thorlabs) that can be horizontally moved with
two motorized actuators (Z825B, Thorlabs), and, during the experiment, is perfused
with carbonated (95% O2/5% CO2) medium at 0.5 ml/min flow rate (gear pump
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MCP-Z standard, Ismatec).
The setup can be used in both static and dynamic mode (see [64] for details).
Indentation mapping is performed in static mode due to its shorter indentation time
(∼1 s per indentation) in comparison to dynamic mode (∼25 s per indentation).
In static indentation mode (see Fig. 7.2 A and B), the vertical piezoelectric
transducer is moved at a constant speed of 30 µm/s until the load exerted by the
sphere via the cantilever reaches a threshold of 0.13 µN. The data collected can then









where F is the load exerted by the cantilever, E and ν are the elastic Young′s modulus
and the Poisson′s ratio of the sample (0.5 is used, assuming cells are incompressible)
h is the indentation depth, and R is the radius of the spherical indenter.
In dynamic mode (see Fig. 7.2 C and D), the vertical piezoelectric transducer is
moved at a constant speed of 10 µm/s until the surface of the cell is detected by setting
the threshold load to ∼11-20 nN. The feedback loop is then turned on to adjust the
piezoelectric transducer in order to control indentation-depth [64]. The indentation
depth of 1 µm is reached at an indentation speed of 1 µm/s. Indentation depth is then
kept constant for 5 s to allow the material to relax, which is followed by sinusoidal
frequency sweeps that range between 1 Hz and 10 Hz with set amplitude of 0.2 µm.
The use of the threshold load for the detection of the surface of the cell results in
indentation depth of 2±0.4 µm which corresponds to a mean strain of ∼10%, estimated
according to equation ε = 0.2
√
hR/R× 100%. The maximum load varies in the range
of 10-100 nN, depending on the stiffness of the cell. The data obtained during the
Table 7.1: Antibodies used for sequential immunocytochemistry.
oscillatory stimuli can then be analyzed by calculating storage E´, loss Emoduli and
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where ω is the oscillation frequency, F0 is the amplitude of the oscillatory load (as
inferred from the motion of the cantilever), h0 is the amplitude of the oscillatory
indentation depth, δ is the phase-shift between oscillations of indentation and load,
and A = πa2 is the contact area where a =
√
hR is the contact radius.
The thickness of the cells above the nuclear region was on average 5.4±2 µm (n=41),
which was measured by tracking the contact position above the cell and substrate (see
Fig. S7.1). Therefore, the Hertz model assumption of an infinite thickness sample
is violated (h÷thickness<0.1), resulting in an overestimation of the elastic modulus.
However, larger sphere radius and indentation depth (and thus contact area) was
preferred to minimize effects of indenting a rough surface which was previously reported
to be as high as 0.5 µm [252, 269, 270]. The influence of the cell thickness will be
considered during the interpretation of the data.
Before starting the measurements, we also characterized the mechanical properties
of the substrate and used those results to set the conditions to reject indentation
data where measurements are strongly influenced by substrate mechanics such as
in a very thin cells or thin parts of the cell. Static indentations on the substrate
yielded a stiffness of 82±29 kPa and a maximum indentation depth up to 0.6 µm.
Cell data where the maximum indentation depth did not reach 0.7 µm were therefore
removed from the analysis, as they likely corresponded to an indentation stroke on
the substrate or on extremely thin parts of the cytoplasm. Dynamic indentations
were also performed on the substrate where the storage modulus was found to be
72±15 kPa at 1 Hz. Furthermore, the feedback loop was not able to maintain a constant
oscillation amplitude at higher frequencies due to high stiffness of the substrate and,
thus, resulted in a decreasing storage modulus with increasing frequency (Fig. S7.2 B),
while measuring on cells storage modulus increases with the frequency (Fig. S7.2 A).
Similar behavior to measurements on substrate or nonlinear oscillations were observed
when measuring on thin parts of the cytoplasm (Fig. S7.2 C, D) and, thus, used as
the criteria to remove the data on the assumption that it indicates the measurement
of the substrate.
All experiments were done within 3 hours after taking the Petri dish out of the
incubator.
Immunocytochemistry
The rat mixed glial cultures contained both astrocytes and microglia. We prefer using
these co-cultures, even when studying a single glial cell type, as it is known that
glial cells interact, determining the outcome of their response [271]. To be able to
establish the astrocyte identity in the culture dish of the cells that had been indented,
cells were imaged and their location noted by using Ibidi µ-dishes with an imprinted
grid of 500 µm repetition distance, which was labeled from A to U and from 1 to 20.
Immediately after indentation, cells were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) for 20
minutes.
Afterwards cells were washed 3 times in 50 mM Tris buffered saline (TBS, pH =
7.6) and stored in TBS at 4◦C until further use. Cells were stained using sequential
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immunocytochemistry as follows: cells were incubated in 1% H2O2 in TBS for 15
minutes to block endogenous peroxidase activity. Subsequently, cells were washed in
TBS and incubated for 30 minutes in block buffer consisting of 5% donkey serum in
TBS + 0.5% Triton-X. After this block step, cells were incubated with the goat anti
Iba-1 antibody (see Table 7.1) in 5% donkey serum in TBS overnight at 4°C. After
incubation with the primary antibody, cells were washed in TBS and incubated with
ImmPRESS anti-Goat IgG Alkaline Phosphatase polymer detection kit (Vectorlabs)
for 30 minutes at room temperature(RT). Subsequently, cells were washed and stained
with Liquid Permanent Red (DAKO) to visualize Iba-1 positive microglia. After Iba-1
immunoreactivity was apparent, cells were washed in TBS and incubated with the
rabbit anti GFAP antibody (see Table 7.1) in 5% donkey serum in TBS for 1 hour at
RT. After incubation, cells were washed in TBS and incubated in HRP Envision kit
for rabbit (Agilent) for 30 minutes at RT. Subsequently cells were washed in TBS and
GFAP positive astrocytes were visualized using 3,3-diaminobenzidine (DAB, Sigma)
supplemented with Imidazole. Afterwards, cells were counterstained using hematoxylin
for 1 minute at RT and were stored in TBS at 4°C. Indented cells were localized by
using grid location, and pictures taken during indentation and their cellular identity
determined after staining. Indentation data from cells that could not be identified as
GFAP positive astrocytes were omitted from the analysis.
In order to visualize the effect of LPS treatment on cytoskeletal proteins F-actin
(rhodamine phalloidine) and Vimentin, fluorescent immunocytochemistry was employed
on glial cells grown on ACLAR coverslips. In short, glial cells were fixed in 4% PFA
for 20 minutes before being blocked with 10% donkey serum in TBS with 0.1% Triton-
X. Primary antibodies (see Table 7.1) were diluted in 2% donkey serum in TBS
with 0.01% Triton-X and the cells were incubated for 1 hour at room temperature.
Subsequently, the cells were incubated with the corresponding fluorophore labeled
secondary antibodies in 2% donkey serum in TBS with 0.01% Triton-X (see Table 7.1)
for 1 hour at RT and counterstained with 4,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI).
Coverslips were mounted on microscope slides using Vectashield hard-set mounting
medium for fluorescence microscopy.
Image acquisition
Images of 2 coverslips per staining were acquired using a Leica DM5000 microscope or
a Nikon A1R confocal microscope.
Statistical Analysis
Normality of the data distribution from mechanical measurements was tested with
the Shapiro-Wilk test. In case of normal distributions, statistical differences between
two groups were investigated with a two-sample t-test. For non-normally distributed
data, the Wilcoxon rank sum test was used to compare two groups. All statistical
analyses were performed with the Statistics and Machine Learning Toolbox (version
2017a, The Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA).
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7.3 Results and discussion
7.3.1 Mapping mechanical properties of astrocytes
To investigate the mechanical properties of the constitutive parts of the cell, we
performed high resolution (4 µm) static indentation map of a GM-derived astrocyte
(see Fig. 7.3 A, B). The Young′s modulus values reported in Fig. 7.3 B were obtained
by fitting the Hertz model to load-indentation data up to ∼0.8 µm indentation depth.
The map shows that the nuclear part is softer than the cytoplasm. As indentation
depth is relatively large in comparison to the thickness of the cell, the substrate under-
neath the cell induces a stiffening effect. The height map of an astrocyte in Fig. 7.3
D shows that the cell is thicker around the nuclear region and thinner towards the
edges which explains the observation of a much stiffer cytoplasm in comparison to the
nuclear region. Fig. 7.3 C shows corrected Young′s modulus map for a finite-thickness
thin-layer sample [68] where the nuclear region seems to be stiffer than the cytoplasm.
However, we refrain from making this claim because the surface of cytoplasm is tilted
which violates the assumption of the flat surface.
Despite the influence of the substrate, for all of the subsequent measurements, it
was decided to use larger indentation depths for several reasons: 1) the signal-to-noise
ratio is smaller at larger indentation depth than when close to contact; 2) to sense
the bulk mechanical properties of the cells rather than those of individual cytoskeletal
Figure 7.3: Measurements of the mechanical properties of astrocytes. (A) Bright-field image
of astrocyte with approximate static indentation locations identified with black dots (step
size 4 µm). The black circle depicts the contact area during indentation. (B) Corresponding
map of Young’s modulus (Hertz fit up to 0.8 µm) without and C) with finite-thickness
thin-layer sample correction). (D) Corresponding thickness map with two cross-sections in
dashed lines showing that the nuclear region is the thickest region with a gradual decrease in
thickness towards the edges of the cytoplasm. (D) Stiffness values across astrocyte measured
in 2 µm steps from the nucleus to cytoplasm (see indentation points in the inset). The storage
modulus E´at different frequencies is depicted in different colors from blue (lowest curve in
dots) for 1 Hz to yellow (highest curve in dots) at 10 Hz, and compared to Young′s modulus
E obtained from static indentation measurements (lowest curve in red stars). Both methods,
dynamic and static, capture similar relative differences. Scale bars 20 µm.
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elements; 3) larger indentation depths ensure better contact area estimation, as the
surface roughness of astrocytes, measured with the sharp tip has been reported to be
in the range of 0.2-0.5 µm [252,269,270].
We repeated the measurements in a dynamic mode, limiting the data collection to
a single line, from nucleus to cytoplasm (see insert of Fig. 7.3 E) in order to compare
results between static and dynamic indentation. Fig. 7.3 E shows the storage modulus
values obtained at different oscillation frequencies (from 1 to 10 Hz, corresponding
to an indentation speed of 0.8-8 µm/s), along with the Young′s modulus obtained
from the loading curve at 1 µm/s indentation speed. The curves obtained with the
two methods showed similar relative differences in viscoelasticity between nuclear and
cytoplasmic cellular parts. However, the Young′s modulus is lower than the storage
modulus at all frequencies. This behavior is most likely due to viscosity (the loss
modulus at 1 Hz is between 29 and 41% of the storage modulus), which is not included
in the elastic Hertz model.
Because our measurements showed that astrocytes are heterogeneous and viscoelas-
tic material, both indentation depth and frequency, as well as indentation location
and thickness, should be considered for reliable and reproducible results.
7.3.2 Viscoelastic properties of WM- and GM-derived astro-
cytes
In order to investigate whether astrocytes have brain region dependent mechanical
properties, we performed dynamic indentation measurements on nuclei and cytoplasm
Figure 7.4: The dynamic indentation results of control cultures of WM- and GM- derived
astrocytes without finite thickness correction. (A) Scatter plots of storage modulus E´of
nucleus (in red) and cytoplasm (in green) of WM- and GM-derived astrocytes, measured at
10 Hz oscillation frequency. Dark gray error bar represents standard deviation (SD) and light
gray represents standard error of the mean (SEM). Number of independent cultures was 8 for
WM- and 7 for GM-derived astrocytes. B) The thickness of nuclear region of WM-derived
astrocytes is lower than GM-derived astrocytes. C) Storage modulus E´and D) damping
factor tan(δ) as a function of oscillation frequency for nucleus and cytoplasm of WM- and
GM-derived astrocytes (error bar is SEM and it is positively correlated, since the data are
not independent). Damping factor tan(δ) at 10 Hz was significantly different between nucleus
and cytoplasm for both WM- and GM-derived astrocytes (p<10−3, p<10−5, respectively).
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of both WM- and GM-derived astrocytes. Note that, for the cytoplasm, we always
selected a point in close proximity to the nucleus, where, because the cell is thicker,
the effect of the mechanical properties of the substrate was less relevant than on edges.
Nevertheless, the geometry of measurements on nuclear region differs from the one on
the cytoplasm due to its tilted surface of the cytoplasm (see Fig. 7.3) D). Therefore,
the determination whether nucleus or cytoplasm is a stiffer cell component would
require quantification of the geometry of the cells and finite element modeling to
obtain corrected Young′s modulus values which were not implemented in this study.
The dynamic indentation measurements were performed after 7 and 8 days of cell
culture. When we compared the storage modulus of astrocytes from these two days, we
found no significant differences and, thus, we merged the data from both days into a
single dataset. When comparing storage modulus of WM- with GM-derived astrocytes,
the storage modulus of cytoplasm and nucleus was not significantly different (p =
0.75, 0.98). However, the thickness of the nuclear region of GM-derived astrocytes was
higher than the one of WM-derived astrocytes (on average 6.5±0.9 µm and 4.1±1.0µm,
respectively, Fig. 7.4 B), meaning that the stiffness of the WM-derived astrocytes
is affected more by the substrate and, thus, is relatively lower than the stiffness of
GM-derived astrocytes. As the nuclear region of the cell is relatively flat, we estimated
a geometrical correction factor for a finite-thickness thin-layer sample [68] and found
that WM-derived astrocytes are ∼1.8 times softer than GM-derived astrocytes with
the correction factors of 4.3 and 2.4, respectively, resulting in the corrected mean
values of storage modulus 1.5±0.8 kPa for WM- and 2.7±1.6 kPa for GM-derived
astrocytes at 10 Hz oscillation frequency. Mechanical properties of brain tissue are
known to depend on the brain region although the relation between individual brain
components and mechanical properties is still elusive. Whether astrocytes are the stiff
or soft brain component should be a topic of future studies.
Fig. 7.4 C and D further showed how the storage modulus and damping factor tan(δ)
(i.e., the ratio between loss and storage modulus) depend on the oscillation frequency.
Interestingly, the cytoplasm has higher tan(δ) than the nuclear part (p<0.001), which
indicates higher damping capability. Viscoelastic properties are not affected by the
finite thickness as it was previously shown to be only a geometrical effect [272].
In terms of viscoelastic characterization, only two other studies reported a frequency
dependence of E´. One of them reported values from 0.3 to 0.5 kPa in the frequency
range of 1-35 Hz when measured on the somata [250] and the other reported values
from 0.1 to 0.3 kPa in the range of 30-200 Hz when measured on the cytoplasm [254].
In comparison, elastic measurements reported values of Young′s modulus from 2 to
142 kPa [120,128,251–253,273]. Considering that multiple parameters vary between
different studies, such as tip size, amount of strain, species and age of animals used,
and culturing protocols, our results fit well within the range of the reported values.
7.3.3 Viscoelastic differences in WM- and GM-derived astro-
cytes upon treatment with LPS
The bacterial endotoxin LPS has been widely used to induce glial cell activation
in vitro. Both microglia and astrocyte cell cultures are known to respond to LPS
with morphological changes and increased production of inflammatory factors such as
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Figure 7.5: Response of WM- (A, B) and GM-derived (C, D) astrocytes to treatment with
LPS for 24 h and 48 h. (A, B) There are no significant differences in storage modulus E´of
WM-derived astrocytes upon treatment with LPS, both nucleus and cytoplasm (numbers of
independent cultures were 5 and 5 for 24 h, 3 and 4 for 48 h, respectively). (C, D) GM-derived
astrocytes significantly soften at 24 h treatment, both nuclear and cytoplasmic regions, where
the effect is smaller at 48 h (number of independent cultures were 4 and 4 for 24 h, 3 and 4
for 48 h, respectively). Dark gray error bar represents SD and light gray represents SEM. The
thickness of astrocytes did not change upon treatment with LPS (see Fig. S7.1). Reported
results are not corrected for the finite thickness.
cytokines and nitric oxide (NO) [274–276]. In order to assess whether an astrocytic
response to treatment with LPS is dependent on the region of origin of cultured astro-
cytes, we measured both viscoelastic properties and cytoskeletal organization. The
thickness of astrocytes did not change upon treatment with LPS (Fig. S7.1) meaning
that relative stiffness differences are not affected by stiffening due to a finite thickness.
The storage modulus of WM-derived astrocytes, in nucleus and cytoplasm, slightly but
not significantly increased upon treatment with LPS for 24 or 48 h (Fig. 7.5 A, B). In
contrast, cytoplasm and nuclei of GM-derived astrocytes significantly softened upon
treatment with LPS, with a larger reduction in storage modulus at 24 h than 48 h
(Fig. 7.5 C, D). Similar mechanical effects were present at all measured frequencies
(see Fig. S7.3), with slightly larger differences at higher frequencies. Interestingly,
tan(δ) did not change upon LPS treatment, indicating that even though the storage
modulus changes, the ratio between energy dissipation and storage in astrocytes is
preserved (see Fig. S7.4).
It is generally accepted that components of the cytoskeleton, located in the cy-
toplasm, are involved in various mechanical behaviors such as maintaining shape,
preserving the integrity of cells and regulating their mechanical properties, adhesion,
migration, and division [277–279]. At baseline, as well as after treatment with LPS,
we observed no difference in astrocyte morphology between WM- and GM-derived
astrocytes. To assess, whether specific cytoskeletal components are related to changes
in mechanical properties of the cytoplasm upon treatment with LPS, we performed an
analysis of immunocytochemical stainings of F-actin and Vimentin in astrocytes with
or without LPS treatment for 24 h.
Analysis of F-actin stress fibers showed that, under control conditions, these were
highly organized and stretch across the entire cell. GM-derived astrocytes, which
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Figure 7.6: Representative fluorescent images of F-actin, Vimentin and merged with DAPI
(nuclear stain) for A) WM- and B) GM-derived astrocyte cultures, control and treated with
LPS for 24 h. Stainings were repeated on 3 independent cultures. Arrows point to F-actin
stress fiber (re)arrangement. Scale bar 20 µm. C) Cross sectional (XZ) confocal images of
immuocytochemically stained untreated WM astrocytes with glass slide positioned at the
bottom of the image. Image is the average of 10 XZ images. Blue color corresponds to nuclei,
green = Vimentin, red = F-actin. Height and width of the left image is 7.5 and 68.2 µm, and
for the right image 6.6 and 60.8 µm.
have been shown to decrease their stiffness after treatment with LPS, seemed to be
less organized and contained condensed fibers (Fig. 7.6 A, B). This disorganization
of F-actin fibers was not present in WM-derived astrocytes after treatment with
LPS. Staining of Vimentin showed the dense organization of intermediate filaments
scattered throughout the cytoplasm with no apparent changes in the organization
between WM- and GM derived astrocytes under control conditions and upon treatment
with LPS. In terms of fluorescence intensity, F-actin staining of WM- and GM-derived
astrocytes with and without LPS treatment was similar while fluorescence intensity of
Vimentin staining appeared higher for GM- than WM-derived astrocytes and even
higher when treated with LPS for both WM and GM-derived astrocytes. Observations
were confirmed by quantifying mean gray values of fluorescent stainings (see Fig. S7.5).
The viscoelastic properties of the nuclear region of astrocytes followed similar
changes upon treatment with LPS as the cytoplasm, even though the nucleus is
structurally very different. Confocal images revealed that the nucleus in cultured
astrocytes is situated at the bottom of the cell, close to the substrate, with a part of
the cytoskeleton network of the cytoplasm on top of it (see Fig. 7.6 C). It could be
that indentation measurements on the nuclear region give the combined response of
the nucleus and cytoplasm. Therefore, keeping in mind that changes in mechanical




that the viscoelastic properties of the nuclear region are influenced by the arrangement
of cytoskeletal proteins of the cytoplasm above it. For future studies we propose to
apply finite element model analysis to obtain mechanical properties of constitutive
parts of the cell (e.g. [280]).
Similarly, it has been shown that astrocytes treated with IFN-β for 24 h resulted
in a 25% decrease in Young′s modulus and F-actin filaments were less organized [252].
However, there are a number of studies where either positive or negative interdepen-
dence have been demonstrated between mechanical properties and components of the
cytoskeleton. For example, in retinal glial cells, an increase in Young′s modulus was
associated with enhanced intermediate filament density (GFAP and Vimentin) after
ischemia-reperfusion [281]. In contrast, the elastic modulus decreased after mechanical
injury of an astrocyte monolayer while GFAP immuno-reactivity was upregulated [251].
Similarly, injured rat neocortex has shown to decrease in stiffness while upregulating
GFAP, Vimentin and extracellular matrix components [38]. These confounding results
can possibly be explained by the fact that glial cells are very heterogeneous: glial cells
derived from WM and GM differ in e.g. expression of GFAP, glutamine synthesase and
GLAST and even astrocytes within different cortical regions can have different calcium
responses when stimulated [282]. In this study we compared WM and GM derived
astrocytes and highlight that the heterogeneity of astrocytes extends to their me-
chanical response to inflammation. Moreover, this mechanical heterogeneity does not
correlate with expression of Vimentin as both WM- and GM-derived astrocytes show
an upregulation of Vimentin after treatment with LPS (Fig. S7.5), yet GM-derived
astrocytes become softer and WM-derived astrocytes do not change their mechanical
properties. Instead, we observed disorganization of F-actin fibers after treatment with
LPS in GM-derived astrocytes which was not visible in WM-derived astrocytes. We
hypothesize that the decreased stiffness of GM derived astrocytes after treatment with
LPS is an adaptive response, creating a protective environment for neurons. In culture,
neurons can sense and adapt to mechanical cues from their environment, showing
increased outgrowth on softer substrates compared to stiffer substrates [17,126]. In
addition, mechanical signaling is known to direct axonal outgrowth in the developing
brain [19]. Thereby, a decrease in stiffness after an inflammatory stimulus facilitates
neuronal outgrowth and possibly regeneration after tissue damage.
7.4 Conclusions
To date, various techniques have been used to measure the mechanical properties
of astrocytes, resulting in contradictory results. We put forward that the here used
dynamic indentation is a novel approach to study biomechanical properties of single
cells, e.g. astrocytes.
Using dynamic indentation, in this study, we showed that astrocytes derived from
WM-enriched brain areas are softer than astrocytes from GM-enriched areas which
coincides with fluorescence intensity of Vimentin. Furthermore, we confirmed that the
mechanical properties of cultured astrocytes are frequency dependent, which underlines
the importance of testing astrocytes in a dynamic mode rather than in a static mode.
Finally, astrocytes derived from WM- and GM-enriched brain areas differ in their
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mechanical response to LPS. GM-derived astrocytes soften upon treatment with LPS
while WM-derived astrocytes do not show a significant mechanical change. These
observations are in line with a rearrangement of F-actin fibers only in LPS-treated
GM-derived astrocytes. This flexibility of GM-derived astrocytes in biomechanical
properties may be relevant for the observed better regeneration of GM areas than
WM areas of the brain [259].
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Figure S7.1: The thickness of astrocytes derived from WM and GM brain regions under
control conditions or after treatment with LPS for 24 h. The white dot indicates the median
value, the thick black vertical bar is 25th and 75th percentiles, the thin vertical bar spans
from minimum to maximum values and the horizontal bar is the mean value of the sample
data.
Figure S7.2: Examples of indentation-load profiles over the time, corresponding storage
(in blue) and loss (in red) moduli, and amplitudes of indentation (in blue) and load (in red)
as a function of frequency, when measured on A) cell, B) substrate, C) thin cytoplasm. D)
Example of nonlinear response.
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Figure S7.3: The response of WM- and GM-derived astrocytes to treatment with LPS
for 24 h (A, C) and 48 h (B, D). The averaged storage modulus plotted as a function of
oscillation frequency. Data shown are mean ± SEM.
Figure S7.4: The response of WM- and GM-derived astrocytes to treatment with LPS for
24 h (A, C) and 48 h (B, D). The averaged damping factor tan(δ) plotted as a function of




Figure S7.5: Morphologically identified astrocytes stained for A) F-actin and B) Vimentin
were selected to estimate the mean gray values (MGV) of fluorescence intensity in the entire
cell from which the background was subtracted. A) Astrocytes showed a lower MGV for
F-actin in the treated versus control conditions but difference was not significant (p = 0.1
and 0.2 for WM- and GM-derived astrocytes, respectively). B) MGV of Vimentin was
significantly higher for GM-derived astrocytes (p = 0.008) and increased significantly upon
treatment (p = 10−8, 0.09 for WM and GM, respectively). Mean fluorescence intensities were
tested with a paired sampled t-test for normally distributed data and a Wilcoxon signed-rank
test for non-normally distributed data. ∗ ∗ ∗ p<0.001, ∗∗ p<0.01, ∗ p<0.05, n.s. = not
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8 Viscoelastic properties of white and grey matter derived microglia differentiate
upon treatment with lipopolysaccharide but not upon treatment with myelin
Abstract
Background: The biomechanical properties of the brain have increasingly been shown
to relate to brain pathology in neurological diseases, including Multiple Sclerosis (MS).
Inflammation and demyelination in MS induces significant changes in brain stiffness
which can be linked to the relative abundance of glial cells in lesions. We hypothesize
that the biomechanical, in addition to biochemical, properties of white (WM) and grey
(GM) matter derived microglia may contribute to the differential microglial phenotypes
as seen in MS WM and GM lesions.
Methods: Primary glial cultures from WM or GM of rat adult brains were treated
with either lipopolysaccharide (LPS), myelin or myelin + LPS for 24 hours. After
treatment, microglial cells were indented using dynamic indentation to determine the
storage and loss moduli reflecting cell elasticity and cell viscosity, respectively, and
subsequently fixed for immunocytochemical analysis. In parallel, gene expression of
inflammatory-related genes was measured using semi-quantitative RT-PCR. Finally,
phagocytosis of myelin was determined as well as F-actin was visualized to study
cytoskeletal changes.
Results: WM derived microglia were significantly more elastic and more viscous than
microglia derived from GM. This heterogeneity in microglia biomechanical properties
was also apparent when treated with LPS when WM derived microglia decreased cell
elasticity and viscosity, and GM derived microglia increased elasticity and viscosity.
The increase in elasticity and viscosity observed in GM derived microglia was accom-
panied by an increase in Tnfα mRNA and reorganization of F-actin which was absent
in WM derived microglia. In contrast, when treated with myelin, both WM and GM
derived microglia phagocytose myelin and decrease their elasticity and viscosity.
Conclusions: In demyelinating conditions, when myelin debris is phagocytized, as
in MS lesions, it is likely that the observed differences in WM versus GM derived
microglia biomechanics are mainly due to a difference in response to inflammation,
rather than to the event of demyelination itself. Thus, the differential biomechanical
properties of WM and GM microglia may add on to their differential biochemical






Multiple Sclerosis (MS) is a chronic, inflammatory neurological disorder, most com-
monly diagnosed in young adults. Pathologically, it is characterized by demyelination
in the central nervous system (CNS) accompanied by inflammation and axonal degen-
eration [284]. Demyelinated lesions in the white-matter (WM) feature microglia with
an activated phenotype in addition to infiltrated peripheral leukocytes. In contrast,
grey-matter (GM) demyelinated lesions are considerably less inflammatory, with little
microglial activation and are almost devoid of infiltrating leukocytes [285,286]. Recent
studies have shown that microglia in WM and GM in human post-mortem MS tissue
show differential gene expression [287], and microglia homeostasis and activation
markers [286,288,289]. These data suggest that microglia in WM and GM could either
represent intrinsic different subpopulations or are distinguished by differences in the
local environment i.e. presence or absence of neurons or inflammation, as visible in
MS.
Along with biochemical characteristics, additional aspects relevant to cell physiol-
ogy and function are biomechanical characteristics of cells and their microenvironment
such as the presence of extracellular matrix (ECM) proteins [250, 290]. That the
local environment can impact local tissue biomechanical properties is exemplified by
measurements of WM and GM brain tissue where the WM is significantly less elastic
than the GM [93]. Using magnetic resonance elastography (MRE), a method that
can be applied in living patients, a decrease in viscoelastic parameters in WM of MS
patients compared to control subjects has been observed [35,216,240]. Interestingly,
even patients presenting with a clinically isolated syndrome (CIS), before a definite
diagnosis of MS is reached, showed reduced viscoelasticity of the WM as measured
using MRE [10]. In experimental autoimmune encephalomyelitis (EAE), an animal
model for MS, an observed decrease in WM elasticity coincides with an increase in local
inflammation [31]. In addition, post-mortem analysis of human MS material revealed
that active WM lesions featuring a large number of microglia/monocytes presented
with a soft mechanical signature as indicated by a decreased elasticity, whereas chronic-
active WM lesions, featuring more astrocytes were considerably stiffer indicated by an
increase in elasticity [217]. These results suggest that the local cellular composition
and concomitant microenvironment could determine the biomechanical properties of
WM tissue in MS. In contrast to studies on WM tissue, no data is available on the
effect of inflammation on biomechanical properties of GM tissue. Though, it has been
shown that GM tissue damaged by a stab injury is less elastic than the surrounding
healthy GM which is accompanied by increased GFAP immunoreactivity as is also
present in WM demyelinated lesions [38,92].
This raises the question of whether changes in tissue biomechanical properties
translate to the differences at the cellular level. A relevant study on a number of
immune cells showed that they exhibit a variety of elasticity and viscosity depending on
the presence of certain cytokines [17]. Of interest is that changes in cell elasticity have
been implicated in increased cell migration [127]. Moreover, inflammatory mediators
increase phagocytosis in macrophages which is suggested to be mediated by a reduced
cell elasticity [291]. In line with this observation, it has been shown that increased cell
elasticity reduces the phagocytic capacity of the cell [292]. Thus, there seems a clear
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association between cell biomechanical properties and cellular functions relevant to
MS pathology. In a recent study, we observed that upon treatment with inflammatory
lipopolysaccharide (LPS), a bacterial cell wall component, GM derived astrocytes
reduced their cellular elasticity and viscosity, whereas WM derived astrocytes did
not change these [186]. This region-specific biomechanical astrocyte response may be
relevant for the observed better remyelination of GM areas than WM areas of the MS
brain [259].
In the present study, we aim to determine whether microglial cells, as immune
cells of the brain involved in MS pathology in WM and GM [288, 293], alter their
biomechanical properties upon either treatment with LPS or after myelin phagocytosis,
and how this is related to cell morphology and inflammatory status of the microglial
cells. To this end, we determined the elasticity and viscosity of microglia derived from
WM and GM using indentation. We hypothesize that the biomechanical properties of
WM and GM derived microglia may contribute to the differential microglial response
as seen in MS WM and GM lesions.
8.2 Methods
Isolation, culture and treatment of primary adult rat mixed
glial cells
Animal studies were approved by the VU University committee on Animal Experi-
mentation (approval number AVD1120020171784) and carried out in strict accordance
with their guidelines. Primary glial cells were isolated from adult Wistar rats. It
has been shown that lack of brain environment in vitro, for microglia derived from
post- or pre-natal rodents, can affect microglial identity [294,295]. This suggests that
data generated from in vitro cultures is not reflective of microglial function in the
CNS. However, with this in mind, our cultures might still reflect a part of the CNS
environment: the indented and studied microglia were cultured in mixed glial cell
cultures, also featuring astrocytes which are known to maintain microglial identity
in culture [296]. In addition, we cultured these primary glial cells from the brains of
adult (> 3 months) rats. Thus, cultured glial cells have been in contact with a mature
CNS environment, shaping their identity, for a prolonged time.
After sacrifice, brains were removed and collected in ice-cold 0.6% glucose in Hanks
Balanced Saline Solution (HBSS) and kept on ice. Per glial cell isolation, 2-3 rat
brains were used. The brainstem and cerebral cortex were dissected representing
WM and GM enriched areas, respectively. The brain areas were chopped into small
pieces and subsequently trypsinized in 0.25% trypsin (Sigma) with 1.25 µg/ml DNA-se
(Sigma) in HBSS for 30 min at 37◦C with the tube continuously rotating. Then,
culture medium consisting of equal amounts of Dulbecco′s Modified Eagle Medium
(DMEM, Gibco, Life Technologies, Breda) and Ham′s F10 nutrient mix (Gibco, Life
Technologies, Breda, The Netherlands) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum
(Gibco, Life Technologies, Breda), 1% Penicillin/Streptomycin (Invitrogen) and 1%




homogenized by mechanical dissociation using increasingly smaller pipets and finally
using a glass small bore Pasteur′s pipet. Subsequently, the homogenate was filtered
through a 70 µm mesh (Corning). After filtration, the cell suspension was centrifuged
at 1200 rpm for 7 min at 4◦C. The supernatant was removed and the cell pellet was
washed 3 times in a culture medium. In order to plate primary glial cells, per brain
area they were suspended in 4.8 ml (when 2 rat brains were used for culture) or 7.2 ml
(when 3 rat brains were used for culture) culture medium. Of this cell suspension,
450 µl was plated per poly-L-lysin (PLL) coated Ibidi µ-dish (35 mm) featuring a grid
with a 500 µm repeat distance labeled from A-U; 1-20 (Ibidi, Germany). In order to
settle the cells, plated cells were left in the incubator for 1 hr before 1 ml of fresh
culture medium was added to each dish. The culture medium was changed the day
after and thereafter every 3 days. Cells were kept in culture for 7 days before being
treated with 100 ng/ml LPS (E.coli O55:B5, Difco) in phenol-free culture DMEM
(Gibco, Life Technologies, Breda) supplemented with 10% FCS, 1% L-glutamine and
1% Penicillin/Streptomycin for either 24 h or 48 h or treated with 12.5 µg/mL pHrodo
labeled human myelin with or without 100 ng/ml LPS for 24 h, or left untreated as
a control. The percentage of myelin phagocytosing microglia was quantified from 3
representative images taken at 20x magnification per condition from 1 culture and
manually counting double-labeled IBA-1+/pHRodo+ cells and dividing these by the
total amount of IBA-1+ microglia in these images.
In addition, 450 µL of cell suspension/well were plated on PLL coated ACLAR
coverslips (hand-punched from 8 × 10 cm sheets, Electron Microscopy Sciences) in
24 well plates and left in the incubator for 10 min for cells to attach to the coverslip.
Then, the medium was gently renewed and subsequent medium changes and treatment
with LPS and/or myelin were similar as described above. Microglia phenotypes were
determined on phase-contrast images made during indentation to prevent morphology
bias induced by subsequent handling of the cells. The microglial identity of those cells
was later confirmed using sequential double-labeling immunocytochemistry for IBA-1
and GFAP as described below.
Labeling of myelin with pHrodo
Human myelin was isolated and characterized as previously described [27]. Myelin
(1 mg/100 µl sterile water, pH = 8.3) was labeled using 1 mg/ml pHrodo (a kind
gift from prof. dr. I. Huitinga, Netherlands Institute for Neuroscience, Amsterdam).
Myelin together with pHrodo were incubated at RT on a horizontal shaker for 45 min
after which it was centrifuged for 4 min at 12000 × g at 4◦C. Subsequently, the pellet
was washed in Dulbecco′s phosphate-buffered saline (pH = 7.4, dPBS, Gibco) 3 times,
each time followed by centrifugation for 4 min at 12000 × g at 4◦C to eliminate
unbound pHrodo, before being suspended in 0.5 ml dPBS at ∼2 mg/ml.
Indentation protocol
A detailed description of the indentation protocol and subsequent data analysis have
been reported before [186] and is performed identically in the present study. In short,
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Table 8.1: Antibodies used for immunocytochemistry.
Table 8.2: Primers used for qPCR.
a custom-built indentation arm equipped with a cantilever-based ferrule-top force
sensor (Optics11 Life) is mounted on an inverted microscope (Zeiss Axiovert 25, Carl
Zeiss Inc.) and enclosed within an acoustically and thermally isolated box with a tem-
perature maintained at 37◦C. Ibidi µ-dishes with cells were placed in the microscope
stage and perfused with carbonated phenol-free culture medium (as described above).
Each cell was indented once and the image was saved together with the grid location
of the indented cell. All measurements were performed within 3 hours after the cells
left the incubator.
Force sensors with cantilever stiffness between 0.02 N/m and 0.34 N/m and spheri-
cal tip radius between 8.5 µm and 10.5 µm were used in the experiments. Dynamic
indentation measurements consisted of a loading step at 1 µm/s indentation speed
followed by a 5 s load relaxation period at fixed indentation depth and subsequent
frequency sweep between 1 Hz and 10 Hz at 0.1 µm oscillation amplitude. Storage
modulus (elasticity) and loss modulus (viscosity), E´and E, and damping factor
tan(δ), viscosity/elasticity) were calculated for each oscillation frequency according
to previous sources [28]. To measure the thickness of live cells, we tracked the piezo-




of the cell is given by the differences between the two distances. The maximum
indentation depth varied between 1.6 and 2.6 µm on cells that ranged between 7.6 µm
and 11.3 µm thickness (Fig. S8.1). As it is known that indentation depth can influ-
ence the storage and loss moduli, storage and loss moduli values were corrected for
finite-thickness thin-layer bonded sample effects [29] to eliminate the effects of sensing
the stiff substrate underneath the cell (correction factor was ∼2).
Sequential double-labeling immunocytochemistry
To identify the cell type of the indented cells cultured on the Ibidi µ-dishes, primary
glial cells were fixed right after indentation with paraformaldehyde (PFA) by adding
8% PFA to an equal volume of phenol-free culture medium to a final concentration of
4% PFA for 20 min. Afterward, cells were washed 3 times in 1 mM Tris buffered saline
(TBS) and stored in TBS at 4◦C until further use. Cells were stained using sequential
double-labeling immunocytochemistry as followed: fixed cells were incubated in 1%
H2O2 in TBS for 15 min to block endogenous peroxidase activity. Subsequently, cells
were washed in TBS and incubated for 30 min in block buffer consisting of 5% donkey
serum in TBS + 0.5% Triton-X. After this blocking step, cells were incubated with
the IBA-1 antibody (Table 8.1) in 5% donkey serum in TBS overnight at 4◦C. After
incubation with the IBA-1 antibody, cells were washed in TBS and incubated with
ImmPRESS anti-Goat IgG Alkaline Phosphatase polymer detection kit (Vectorlabs)
for 30 min at room temperature (RT). Subsequently, cells were washed and stained
with Liquid Permanent Red (DAKO) to visualize IBA-1 immunoreactivity. After
IBA-1 immunoreactivity was apparent, cells were washed in TBS and incubated with
the GFAP antibody (Table 8.1) in 5% donkey serum in TBS for 1 hr at RT. After
incubation, cells were washed in TBS and incubated in Envision+ Peroxidase kit
for rabbit (Agilent) for 30 min at RT. Subsequently, cells were washed in TBS and
GFAP immunoreactivity was visualized using 3,3-diaminobenzidine (DAB, Sigma, St.
Louis, USA) supplemented with Imidazole. Afterward, cells were counterstained using
hematoxylin for 1 min RT and were stored in TBS at 4◦C.
Fluorescent immunocytochemistry
Fluorescent immunocytochemistry was performed on primary glial cells grown on PLL
coated ACLAR plastic coverslips. After fixation as described above, the fixed cells were
incubated in a block buffer consisting of 10% donkey serum in TBS with 0.1% Triton-X
for 45 min. After incubation in block buffer, cells were incubated overnight at 4◦C
with the primary antibodies stated in Table 8.1 diluted in TBS containing 2% donkey
serum with 0.02% Triton-X. Subsequently, cells were washed in TBS and incubated
with the corresponding secondary antibodies as stated in Table 8.1 in diluted block
buffer (2% Donkey serum with 0.02% Triton-X) for 1 h at RT. To visualize F-Actin,
we used directly labeled Rhodamine Phalloidine diluted in block buffer (Table 8.1).
Cells were incubated with Rhodamine Phallodine for 1 hr at RT. After incubation, the
cells were washed in TBS, counterstained with 4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI),
mounted on microscope slides and embedded with Mowiol. Slides were stored at 4◦C
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before being imaged using a Leica DM5000 microscope (Leica, Germany) or using a
Nikon A1R confocal microscope (Nikon, The Netherlands).
Semi-quantitative RT-PCR
Mixed glial cells were cultured in a 24-wells plate, left untreated (control) or treated
with LPS and/or myelin as described above. Per condition, 1-2 wells were lysed
in a total volume of 1 ml TRIZol (Invitrogen). To the samples, 200 µl chloroform
was added and tubes were centrifuged at 12,000 × g for 15 min at 4◦C. After the
phenol-chloroform-extraction, RNA was purified and cleaned up using the E.Z.N.A.
MicroElute RNA Clean Up kit (Omega Bio-Tek, Norcross, USA) and analyzed for
quality and quantity using a NanoDrop spectrophotometer (Thermo Scientific). The
input of RNA for cDNA synthesis for all samples was normalized based on the sample
with the lowest concentration of RNA. Per sample, 250 ng total RNA of sufficient
quality (260/230 ratio of ≥ 2 and 260/280 ratio ≥ 1) was reverse-transcribed into
cDNA using the High-Capacity cDNA Reverse Transcription Kit (Applied Biosystems,
Bleisswijk, The Netherlands) with oligo-d(T) primers (50 µM, Invitrogen) according
to the manufacturer’s description. Semi-quantitative RT-PCR was performed in a
total volume of 10 µl per sample consisting of 3µl of Power SYBR Green Master Mix
(Life Technologies, Carlsbad, USA), with 50 µM of each forward and reverse primers
(Table 8.2), and 6 ng/µl cDNA in a MicroAmp Optical 96-well Reaction Plate (Applied
Biosystems, Foster city, USA). The PCR reaction was performed using the StepOnePlus
Real-Time PCR system (Applied Biosystems). The PCR protocol was adapted from
the manufacturer′s description and featured 40 cycles with an annealing temperature
of 60◦C, followed by a melt curve analysis. The relative expression level of the target
genes was determined by the LinReg PCR software (version 2014 4.3 (July 2014);
website: http://www.hfrc.nl) using the following calculation N0=Nq/ECq (N0=target
quantity, Nq=fluorescence threshold value, E=mean PCR efficiency per amplicon,
Cq=threshold cycle). GAPDH and HPRT1 were selected out of 5 candidate household
genes by NormFinder [30]. Gene expression data (N0 values) were normalized against
the mean of GAPDH and HPRT1 N0 values.
Statistical Analysis
All data were analyzed using SPSS Statistics 22 (IBM, Armonk, USA) or Graphpad
Prism 8.2.1. (San Diego, USA). Single cell indentation data obtained within one culture
were considered a repeated-measure. We combined data from multiple independent
cultures (N = 2-6). To analyze the data, we used a linear mixed model with culture
batch and treatment condition as fixed effects. Post-hoc comparisons were made using
the Bonferroni correction for experimental conditions (LPS, myelin and myelin + LPS)
compared to control. In addition, since the data were not normally distributed, data
were Log10 transformed before statistical analysis. P values < 0.05 were considered
statistically significant.
Semi-quantitative PCR measurements did not show a normal distribution and
were, therefore, 10Log transformed before being analyzed using a repeated-measures




performed using Dunnett′s correction to compare experimental groups to control. P
values < 0.05 were considered statistically significant.
8.3 Results
8.3.1 Immunocytochemical characterization of indented cells
After indentation, cells were identified as microglia by immunocytochemical staining
for IBA-1 or as astrocytes by staining for GFAP (Fig. S8.2). Cells immunopositive
(+) for IBA-1 were considered microglia and were included in the analysis. GFAP+
astrocytes and cells that showed no specific staining were removed from all subsequent
analyses. Indentation data were obtained from six glial cultures for the untreated
and LPS treatment conditions, and from two glial cultures for the myelin and myelin
+ LPS treatment conditions. In total, we analyzed indentation data obtained from
single microglia derived from enriched WM (N=130 untreated, N=114 LPS treated,
N=55 myelin treated and N=72 myelin + LPS treated) and enriched GM (N=73
untreated, N=104 LPS treated, N=37 myelin treated and N=43 myelin + LPS treated).
8.3.2 The terminology applied to study microglia indentation
From the indentation data on microglia, the storage and the loss moduli were calculated.
Although there are many methods to define elasticity, viscosity and viscoelasticity [32],
in this manuscript we refer to the storage modulus as the elasticity of cell, whereas
the loss modulus will be referred to as the viscosity of cells. Cell elasticity indicates
resistance to cell deformation upon a force. When the storage modulus of a cell
increases, cell elasticity is increased. Cell viscosity indicates the fluid-like behavior
of the cell upon a force. When the loss modulus increases, cell viscosity is increased
indicating less fluid-like behavior [250,297]. Lastly, we calculated the damping factor
of cells by dividing the loss modulus by the storage modulus. Cells are defined by
their viscoelasticity indicating they are both elastic and viscous. When the damping
factor is > 1, the cell is more viscous than elastic (viscoelastic liquid), whereas if the
damping factor is < 1, the cell is relatively more elastic than viscous. This measure
can be useful in determining which viscoelastic parameter is more affected by e.g.
manipulation of the cells.
GM derived microglia are intrinsically less elastic and less viscous than microglia
derived from WM At baseline, the average elasticity of GM derived microglia was lower
as indicated by a lower storage modulus (mean: 842 ± standard deviation: 801 Pa)
than of WM derived microglia (1429 ± 1035 Pa, t(201)=4, p < 0.0001, Fig. 8.1 a).
In addition, the viscosity of GM derived microglia (584 ± 534) was also lower, as
indicated by a lower loss modulus than of WM derived microglia (956 ± 658; t(190)=4,
p < 0.0001). Therefore, GM derived microglia are less elastic and less viscous than
WM derived microglia. The damping factor of both WM (0.68 ± 0.22) and GM
(0.71 ± 0.28) derived microglia was similar (t(208)=0.967, p=0.33, Fig. 8.1b), Thus,
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Figure 8.1: Elasticity (storage modulus), viscosity (loss modulus) and the ratio of viscosity
divided by elasticity (damping factor) of microglia derived from WM (blue) and GM (red).
Black dots represent individual microglia measurements from N=6 independent cultures.
Bars represent the mean of all measurements. **** p < 0.0001.
while GM derived microglia are overall less viscoelastic than WM derived microglia
indicating that they are less elastic and more fluid-like.
8.3.3 WM and GM derived microglia show different mechan-
ical properties upon treatment with LPS but not upon
treatment with myelin
Microglia derived from WM and GM enriched brain areas were treated with LPS, myelin
or myelin + LPS for 24 hours. Indentation values of single microglia were pooled across
separate experiments. WM derived microglia showed significant changes in elasticity
in all treatment conditions in comparison to the control microglia (F(3/355)=27.338,
p < 0.0001, (Fig. 8.2a)). Treatment of WM derived microglia with LPS (p < 0.001),
myelin (p < 0.0001) or myelin + LPS (p < 0.0001) resulted in a decreased cell elas-
ticity, i.e. lower storage modulus, compared to control microglia which was most
pronounced for myelin-treated microglia. GM derived microglia also showed significant
changes in elasticity (F(3/243) = 13.560, p < 0.0001, Fig. 8.2 b) which after post-hoc
testing showed to be due to significant changes in LPS (p < 0.05) and myelin treated
(p<0.001) microglia in comparison to control microglia. In contrast to WM derived
microglia, GM derived microglia significantly increased their elasticity, indicated by
an increased storage modulus, after treatment with LPS (p < 0.05). Yet, similar to
WM derived microglia, GM derived microglia decreased their elasticity after treatment
with myelin (p<0.0001). Treatment of GM derived microglia with myelin + LPS did
not significantly alter elasticity compared to control microglia (p=0.20), probably
due to contrasting effects induced by LPS versus myelin exposure. When analyzing




Figure 8.2: Elasticity (storage modulus), viscosity (loss modulus) and the ratio of viscosity
divided by elasticity (damping factor) of microglia derived from (a) WM and (b) GM. Black
dots represent individual microglia measurements from N=6 independent cultures. Bars
represent the mean of all measurements. Schematic overview of biomechanical changes in
WM (c) and GM (d) derived microglia after treatment with LPS, myelin or LPS + myelin.
**** p < 0.0001.
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viscosity (F(339)=59, p < 0.0001, Fig. 8.2 a), which after post-hoc testing appeared to
decrease viscosity, as indicated by a lower loss modulus, compared to control microglia,
after myelin (p < 0.0001) and myelin + LPS (p < 0.001) treatment. GM derived
microglia also exhibited changes in viscosity (F(240)=15.4, p < 0.001, Fig. 8.2 b)
which was significant for LPS treated cells showing a higher loss modulus indicating
increased viscosity (p < 0.001) compared to control microglia, and myelin treatment
resulted in a reduced viscosity (p < 0.05) compared to control microglia. Treatment
with myelin + LPS did not significantly change the viscosity (p = 0.073).
When determining the damping factor (i.e. viscosity/elasticity) of microglia, we
observed that WM and GM derived microglia exhibited an altered damping factor
(WM: F(3/208)=265.7, p < 0.0001, GM: F(3/141)=72.65, p < 0.0001) upon different
treatments. Post-hoc testing revealed that upon treatment with LPS, GM derived
microglia showed a decreased damping factor (p < 0.05, Fig. 8.2 b), whereas WM
derived microglia did not (p = 0.99, Fig. 8.2 a). These data indicate that GM
derived microglia treated with LPS showed a relatively larger increase in elasticity
than viscosity compared to control microglia. The lack of change in the damping
factor of WM derived microglia treated with LPS indicate that elasticity and viscosity
microglia characteristics decreased similarly. Upon treatment with myelin, both WM
(p < 0.0001) and GM (p < 0.05) derived microglia showed a clear increase in their
damping factor (Fig. 8.2 a, b) indicating that the observed decrease in elasticity
is larger than the decrease in viscosity (2.0 and 1.6 times, and 2.8 and 2.6 times
for WM and GM, respectively) and that cells became relatively more viscous than
elastic. In contrast, when treated with myelin + LPS, WM derived microglia showed
a significantly decreased damping factor (p < 0.001) while elasticity also decreased
meaning that the viscous component decreased more than the elastic one (2.8 and 2.4
times, respectively). GM derived microglia treated with myelin + LPS also showed a
slight decrease in damping factor but this was not significantly different compared to
control microglia (p = 0.13, Fig. 8.2 b).
From these data, we can conclude that when treated with LPS, WM and GM
derived microglia show opposing changes in elasticity and viscosity with WM derived
microglia becoming less elastic and less viscous meaning that overall they become
more fluid-like. In contrast, GM derived microglia become more elastic and more
viscous with a stronger change in viscosity than elasticity, thus less fluid-like (Fig. 8.2
c, d). When treated with myelin, both WM and GM derived microglia show similar
changes, reducing both their viscosity and elasticity. (Fig. 8.2 c, d).
8.3.4 Elasticity does not relate to microglia morphology
Changes in elasticity of microglia could be caused or coincide with an altered cell
morphology [298]. Therefore, we characterized the morphological appearance of
microglia in response to the various treatments. Microglia were categorized as ‘ramified’
if they showed ≥ 1 ramification or as ‘amoeboid’ when they did not feature any clear
ramification. Using this classification we found that WM and GM derived cultures
featured a similar ratio of ramified and amoeboid microglia in all treatment conditions




microglia was present, whereas, after treatment with LPS, myelin or myelin + LPS,
most microglia were classified as amoeboid microglia (Fig. 8.3 a). Since we observed
similar morphological appearances of WM and GM derived microglia treated with
either LPS and/or myelin, we questioned if amoeboid microglia exhibit a different
cell elasticity than ramified microglia. We, therefore, grouped the indentation data
according to morphological phenotype and found that the change in elasticity or
viscosity after treatment with LPS and/or myelin was similar in amoeboid and
ramified microglia (Fig. 8.3 b), and corresponded to the pooled data (Fig. 8.2 a, b).
We further studied microglia morphology by visualizing the microglia morphology
of IBA-1+ microglia using immunocytochemical analysis of fixed primary glial cells
derived from WM and GM which were not indented. WM and GM derived IBA-1+
microglia appeared with a similar morphology after treatment with LPS (Fig. 8.3 d, h),
i.e. with fewer ramifications compared to control microglia (Fig. 8.3 c, g). Microglia
derived from WM and GM slightly more amoeboid morphology when treated with
myelin alone (Fig. 8.3 e, i) whereas incubation with myelin + LPS lead to microglia
exhibiting a mostly amoeboid morphology (Fig. 8.3 f, j). Although not quantified,
we observed that roughly 30–40% of the IBA-1+ microglia contained pHrodo-labeled
myelin (data not shown).
8.3.5 Cell morphology, but not cell elasticity or viscosity re-
lates to overt changes in F-actin labeling
In order to elucidate if the differential elasticity of WM and GM derived microglia after
treatment with LPS was related to a different cytoskeletal rearrangement, we visualized
the cytoskeletal protein F-actin in control and LPS treated WM and GM derived
microglia only. We found that microglial F-actin expression and organization were
similar in WM derived (Fig. 8.4 a, b) and GM derived microglia(Fig. 8.4 c, d) reflected
by a similar ramified and amoeboid appearance in the control and LPS condition
respectively. However, GM derived microglia showed a slightly higher abundance of
F-actin near the center of the cell than WM derived microglia after treatment with
LPS (Fig. 8.4 b, d). Thus, the differential changes in cell elasticity and viscosity upon
treatment with LPS did not associate with overt changes in F-actin expression and
organization. Subsequent confocal imaging of F-actin labeling comparing microglia
with a ramified and amoeboid phenotype (Fig. 8.4 e, f) showed that F-actin labeling
in amoeboid microglia is centered near the nucleus, whereas ramified microglia showed
the increased intensity of the F-actin signal near the nucleus and at the end of their
processes (Fig. 8.3 g, h).
GM derived microglia are more responsive to LPS than WM derived microglia
at the molecular level As we found that it was primarily the treatment of microglia
with LPS and/or myelin which differentially affected elasticity and viscosity in WM
and GM derived microglia, rather than indirectly via changes in global morphology,
we questioned whether WM and GM derived microglia have a differential molecular
response towards LPS and/or myelin. As LPS is known to modulate the inflammatory
status of microglia we chose to focus on gene expression of inflammatory cytokines
known to be produced by microglia (Il-1β, Il-6, Tnfα [299,300]). In order to evaluate the
effect of myelin, we chose to focus on genes of markers involved in antigen presentation
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Figure 8.3: Microglial morphological phenotype does not determine cell elasticity. (a)
pie-graphs indicating per condition the percentage % of amoeboid and ramified indented
microglia per brain area (WM derived = blue, GM derived = red). (b) Elasticity (storage
modulus) of microglia with an amoeboid or ramified phenotype derived from WM (blue) and
GM (red). Black dots represent individual microglia measurements from N=6 independent
cultures for control and LPS conditions, N=2 for myelin and myelin + LPS conditions. Bars
represent the mean of all measurements per condition. Representative immunocytochemical
images of IBA-1 (green) in WM derived microglia (c-f) and GM derived microglia (g-j).
Myelin phagocytosis is visualized by pHrodo (red, e-f, i-j). Arrows indicate phagocytosed
myelin. Scalebar = 50 µm (c-j).
expressed by microglia (Cd74, B2m and Hla-dr [34, 35]), as microglia are considered to
be the antigen presenting cells of the CNS and thus could regulate the inflammatory
response after phagocytosis of myelin by attracting peripheral lymphocytes into the
CNS. By performing semi-quantitative RT-PCR, we first confirmed that our WM
and GM derived mixed glial cell cultures had a similar distribution of of Aif-1 (gene
encoding for Iba-1) expressing microglia and Gfap expressing astrocytes. Moreover, a




Figure 8.4: Representative images of F-actin labeling. WM derived (a-b) and GM derived
microglia (c-d) left untreated or treated with LPS. Confocal images with orthogonal slices
showing the Z-axis of a ramified microglia (e) and amoeboid microglia (f). Surface plots of
the same ramified (g) and amoeboid (h) microglia showing the intensity of the rhodamine
phalloidine signal (y-axis) which can be considered a measure for the amount of F-actin in
the cell, and the size of the cells in µm (x-axis). Scale bars (a-d and e,f) = 50 µm.
not shown). Il1β expression was enhanced by treatment with LPS or with myelin +
LPS in both WM derived microglia (F(3)=16.81, p = 0.0025) and GM derived microglia
(F(3)=31.43, p = 0.0005) but not by myelin only treatment (Fig. 8.5). Similar to Il1β,
Il6 mRNA was regulated in both WM derived microglia (F(3)=32.60, p = 0.0004)
and GM derived microglia (F(3)=217.3, p < 0.0001) showing significant upregulation
in all conditions. (Fig. 8.5). In contrast, Tnfα mRNA levels were not changed by
any of the treatment conditions in WM derived microglia (F(3)=2.589, p = 0.1483),
but were increased in GM derived microglia (F(3)=13.46, p = 0.0045) treated with
LPS or myelin + LPS (Fig. 8.5). When analyzing antigen presentation related genes,
we observed that WM derived microglia did not show significant regulation of Hla-dr
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mRNA upon any of the treatments (F(3)=0.8473, p = 0.5164), whereas in GM derived
microglia Hla-dr mRNA levels were increased (F(3,5)=6.509, p = 0.0353) especially
in the presence of myelin (Fig. 8.5). Like Hla-dr, Cd74 and B2m mRNA levels were
not altered by any treatment in WM derived microglia (Cd74: F(3,7)=1.596, p =
0.2743; B2m: F(3)= 1.586, p = 0.2922, Fig 5). Also, GM derived microglia did not
show significant regulation of Cd74 (F(3,4)=0.6650, p = 0.6159), but a trend towards
increased expression was found in all treatment conditions. B2m mRNA did show
a significant group difference (F(3)=5.976, p = 0.0311) but no significant difference
between conditions compared to control, though a trend towards increased expression
was found after exposing microglia to myelin (Fig. 8.5). These data suggest that the
differential response of WM and GM derived microglia to treatment with LPS and/or
myelin may be related with changes in cell biomechanics as established for other cell
types.
Figure 8.5: Semi-quantitative mRNA levels of pro-inflammatory cytokines (Il-1β, Tnfα
and Il-6) and of genes involved in antigen presentation (Hla-dr, Cd74 and B2m) in WM
derived microglia (blue, left of dotted line) and GM derived microglia (red, right of dotted
line) upon treatment with LPS, myelin or LPS + myelin. Black dots represent data from 3






Besides biochemical changes, the mechanical properties of glial cells may be involved
in the pathogenesis of neurological disorders. In particular inflammatory conditions,
as present in MS pathology, can have an impact on the biomechanical changes of
cells, as shown for astrocytes [186,250,251,253] and macrophages [291,298,301]. The
observed difference in microglial activation status in WM lesions versus GM lesions,
made us question whether differences in biomechanical properties may contribute to
this. In the present study, we are the first to show the impact of LPS and myelin
treatment on the biomechanical properties of microglial cells. Here, we report that
under basal conditions, microglia derived from enriched GM regions show significantly
lower elasticity and viscosity than microglia derived from enriched WM regions. As the
cells were cultured under the same conditions, this implies that GM and WM derived
microglia may have different basal intrinsic biomechanical properties. Interestingly,
these properties are different than indentation measures of whole GM and WM, where
the WM has reduced elasticity and viscosity compared to the GM [93]. This highlights
the importance of also investigating individual cell mechanical properties, as these
may differ from the mechanical properties of the tissue as a whole, featuring many
different cell types and ECM proteins. The elasticity of microglia is comparable to
that reported for blood-derived monocytes [298, 301], but are significantly lower than
those reported for astrocytes from the same cultures [186,250,251,253]. Furthermore,
we report that untreated microglia derived from WM and GM have similar damping
factors and similar elastic and viscous properties as other brain cells such as astrocytes
and neurons [250]. This relatively soft mechanical signature of microglia, indicated by
reduced elasticity and reduced viscosity, compared to astrocytes could be related to the
fact that microglia are highly motile cells and able to change morphology drastically
and rapidly [302,303]. As a confounding factor, it has been proposed that the culture
substrate could affect the measurement results of cell elasticity and viscosity when
indenting to depths that are larger than 5% of the sample thickness [304]. Nevertheless,
concurrent with the recently proposed guidelines to eliminate a possible substrate
effect [305], we measured microglial cell thickness and corrected our measurements
according to the mean cell thickness. In addition, cell measurements where the probe
extended into the cell at a depth > 10% of cell thickness were excluded from the
analysis.
The observation of a differential biomechanical response of WM and GM derived
microglia when treated with LPS, but not when treated with myelin, raises the ques-
tion as to what determines this differential response. Microglia are known to be very
plastic cells, changing their morphology from a ramified shape under homeostatic
conditions to an amoeboid phenotype during inflammatory conditions. As it has been
proposed that the cytoskeleton drives mechanical properties of cells [34], we studied
F-actin organization in microglia. Interestingly, we found that even though more
rearrangement of F-actin cytoskeleton was present in amoeboid compared to ramified
microglia, no difference in cell elasticity was observed between the two phenotypes.
In addition, WM and GM derived microglia presented with similar morphological
changes when treated with LPS (i.e. from ramified to amoeboid) but showed opposite
effects of LPS on cell elasticity. These results are in contrast with previous findings in
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other cell types where an increase in elasticity is correlated with an increase in F-actin
fluorescent signal [253, 306]. However, It is possible that in microglia, cytoskeletal
rearrangements (similar to astrocytes [186]) and not an increase in F-actin per se,
are responsible for changes in elasticity. This is also supported by data indicating
that disruption of F-actin fiber organization, and not necessarily a decrease in F-actin,
decreases cell elasticity [307]. Further research using high-end confocal imaging tech-
niques is likely needed to elucidate the exact role of the cytoskeleton in microglia
elasticity and response to inflammation. In addition, whereas the strongest link to cell
elasticity is F-actin [186,306] other cytoskeleton proteins could be of importance to
alter biomechanical properties, depending on the cell type [42].
Although not often studied, viscosity in relation to elasticity is of equal importance
to determine cellular biomechanical properties. The decrease in viscosity in both
WM and GM derived microglia when treated with myelin indicates the easier flow of
fluids inside the cells, possibly mediated by an increase in cytoplasm fluid volume also
affecting cell elasticity measures. Indeed, an increase in cytoplasm volume is related
to a decrease in cell elasticity and vice versa [308]. Thus, in microglia, cytoplasm
volume could also be an important indicator of microglial biomechanical properties
in concert with cytoskeletal proteins. We subsequently determined to what extent
inflammatory conditions will have a differential impact on biomechanical properties of
WM and GM derived microglia and mRNA level changes. Treatment of the cells with
LPS, as a typical example of a pro-inflammatory stimulus, resulted in a decrease in
cell elasticity and viscosity in WM derived microglia which resembled observations in
LPS treated macrophages [291,301,309]. In those macrophages, the decrease in cell
elasticity induced by LPS was accompanied by increased release of pro-inflammatory
cytokines [291,309]. In line with this observation, in WM derived microglia, the de-
crease in cell elasticity and viscosity coincided with an increase in Il-1β and Il-6 mRNA,
but not Tnfα mRNA levels. In contrast, in GM derived microglia, LPS treatment
increased cell elasticity and viscosity making them more resistant to deformation and
fluid-like, which coincided with an increase in Il1-β and Il-6 mRNA but also in Tnfα
mRNA levels. This increase in Tnfα mRNA solely in GM derived microglia, could be
indicative of a neuroprotective signature of these microglia. Preventing neuronal loss
upon brain damage (i.e. inflammation or demyelination) is crucial to maintain proper
brain functioning, and microglial-derived TNFα has been implicated in preventing
neuronal cell death [310]. In addition, the binding of Tnfα to the TNF receptor 2,
which is expressed by neurons is related to remyelination [311,312]. Thus, our data
possibly suggest that in response to inflammation i.e. LPS, GM-derived microglia
increase their cell elasticity and viscosity to selectively facilitate the production and
possibly release of TNFα to prevent neuronal cell death. The absence of an increase
in Tnfα mRNA production in WM derived microglia could be related to their relative
reduced elasticity and viscosity when treated with LPS, as Tnfα production but not
IL-1β is hindered when cell elasticity and viscosity is reduced [313,314]. The effect
of cell elasticity or viscosity on IL-6 production has not been studied yet, but Il-6
mRNA is reduced in macrophages cultured on stiffer substrates compared to softer
substrates [315]. Thus, our data suggest that the production of cytokines can be
differentially regulated by cell biomechanical properties.




tized by macrophages and local microglia. As infiltrating macrophages are relatively
absent in GM lesions [285,286], we were interested to see how treatment with myelin
affects the biomechanical properties of WM and GM derived microglia. Upon treat-
ment with myelin, WM and GM derived microglia decreased their elasticity and
viscosity making them both less resistant to deformation and more fluid-like. This
is of interest as it has been reported that a decrease in cell elasticity may facilitate
phagocytosis [291]. Indeed we observed clear myelin phagocytosis in both WM and
GM derived microglia. In the presence of inflammatory LPS, GM derived microglia
phagocytized more myelin than WM microglia. Although translation to MS is difficult,
this may suggest increased removal of myelin debris from GM lesions by microglia
if inflammation is present. Although myelin treated WM and GM derived microglia
showed similar biomechanical properties, only GM derived microglia showed signifi-
cantly upregulated expression of the MHC class II antigen expression molecule Hla-dr
and elevated mRNA levels of corresponding Cd74 and MHC class I related B2m. In
situations resembling demyelination in MS, where there is an abundance of myelin
together with inflammation (myelin + LPS condition), WM derived microglia showed
no increase of Hla-dr and a decreased cell elasticity and viscosity, possibly hindering
the production of Tnfα mRNA as is also observed before [313]. This lack of Hla-dr and
Tnfα expression by microglia might interfere with the ability of the area to remyelinate,
as both have been shown to increase oligodendrocyte proliferation [311,316]. Instead,
in GM derived microglia, we observed a phenotype more closely resembling that of
microglia facilitating remyelination, possibly again to support neurons, with increased
Hla-dr and Tnfa mRNA levels and no net change in cell elasticity or viscosity in the
myelin + LPS condition. Our results are in contrast with pathological characteristics
of WM and GM demyelinated areas: In tissue, it is WM demyelinated areas that
feature more HLA-DR expression, not GM demyelinated areas [286]. However, it is
yet unclear if it is microglia or infiltrated myeloid cells that express HLA-DR in these
lesions [288,317]. Our results possibly suggest that it could be primarily infiltrated
monocytes, not microglia, that express HLA-DR in (active) WM demyelinated areas as
we observed no large increase in HLA-DR expression in WM derived microglia. Thus,
the differences between WM and GM derived microglia, both at the biomechanical
and the biochemical (i.e. mRNA levels) are primarily related to a different immune
response to LPS or myelin.
8.5 Conclusions
Our study put forward a biomechanical dimension of microglia heterogeneity as
captured by dynamic indentation. Taken together, these data suggest a possible role of
biomechanical in concert with biochemical microglia properties which could together
determine the characteristics of microglia in MS WM and GM. We are the first to
show that at baseline and after treatment with pro-inflammatory LPS, microglia
derived from the WM and GM show differential biomechanical characteristics and
cytokine expression profiles, and can thus likely be considered different subpopulations.
However, this heterogeneity in biomechanical characteristics is not found upon exposure
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to myelin though we do observe differences in mRNA levels of i.e. Hla-dr. Thus, in
demyelinating conditions, when myelin debris is phagocytized, as in MS lesions, it is
likely that the observed differences in WM versus GM derived microglia biomechanics
are mainly due to a difference in response to inflammation, rather than to the event
of demyelination itself.
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8.6 Supplementary Material
Figure S8.1: Cell depth in µm of WM (blue, left of dotted line) and GM (red, right of
dotted line) enriched microglia after treatment with LPS, myelin or myelin + LPS. Black
dots represent data from individual microglia, bars represent the mean.
Figure S8.2: Representative lightmicroscopical image of primary mixed glial cells cultured in
ibidi µ-dish with grid used for indentation. Microglia are identified by IBA-1 immunoreactivity
(pink), astrocytes are identified by GFAP immunoreactivity (brown). Scalebar = 250 µm.
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Figure S8.3: Graph depicting mRNA levels of Aif-1 and Gfap in WM (blue) and GM (red)





In this chapter we overview the main findings presented in the thesis, identify the main
limitations and look into the future perspectives of mechanical testing of biomaterials
and relevant mechanobiology questions.




9 Discussion and outlook
In this work, a custom indentation setup was developed to measure the mechanical
properties of soft biological materials in physiological conditions. The force sensor was
based on a cantilever equipped with interferometric fiber readout, both monolithically
mounted on a glass ferrule, enabling easy measurements in liquids due to a self-aligned
design. The scale of measurements could be varied from local to global by changing
the spherical tip size and indentation-depth, with the latter enabled by a long-range
piezo-transducer. Indentation mapping was attained by combining the indenter with a
high-precision long-range manipulator. To maintain the physiological environment, the
measurement chamber was connected to the perfusion system to supply carbogenated
ACSF fluid and the setup was enclosed with an acoustic isolation box and mounted
on top of an optical anti-vibration system to limit the environmental noise, which was
crucial for measuring soft materials. In addition, the temperature control system was
built to maintain 37◦C when physiological temperatures were needed.
As probes were self-made, we were able to modify them to combine indentation
setup with different imaging systems. In the initial setup configuration, brain tissue
was imaged from underneath with an inverted microscope and indented from the top
(Chapter 3, 4 and 5). As the sample was translucent, morphology on the top and
the bottom of the slice was matching. However, for the study of the mechanics of
Alzheimer’s mouse brain model (Chapter 6), the indentation arm was mounted along
with an upright fluorescence microscope so that indentation and imaging would take
place on the same side, in order to directly indent on fluorescently labeled molecules.
The probe was modified to have a shallow angle to fit between the measurement
chamber and condenser, and the end of the cantilever was left uncoated to image
through the transparent part of the cantilever and locate the sphere on top of the
region of interest. Furthermore, as individual brain tissue regions are relatively small,
localizing indentation locations on a microscope image was crucial for the correlation
of structure and stiffness parameters. Thereby, a protocol for converting indenter
position coordinates to image coordinates was developed. A different procedure was
applied for single-cell experiments (Chapter 7 and 8): each measured cell was imaged
and located on the grid labeled with letters and numbers, which was later used to find
back the fluorescently labeled cells and identify their phenotype. Probes for single-cell
measurements were equipped with 10 µm radius spheres on top of extended fiber
to ensure that only the sphere would touch the cell. In the case of more complex
shapes of materials, such as an embryo mounted between filter paper (Appendix A
and B) and fibroblast cell monolayer cultured on a transwell membrane (paper not
featured in this thesis [318]), an OCT microscope was used to image the samples
in 3D. It allowed checking the attachment of the sample to agar mold required for
stabilization, to measure the thickness of the samples needed for determination of
maximum indentation-depth and to visualize the deformation of the sample. Therefore,
using indentation setup, which does not depend on imaging setup and can be easily
modified, allowed us to perform a range of different experiments.
Another advantage of building the custom indentation setup was the freedom to
test novel indentation profiles (Chapter 3). For example, we could perform measure-
ments with the feedback-loop to control the indentation-depth or load. Controlling
the indentation-depth and speed proved to be extremely important due to the depth
and speed dependency of mechanical parameters of tissues and cells. Moreover, to
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assess viscoelastic properties, we implemented dynamic indentations, frequency sweep,
and oscillatory ramp, which allowed us to separate elastic from viscous components
and measure viscoelastic parameters as a function of frequency or depth. Dynamic
indentation profiles provided more information about the mechanical behavior of brain
tissue than found in previous studies using AFM or micro-indenters.
Our first aim was to establish a method to characterize the mechanical properties
of brain tissue reliably. By methodically testing various indentation profiles (Chapter 3
and 4), we identified that measuring at a tissue scale via a depth-controlled dynamic
mode provided reproducible results of viscoelastic parameters. Such a protocol differs
greatly from measurements used in AFM, where static indentation is performed up
to a set load with small tips, providing only elastic modulus of the very first few
micrometers of the tissue surface. The second objective of the thesis was to identify
the relationship between brain tissue structure and stiffness. Using the new dynamic
indentation protocol, for the first time in the literature, we collected maps of vis-
coelastic parameters of the hippocampus where mechanically distinct regions agreed
with boundaries of morphology-defined anatomical regions (Chapter 4). The study
was expanded with measurements of different types of brain tissue: adult, juvenile,
and mouse model of Alzheimer’s disease APP/PS1 (Chapter 5 and 6). While the
juvenile mouse brain was found to be softer than the adult, APP/PS1 mouse brain
was stiffer. In addition to mechanical characterization, we performed brain tissue
structure analysis. We found that regions with a high density of cells or axon bundles
are softer than sparse regions, which was opposite to the opinion previously postulated
in the literature. Furthermore, the higher density of astrocytes correlates with higher
stiffness when comparing different regions and juvenile with an adult. As a final result,
we suggested a simple linear regression model to predict the mechanical properties of
brain tissue based on composition. Although the same structure-stiffness relationships
were present in APP/PS1, we were not able to identify which component has caused
stiffening, indicating the need for better quantification of the structural composition
of the brain.
Taken together, these findings bring us one step closer to the understanding of the
structure-stiffness relationship of the brain, which is key in creating realistic mechanical
brain models used to simulate brain response to mechanical loading during traumatic
brain injuries, tumor growth, and development of the brain [109]. Such models require
a description of brain tissue responses at the range of time and spatial scales that can
be achieved with the protocols described in this thesis. Furthermore, the knowledge of
the landscape of mechanical microenvironment is needed when culturing neurons and
glial cells on soft substrates, when fabricating scaffolds to mimic in vivo mechanical
microenvironment [30,319,320], and when designing implants that should mechanically
match the brain tissue [321]. Finally, alterations in the mechanical microenvironment
of brain tissue due to e.g. changes in ECM network or swelling, and cell abilities
to sense and transduce mechanical signals might contribute or even be the cause of
neurodegenerative diseases [11] and, thus, might hold the key in finding the treatment.
The main limitation of the proposed experimental protocols is the speed, inva-
siveness, and single-mode of deformation, i.e. compression. We estimated that to
perform mechanical mapping at 50 µm resolution of 300 µm thickness brain slices
from one whole mouse brain (volume of 0.5 cm3) with the dynamic method (∼30 s
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per indentation location) would take 694 days when measuring 8 hours per day with
one indenter. Combining multiple indenters in parallel or extending the viability of
the brain slice would decrease this time remarkably. However, brain tissue is known
to be anisotropic (its mechanical response is direction-dependent), especially in white
matter tracts. Thus, mechanical testing should be done in three orthogonal directions,
which would triple the experimental time. As a faster alternative to indentation,
image-based non-invasive techniques, such as magnetic resonance elastography (MRE),
could be used once the MRE technology reaches a few tens of micrometers modes
of deformation (i.e. compression, tension and shear), which seems not to be within
reach of modern technologies. Nevertheless, the advantage of MRE versus indentation
is non-invasiveness, allowing testing of the same animal or even human over time.
Thereby, mechanical changes during the progression of diseases or development of the
brain can be investigated by MRE with much less effort than with contact mechanical
testing techniques.
In the future, mechanical testing of brain tissue should include the full spectrum
of frequencies to be able to account for processes taking place in short and long time
scales, and at various strains to understand multi-scale mechanical behavior, from
cellular to the whole brain. In particular, more attention should be given to the fluid
component as the brain consist of more than 70% water. For example, the contribution
of poroelastic response to stress relaxation could be estimated by performing a stress
relaxation test with different tip sizes from which permeability constants can be calcu-
lated, which are relevant when engineering brain tissue constructs [322]. In addition
to all the mechanical parameters, quantification of the composition of the brain tissue
should include different cell types and sizes, as well as architecture of arborizations,
ECM and vasculature. Especially, measurements of individual components such as
single cells, decellularized ECM, and individual axons would allow discrimination
between different contributions of components to the overall mechanical response of
the tissue. Additionally, proteomic studies can give more insights into the regulation
of mechanical microenvironment [53]. Ultimately, both structural and mechanical data
should be stored in brain atlases, as in many cases they are done by different research
groups and can be combined to find the interdependencies.
Another limitation of this work is that measurements were done on mice. The
translation of these results to human brain tissue is not straightforward. However,
although the human brain is larger than mice’s and differs in the overall organization,
at first sight, the structure of the hippocampus and cerebellum seems to be similar to
some degree. Therefore, one could expect that mechanical maps of these regions of
the human brain tissue would be relatively similar to the ones in mice. Furthermore,
if the structure-stiffness relations of the brain would account for cell size, phenotype,
densities and other structural parameters, it should be able to predict the mechanical
response in other species.
The third objective of this thesis was to adapt indentation setup and protocols from
brain tissue to single-cell characterization, i.e., astrocytes and microglia (Chapter 7
and 8). We used a relatively large tip size (10 µm radius) for the indentation on
cells with the intention to sense global rather than local properties because we were
mostly interested in the mechanical phenotype of the whole cell population rather than
mechanical properties of subcellular structures. For the first time in the literature, we
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showed that the mechanical properties of both astrocytes and microglia are depen-
dent on the region of origin, i.e. white matter and gray matter. Furthermore, both
microglia and astrocytes responded differently to treatment with an inflammatory
factor LPS. Therefore, region-dependent subpopulations of glial cells were identified
by biomechanical phenotype.
The most evident limitation of testing single cells by indentation is speed. As
cells are heterogeneous, a large number of them need to be quantified to capture
the mechanical phenotype of the whole population. However, there are no currently
available techniques able to measure adhered cells in a fast way. Single-cell recogni-
tion combined with synchronized mechanical testing and imaging techniques could
potentially increase the number of measured cells. Furthermore, mechanical testing
and imaging could be integrated with an incubator to allow multi-day experiments.
Another limitation is culturing single cells on stiff substrates. Although cell culturing
on soft substrates or inside scaffolds (2.5D and 3D cell culturing, respectively) have
been shown to make cell morphology and functioning more similar to in vivo conditions,
mechanical characterization of cells on top of the soft substrate or inside the scaffold
is still a challenge as both the cell and the substrate is deformed and the contribution
of each component needs to be decoupled [305]. Therefore, 3D imaging of cells with
confocal microscopy during deformation would allow differentiation between responses
of a cell and substrate/scaffold.
It is worth mentioning that, in the ERC project proposal that funded the work
reported in this thesis, it was suggested to build in vivo indentation setup which would
measure mechanics of the brain tissue of a live mouse. At present, this seems to be un-
necessary with the improving resolution of image-based mechanical testing technologies
such as MRE for live animal testing and the availability of 3D brain organoids that can
replace live animal testing when studying diseases and neurodevelopment [323–325].
The main challenge of in vivo indentation setup was an implementation of a feedback-
loop to follow the movement of the animal during breathing and correct for the
mechanical triggers of a heartbeat. While our priorities throughout the years have
shifted away from developing in vivo indentation setup, the idea could still be beneficial
for studying mechanical properties of cardiac tissue or cells, where beating interferes
with indentation.
To conclude, in this thesis, we showed the relevance to study mechanical properties
of the brain and its cells, and we developed novel indentation protocols that can be ap-
plied to other tissue types as we demonstrated on embryos and cell monolayers. On the
daily basis, working as an application specialist and product manager of Optics11Life
Nanoindenters, I use the lessons learned during my Ph.D. to help others to design
their experimental protocols for mechanically testing of a large variety of biomaterials:
single cells, cell monolayers, hydrogels, organoids, ECM scaffolds, decellularized tissues,
native tissues, polymers, coatings, microgels, etc. I hope that this thesis will inspire
others to study the mechanical properties of biomaterials and provide guidance when
navigating between biology and physics.
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Abstract
The investigation of the mechanical properties of embryos is expected to provide
valuable information on the phenomenology of morphogenesis. It is thus believed that,
by mapping the viscoelastic features of an embryo at different stages of growth, it
may be possible to shed light on the role of mechanics in embryonic development. To
contribute to this field, we present a new instrument that can determine spatiotemporal
distributions of mechanical properties of embryos over a wide area and with unprece-
dented accuracy. The method relies on combining ferrule-top micro-indentation, which
provides local measurements of viscoelasticity, with Optical Coherence Tomography,
which can reveal changes in tissue morphology and help the user identify the indenta-
tion point. To prove the working principle, we have collected viscoelasticity maps of
fixed and live HH11-HH12 chicken embryos. Our study shows that the instrument can
reveal correlations between tissue morphology and mechanical behavior.
Statement of Significance
Local mechanical properties of soft biological tissue play a crucial role in several
biological processes, including cell differentiation, cell migration, and body formation;
therefore, measuring tissue properties at high resolution is of great interest in biology
and tissue engineering. To provide an efficient method for the biomechanical character-
ization of soft biological tissues, we introduce a new tool in which the combination of
non-invasive Optical Coherence Tomography imaging and depth-controlled indentation
measurements allows one to map the viscoelastic properties of biological tissue and
investigate correlations between local mechanical features and tissue morphology with
unprecedented resolution.
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A.1 Introduction
During embryogenesis, embryos experience a sequence of morphogenetic processes
that, under the influence of a complex signaling network, shape the organism and
form the organs [326, 327]. As the mechanical properties of biological tissues are
known to influence cell behavior in terms of differentiation, migration, and body forma-
tion [328–331], one would expect that also the local viscoelastic features of a growing
embryo have a strong effect on this process [326,327,329–333]. However, the origin and
roles of the forces driving morphogenesis are still in large part unclear. Furthermore,
the mechanical properties of embryos are essentially heterogeneous because of the
appositional growth of the axial skeleton with tissues at the cranial end of the embryo
being older and stiffer than the tissues at the caudal end. It is therefore worth asking
whether, from a technical point of view, it is possible to implement novel experimental
approaches that could provide new data on the mechanical properties of growing
embryos and thus allow the development of more accurate morphogenetic theoretical
models.
The mechanical properties of embryonic tissues have already been investigated
via a wide variety of techniques, including uniaxial and compression study [334],
micro-aspiration [335], macroscopic rheology [336], indentation [337–341] and imag-
ing [342–345]. Uniaxial and compression tests, macroscopic rheology, and imaging
techniques only measure bulk properties of the embryonic structure and are not suit-
able to assess the local mechanical response of the different morphological regions of
the embryo. Micro-aspiration, which relies on the application of negative pressure on
small portions of the embryonic tissue for the evaluation of its elastic modulus, does
provide information about the local elastic properties of the tissue, but the technique
is highly invasive.
Micro- and nano-indentation setups have in principle the capability to measure
local viscoelastic properties without damaging the embryo. So far, these techniques
have been mainly used for specific embryonic structures, such as the embryonic chicken
heart [338, 339] and brain tissue [346]. Other studies focused on the elastic charac-
terization of cells aggregated from extracted embryonic tissue [347] or on the elastic
modulus of embryonic tissue from Xenopus laevis [334,348–351]. For instance, in 2010,
Agero et al., examined the Young's modulus of chicken embryos using a micropipette
indenter attached to a micromanipulator mounted on an inverted microscope [341]
These measurements provided new insights concerning the Young’s modulus of the
midline (2.4±0.1 kPa), the area pellucida (2.1±0.1 kPa) and the area opaca (11.9±0.8
kPa), but lacked information about the local structures (i.e., somites, presomitic
mesoderm, and tail) of the embryonic tissue. A few studies have proposed micro- and
nano-indentation as a tool to measure the mechanical properties of embryos at specific
developmental stages.
More recently, Chevalier and coworkers [341] used Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM)
and a calibrated glass fiber cantilever indenter to assess, respectively, the local and
bulk measurements of native (8-day old embryonic midgut) and fixed embryonic
tissue, and observed that the elasticity inferred from the AFM measurements was an
order of magnitude lower than obtained with bulk tests. This discrepancy suggests
that bulk tests describe the whole tissue as a composite material, while micro- and
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nano-indentations are more suitable to extract material properties at local scales. The
latter may be more relevant, as the mechanical properties of the microenvironment are
known to affect tissue development and change with development. While this study
shows that the AFM can provide local and direct mechanical measurements of native
(small) embryonic tissue, it seems that also this approach, as all the ones previously
discussed, is not capable of investigating possible correlations between mechanics,
morphology, and tissue structure at the micro- and mesoscopic scale.
The need to image and mechanically characterize embryonic tissue has driven
scientists to use different techniques to image the sample while simultaneously measure
its mechanical properties. For instance, several authors combined the imaging capabil-
ities of OCT with elastography techniques to perform optical coherence elastography
(OCE) to study the biomechanical elastic properties of embryonic tissue [352–354].
Although the spatial resolution of OCE is promising, the technique is hampered by a
lack of quantitative results for the elastic modulus [355]. Furthermore, in 2015, Filas
et al. combined Optical Coherence Tomography (OCT) with micro-indentation and
numerical analysis to evaluate variations in chicken embryo strain. In this study, a
cantilever introduces a small indentation at specific regions, while the OCT system is
used to determine the deformation profile near the indentation site from the recorded
motions of high-contrast markers injected into the tissue [356]. This method requires
extensive sample preparation and does not provide an absolute measure of the applied
force – a piece of information that is necessary for the quantification of the local
viscoelastic properties.
More recently, two different groups made use of Brillouin spectroscopy to map
the mechanical properties of mouse embryos [357] and the zebrafish embryo spinal
cord during development and injury [358]. While this technique allows one to gather
mechanical maps that resemble the sample structure, the correlations between Bril-
louin measurements and stiffness is still ambiguous [359,360]. It has been shown, in
fact, that water content dominates Brillouin signals, thus providing a measurement of
sample compressibility rather than sample stiffness. Moreover, Brillouin scattering is
sensitive to gigahertz frequencies, and it does not measure the sample at biologically
relevant frequencies [360].
From the discussion above, it can be concluded that, despite the numerous studies
in the field, there is at present no tool to systematically analyze the local mechanical
properties of embryonic tissue, more particular: an adequate instrumental technique
that accurately maps the local viscoelastic response of the embryo at both the micro-
and mesoscopic scales. To solve this impasse, we developed a tool that combines a
cantilever-based micro-indentation setup with a non-invasive OCT imaging system
to infer the local viscoelastic properties of embryos while simultaneously monitoring
its morphological features. In this paper, we introduce this new approach, discuss its
technical features, and present a series of tests that could demonstrate its potential.
More specifically, to validate the potential of the approach proposed, we present
depth-resolved viscoelasticity+OCT maps of HH11-HH12 chicken embryos along the
mesoderm from the rostral somite to the caudal tip of the tail. To prevent tissue
growth and tissue degradation during the measurements, the samples were chemically
fixed. Specifically, the samples were fixed at two different fixing time in order to
assess the effect of short and long fixation on the mechanical properties. To maintain
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tissue and cellular components in the life-like state, though, the measurements were
performed in a growth medium solution at room temperature. Our data demonstrate
that the instrument can indeed identify correlations between tissue morphology and
tissue viscoelasticity. As a point in the case, we show that the measurements here
reported can reveal the presence of three regions with distinctive viscoelastic properties:
the tail, the presomitic mesoderm, and the somitic mesoderm. Finally, to demonstrate
that the proposed technique is also able to perform live indentation measurements, we
report one representative viscoelasticity map of the somitic region of a live embryo.
A.2 Materials and Methods
Chicken embryo cultures
Fertilized chicken eggs, white leghorns, Gallus gallus domesticus (Linnaeus, 1758),
were obtained from Drost B.V. (Loosdrecht, The Netherlands), incubated at 37.5◦C
in a moist atmosphere, and automatically turned every hour. After incubation for
approximately 41 h, HH11-HH12 chicken embryos [361] were explanted using filter
paper carriers [362] cultured ex ovo as modified submerged filter paper sandwiches [363],
immobilized in agarose and immersed in the growth medium [364].
Chicken embryos were explanted as submerged filter paper sandwiches [363] and
washed in Dulbecco's PBS (Sigma, ref. D8357). On the dorsal side of the embryo, we
made a rostrocaudal slit in the vitelline membrane from the heart to the tip of the tail
(Fig. A.1 A) to assure a proper immobilization of the embryo on agarose later in the
procedure. To facilitate accurate structural observation and sample handling, some
chicken embryos were chemically fixed using 4% of formaldehyde buffered solution
(Sigma, ref. 1004965000). To select the fixation methods both for observing the
morphology and for determining the effect of the fixative, two fixation time points were
selected: 2 and 16 hours at 4◦C. To prepare the agarose culture, 60 mm Ö 15 mm Petri
dishes (Sigma, ref. P5481) were equipped with a glass bottom (30 mm circular cover
glass #1, Thermo Scientific Menzel ref. CBAD00300RA140MNZ#0) to allow the OCT
to image from below. A solution of 1.5% w/v low gelling temperature agarose (LGT
agarose, Sigma, ref. A9414), was kept at 40◦C on the bench. A hill of 500 µl 1.5%
w/v agarose (Sigma, ref. A9539) was made on top of the glass bottom (Fig. A.1 D).
Then, fresh LGT agarose was pipetted over the agarose hill. The embryo filter paper
sandwich was dried horizontally with tissue paper and then placed on the fresh LGT
agarose, dorsal side down. Carefully, the filter paper sandwich was moved horizontally,
to allow the penetration of the LGT agarose through the previously made slit in the
vitelline membrane and to cure towards the ectoderm of the embryo (Fig. A.1 B).
Because of the hill of agarose, the embryo pointed upwards, which helped to approach
the embryo with the indenter. The edges of the filter paper were covered with agarose
to completely immobilize the filter paper. For live tissue, to prevent dehydration of the
embryo during the LGT agarose curing, a droplet of the medium was carefully brought
on top of the embryo, without touching the curing agarose. After approximately 3
minutes, the culture was placed in the indentation box (Fig. A.1 B), and the growth
medium was poured slowly into the Petri dish (Fig. A.1 C). The embryo, both in
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Figure A.1: Ferrule-top cantilever setup with OCT for measuring viscoelastic properties of
chicken embryos. (A) Scheme of the experimental setup. The setup was placed in a wooden
box that isolates it from outside vibrations. The box was heated up to 37.7◦C before the
experiments were started. In the box, the embryo was visualized by OCT from below, while
the mechanical measurements were performed by indentations from above. (B) Chicken
embryo culture with a cantilever probe in the box. (C) Sagittal OCT section of a cantilever
with a sphere, hovering the chicken embryo ventrally. Scale bar 100 µm. Note that the
image is upside down because the OCT measures from below the sample. (D) A typical
depth-controlled indentation oscillatory ramp loading profile. The left y-axis refers to the
load; the right y-axis refers to the indentation depth; the x-axis represents time.
formaldehyde-fixed and unfixed conditions, was then submerged in 25 ml of the growth
medium to reproduce the in vivo environment and to minimize the adhesion forces.
The growth medium consisted of medium 199 GlutaMax (Invitrogen, ref. 41150-020;
4◦C), 10% chicken serum (GIBCO, ref. 16110-082; -20◦C), 5% dialyzed fetal bovine
serum (FBS) (GIBCO ref. 26400-036; -20◦C) and 1% of a 10000 U/ml stock solution
of Penicillin/Streptomycin (GIBCO ref. 15140-122; -20◦C). The embryo was aligned
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under the OCT scan head for the mechanical characterization.
Figure A.2: Agarose-immobilized culture for chicken embryos. (A) Dorsal view of a HH11
chicken embryo (40hpf). The yellow line indicates the dissection sites where the vitelline
membrane is opened along the embryo, to allow the immobilization of the sample in agarose.
Scale bar 500 µm. (B) The sandwich paper culture chicken embryo was immobilized in
agarose by placing the embryo with its dorsal side on low gelling point agarose and covering
the filter paper edges with agarose. After the agarose was cured, the embryo was covered
with growth medium. (C) Side view of embryo culture. (D) Scheme showing the agarose
immobilization of the chicken embryo. The embryo was embedded in agarose on its dorsal
side, while the ventral side is approachable for measurements.
Experimental setup
The setup consists of a cantilever-based indentation arm, an OCT imaging system,
and a sample holder (Fig. A.2 A-B). The indentation arm comprises of an XYZ
micromanipulator (PatchStar, Scientifica, UK), a piezoelectric transducer (PI p-
603.5S2, Physik Instrumente) and a ferrule-top cantilever indentation probe connected
to an interferometer (OP1550, Optics11, The Netherlands). A single mode optical
fiber is used to readout the bending of the cantilever, as previously described [64, 365].
Cantilevers with 0.25 N/m spring constant, calibrated according to [159], and sphere
radius of 55 µm were used (Fig. A.2 C) for the experiments performed on the 2 hours
fixed and the live embryos. For the 16 hours fixed samples, we used a spring constant
of 0.75 N/m and a sphere radius of 70 µm. The radius was chosen to be large enough
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for indenting deep into the tissue without any slipping effects and small enough to keep
a high spatial resolution between somites. The system is placed on a vibration isolation
table (1VIS22-60-4, Standa, Lithuania) and enclosed in a custom-made wooden box
with acoustic foam covering inside to minimize external noise. The live indentation
experiments were performed at 37.7◦C, while the fixed samples were measured at room
temperature.
Indentation protocol and data analysis
Indentations were performed in a depth-controlled mode by using a feedback loop [64].
The oscillatory ramp profile (Fig. A.2 D) was selected for the characterization of
viscoelastic properties at different depths, as shown by Antonovaite et al. [92]. Strain
rate of the ramp was 0.01, maximum depth 25 µm, and amplitude and frequency of
oscillations were 0.25 µm and 2.8 Hz, respectively. Load-indentation data were used
to extract storage and loss moduli by fitting every 20 oscillations to a cosine function
(custom written code in Matlab). Fits with squared correlation coefficient R2 < 0.5
were removed from the data set. Storage modulus values at ∼10% strain (corresponding
to a depth of ∼16.3 µm) were selected for regional comparisons, accomplishing the
requirements of h < 10% of the sample thickness but not fulfilling the small strain


























where E´is the storage modulus, Eis the loss modulus, ω is the frequency, F0 is the
amplitude of the oscillatory-load, h0 is the amplitude of the oscillatory-indentation, ν
is Poisson's ratio of compressibility (0.5, assuming incompressibility), φ is the phase
shift between the indentation and load oscillations, A = πa2 is the contact area
a =
√
Rh, where R is the radius of the sphere and h – indentation depth [66]. With
the oscillatory ramp, we can define the ratio between the loss and storage modulus,
known as loss tangent, tan(φ), which provides the relation between the viscous and
elastic components.
Optical coherence tomography (OCT)
To find anatomical locations and follow each indentation experiment, the embryos
were scanned with a spectral domain SD-OCT (Telesto II series, Thorlabs GmbH,
Germany). A super-luminescent diode (SLD, D-1300 HP, Superlum, Ireland) with
full-width half maxima (FWHM) of 85 nm and central wavelength of 1310 nm was used
as a light source. This OCT system can provide real-time imaging with a maximum
imaging depth of 3.5 mm, the axial resolution of 5.5 µm in air and 4.2 µm in water,
and a transverse resolution of 11.8 µm. The setup was operated in inverted mode as
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the images are taken from beneath the glass surface of the Petri dish of the agarose
culture. Afterward, the collected OCT data were processed using commercial software
(ThorImage OCT 4.3, Thorlabs GmbH). All the scale bars are expressed in liquid optical
path length (n = 1.33), unless otherwise mentioned. For all experiments, a B-scan
(transverse) image along the left-right embryo axis was acquired to evaluate the quality
and the attachment of the sample. Furthermore, during indentation measurements,
OCT cross sections were captured every 10 seconds to precisely discriminate each
location in the regions of interest (Fig. A.3 A-D). Combining the OCT sections and
the indentation curves, each indentation was evaluated, and failed measurements were
removed according to a predefined scheme.
Figure A.3: Morphological features of one of the embryo. (A) Sagittal (red) and trans-
verse(green) OCT cross section and (B) volumetric OCT image showing the three germ layers.
(C-D) Sagittal and Transverse OCT image of one of the embryo during indentation tests.
Note that all the images are upside down because the OCT measures from below the sample.
Statistical Analysis
Normality of data distribution was tested with Shapiro-Wilk test. In case of normal
distribution, statistical differences between test samples were investigated with two-
way ANOVA. For non-normally distributed data, the non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis
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Table A.1: Anatomical regions that were indented.
ANOVA test was used to compare data samples. All statistical analyses were performed
with Statistics and Machine Learning Toolbox (version 2017a, The Mathworks, Natick,
MA, USA).
A.3 Results
The indenter is based on ferrule-top technology [365,366], where the deflection of a
micro-machined cantilever, equipped with a spherical tip, is used to determine the
viscoelastic properties of the embryo via depth-controlled oscillatory ramp indentation
(Fig. A.2 A-D) [64, 92]. The OCT system images the embryonic structures during the
indentation measurements and allows localizing the indentation point and evaluating
the quality and the immobilization of the sample. Combining the OCT sections with
the indentation curves, one can produce a map that represents the local mechanical
properties of the sample.
Performing accurate viscoelasticity maps along the embryo is a procedure that
requires time. Thus, to avoid tissue development and tissue degradation during the
measurements, we used fixed HH11-HH12 chicken embryos. All embryos (n=4) were
chemically fixed for 2 or 16 hours and then immobilized on the agarose substrate
(Fig. A.2) in order to determine the effect of the fixation methods. In this work, we
report the result of two representative embryos with a complete indentation map.
To fully characterize the mechanical properties of the chicken embryos, we
performed indentations along the mesoderm from the rostral somites to the caudal
tip of the tail (Fig. A.3 A-D). We also indented transversely so that five regions of
interest were measured: lateral mesoderm (LM: regions 1 and 5), paraxial mesoderm
(PM: regions 2 and 4) and midline (MD: region 3). For further details regarding
the investigated areas, we refer the reader to Table 1. Fig. A.4 C and D show high
resolution (25 µm × 50 µm step size) viscoelasticity maps (E´= storage modulus;
E= loss modulus, at 10% strain and 2.8 Hz frequency, with a sphere radius of
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Figure A.4: High-resolution viscoelasticity map. (A) Sagittal OCT section along the
somitic region of the embryo. Scale bar = 100 µm (B) Transverse OCT image across of the
embryo used in this experiment, along with the morphological anatomical regions. Scale
bar = 100 µm. (C-D) High resolution (25 x 50 µm) colored map of storage E´(C) and loss
modulus E(D) at 10% strain and 2.8 Hz frequency over the embryo somitic mesoderm. (E)
Storage (E´) modulus across the embryos. Abbreviations of the region of interest from left
to right: (LLM) left lateral mesoderm, (LPM) left paraxial mesoderm, (MD) midline, (RPM)
right paraxial mesoderm, (RLM) right lateral mesoderm.
55 µm) of the somitic region of one embryo fixed for 2 hours. The plots seem to
confirm that the local mechanical properties of the sample are correlated with somite
morphology. From the viscoelasticity maps, one can also distinguish the separation
between individual somites – a result that confirms that the indentation method is
able to sense structures underneath the endoderm. The scatter plot in Fig. A.4 E
shows the distribution of storage modulus (E´) averaged over nine somites (S-XI to
S-III) for 5 regions of interest: left and right lateral mesoderm, left and right paraxial
mesoderm, and midline. This set of data shows that the somites (left and right) are
softer than the midline but stiffer than the lateral mesoderm.
The viscoelasticity map of another embryo (sample fixation time of 16 hours)
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Figure A.5: Viscoelasticity maps of one of the chemically fixed embryo for 16 hours.
Colored map of storage E´(A) and loss modulus E(B) in Pa at 10% strain and 2.8 Hz
frequency.
is shown in Fig. A.5 A (E´) and 5B (E) at 10% strain and frequency of 2.8 Hz
covering an area of 800 µm × 4000 µm, from somite VII till the caudal tip of the
tail, with a spatial resolution of 50 µm × 50 µm and measured with a sphere radius
of 70 µm. Because of the lower resolution and larger indentation sphere used in
this second experiment (with respect to the previous one), the mechanical contrast
between individual somites is less evident. Yet, this set of data, along with the
scatter plot of the storage (E´) and loss (E) moduli of the tested sample reported
in Fig. A.6, still provides valuable information. The mechanical maps together with
the scatter plots, in fact, clearly display the morphological heterogeneity of the three
main anatomical regions from young to old: tail, presomitic mesoderm, and somitic
mesoderm. First, the midline is the stiffest structure of the embryonic body, and its
stiffness decreases from the somites down to the caudal tip of the tail. The somites
are the stiffest material in the paraxial mesoderm, although their difference with
the midline does not change significantly while indenting from the somitic region
up to the tail. Dynamic indentation reveals that a substantial viscous component
is present in the tissue, as also clear from Fig. A.5 B and Fig. A.6 B. Furthermore,
elastic and viscous components change following the same trend. Specifically, tan(φ)
(see Fig. A.7 A), which is the ratio between loss and storage modulus, is higher for
the paraxial mesoderm and midline and lower for lateral mesoderm in the somitic
and presomitic area. This behavior indicates that stiffer and larger structures have
higher damping capability, and it can also reflect some structural aspect of the tissue.
Finally, in the tail, the contribution of elasticity and viscosity is comparable for both
the midline and the paraxial mesoderm. While the viscoelasticity results, presented
above, were performed at fixed strain and frequency, we also observed that mechanical
properties are indentation strain dependent. Fig. A.7 B-D show storage modulus
as a function of the strain for the embryo reported in Fig. A.6 A. Specifically, all
regions stiffen with strain, revealing the non-linear viscoelastic properties of fixed
chicken embryos, a result that highlights the importance of measuring the mechanical
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Figure A.6: Storage (E´) and loss (E) moduli at 10% strain and 2.8 Hz frequency along
the embryos for 16 hours of fixation. Transverse OCT sections show the three distinct
anatomical regions: Somitic Mesoderm, Presomitic Mesoderm (PSM) and Tail. For each
region five locations of interest are measured: (LLM) left lateral mesoderm, (LPM) left
paraxial mesoderm, (MD) midline, (RPM) right paraxial mesoderm, (RLM) right lateral
mesoderm.
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Table A.2: Statistical analysis. Statistical comparison of A) lateral mesoderm, B) paraxial
mesoderm, and C) midline. Yellow color highlights regions with the same structure on
opposite sides of the embryo and green highlight regions with different structures, adjacent
to each other.
properties of embryonic tissues in depth-controlled mode [92]. Finally, to validate the
capability of the instrument for live tissues characterization, in Fig. A.6, we report
one representative high resolution (25 µm × 50 µm step size) viscoelasticity maps
(E´= storage modulus; E= loss modulus, at 12% strain and 2.8 Hz frequency, with a
sphere radius of 55 µm) of the live embryonic tissue. As for the formaldehyde-fixed
embryo, in Fig. A.8 E the distribution of storage modulus (E´) averaged over two
somites (S-XI to S-X) for 5 regions of interest is shown. This set of data confirms
that the somites (left and right) are softer than the midline but stiffer than the lateral
mesoderm, even for live embryos.
A.4 Discussion
To understand the role of mechanical cues in embryogenesis, detailed knowledge of
the morphological features of the chicken embryo is crucial. In this context, the use of
real-time OCT imaging allows for distinguishing the individual embryonic structures
such as somites, notochord, and neural tube. One of the main advantages of using
the OCT in combination with indentation experiments is related to the possibility
to have real-time information in depth, which is essential for the estimation of the
sample thickness and proper alignment of the probe onto the tissue. In this regard,
the OCT allows us to monitor if the probe is approaching perpendicularly to each of
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Figure A.7: Non-linear and viscoelastic behavior. Loss tangent along the rostrocaudal
embryo axis (A). Non-linear viscoelastic properties of chemically fixed embryos obtained with
depth-controlled oscillatory ramp indentation. E´increases over the strain range of 6-14%
for the somitic mesoderm (B), PSM (C) and Tail (D). Note that the standard deviation is
positively correlated since the data are not independent.
the measured embryonic structure in order to avoid local shear or slipping of the probe
along with the tissue. Moreover, one of the critical issues in indentation measurements
is to hold the sample during the experiments properly. In this regard, the OCT
enables us to accurately visualize the immobilization of the sample on the agar and
to avoid measuring the floating tissue rather than the tissue stiffness. The structural
heterogeneity, distinctly visible in the OCT cross-section images (Fig. A.3 A-D) results
in different regional stiffness (Fig. A.4). Thus, it is interesting to note that some of
the mechanical features observed correlate well with the anatomical structure of the
chicken embryo, even though the samples were fixed. For example, the midline, the
stiffest structure of the embryonic tissues, contains an embryonic cellular rod, the
notochord, that gives structural support to the adjacent tissues, thus representing the
major skeleton element in the embryonic vertebrae [367]. The somites, the precursors
of the vertebrae, cartilage, tendons, and dermis, is softer than the midline but stiffer
than the lateral mesoderm, which mostly forms the circulatory system, body cavity,
and pelvis in the adult body [368]. Assuming that the mechanical contrasts between
different regions of an embryo are preserved, to a certain extent even after fixation, we
may assert that some of the spatial variations in stiffness are related to the physiological
roles of each anatomical structure. Continuing on this line of reasoning, then, from
the analysis of the indentation maps in Fig. A.5 along with OCT images, one could
further speculate that the gradient of stiffness observed along the mesoderm from the
rostral somites to the caudal tip of the tail (see Fig. A.5) may be correlated with the
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Figure A.8: High-resolution viscoelasticity map of the live embryo. (A-B) High resolution
(25 x 50 µm) colored map of storage E´(A) and loss modulus E(B) at 10% strain and 2.8 Hz
frequency over the somitic mesoderm. (C) Sagittal OCT section along the somitic region of
the embryo used in this experiment. (D) Transverse OCT image across the embryo along
with the morphological, anatomical regions. (E) Storage (E´) modulus across the embryos.
Abbreviations of the region of interest from left to right: (LLM) left lateral mesoderm, (LPM)
left paraxial mesoderm, (MD) midline, (RPM) right paraxial mesoderm, (RLM) right lateral
mesoderm.
maturation of the PSM. The somites are formed in pairs of epithelial spheres beside
the neural tube and epithelialize, and this stiffens in several hours after separation
from the PSM. The PSM itself does not yet have somites and essentially consists of
granular mesenchymal cells; however, these also increase in density from caudal to
rostral. The stiffness along the body axis could also reflect the maturation of each
structure; in fact, at this stage, the cranial end of the embryo is older and stiffer
than the caudal end. If this behavior is confirmed in vivo, one could argue that the
biomechanical processes during somite formation, such as changes in extracellular
matrix composition, migration, and contraction of mesodermal cells, could be triggered
by this gradient of stiffness along the rostrocaudal axis of the embryo. Reversely, one
could say that the mechanical stiffening reflects the maturation of the tissue as cells
become contractile and produce extracellular matrix.
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By performing depth-controlled frequency-domain indentation tests on embry-
onic tissues, we have evaluated the viscoelastic nature of the embryonic tissue, as
previously observed in the time domain with stress relaxation, creep test, and with
non-linear finite element modeling for the heart tube in other experiments [369,370].
Our viscoelasticity maps reveal that the viscous component is not negligible for all
the indented regions, thus indicating that it is necessary to mechanically characterize
the embryonic tissue by considering both the elastic and viscous contribution.
In addition, we have demonstrated that our technique can also reveal the presence
of non-linear mechanical behavior of tissues. Both storage and loss modulus increase
with indentation strain, thus proving that fixed chicken embryos are a non-linear
material. This highlights that the mechanical properties of chicken embryos strongly
depend on the indentation strain at which each measurement is performed. Our
findings, reported in Fig. A.8, demonstrate that similar behavior is observed in live
embryo, suggesting that, to obtain reliable measurements of the mechanical properties
of embryos, it is crucial to rely on a depth-controlled indentation mode.
In this context, one of the main challenges of performing high-resolution viscoelas-
ticity map in living tissue is related to the necessity to keep the tissue stable over
the course of the measurements. The maps reported in Fig. A.4 and Fig. A.5 were
performed in 18 and 44 hours, respectively. These long time scales do not allow us to
map the entire live embryo, considering that the time necessary for one somite to form
is 90 minutes and that after 4 hours the apoptosis rate of the embryonic tissue increases
significantly. Hence, while performing the viscoelasticity map in vivo, the embryo
continues to grow, and the age interval between rostral and caudal structures becomes
larger, yielding to an unfair comparison between the rostral somites region and the
caudal tip of the same embryo. However, from the live measurements performed in
the somitic region and in agreement with other investigators [341,371], we found that
the same general contrast of stiffness between the midline, the somites, and the lateral
mesoderm is preserved after fixation (see Fig. A.8). Thus, it is interesting to note
that some of the mechanical features observed for the formaldehyde-fixed samples are
consistent with the live experiments.
The integration of OCT imaging with indentation techniques could be further ex-
ploited by introducing mathematical models that provide a more extensive evaluation
of different deformation profiles in relation to the local material composition. In this
study, we assume that the sample is isotropic, homogeneous, flat, non-adhesive and
that the time-dependent properties are due only to the viscoelasticity, by neglecting the
poroelasticity. Clearly, the developing embryo is none of this. The dynamic response
of soft biological tissues is governed, in fact, by a combination of poroelasticity and
viscoelasticity, and it is difficult to discriminate between them. However, a recent
study by Oftadeh et al. [372] demonstrated that poroelasticity is the dominant energy
dissipation mechanism for mouse dermis and tendon at higher indentation frequencies
(>10Hz), whereas viscoelasticity is typically dominant at lower frequencies (1-10 Hz).
If this finding can be extended to other biological tissues, we can speculate that in
our indentation experiments (frequency of 2.8 Hz) the measured energy dissipation is
mostly due to the viscoelasticity. Moreover, in this perspective, the combination of
OCT imaging with indentation tests could potentially be used to model the mechan-
ical properties of heterogeneous tissue by monitoring the deformation of individual
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structures, as in Optical Coherence Elastography [373], in order to better understand
the contribution of each mechanism.
Moreover, we would like to stress once more that the goal of this paper is to present
a new instrument for the characterization of the mechanical properties of embryos.
For simplicity, we deliberately decided to perform most of the measurements on fixed
embryos, even though fixation agents can cause cross-links between molecules that,
eventually, alter the mechanical properties of the sample surface [374,375]. Yet, our
findings suggest that different fixation times result in qualitatively similar morpho-
logical and mechanical behavior. For instance, a similar range of stiffness is found
between the live embryo and the embryo fixated for 2 h while, from a quantitative
perspective, it is fair to stress that, going from 2 h fixation time, as in Fig. A.4, to
16 hours fixation time, as in Fig. A.5, one observes a four-time increase in material
stiffness, in agreement with what observed by others [376–378]. Nevertheless, even if
the mechanical response is strongly affected by the treatment on an absolute scale
(absolute stiffness values), it seems that the fixed embryo does resemble mechanical
behaviors that would fit well within a description of the mechanical properties of
a live sample. One could also argue that the presence of the endoderm influences
our measurements. It is important to stress that all indentations were not directly
performed on the mesoderm but masked by the endoderm layer. Hence, we used a
sphere size which allows indenting deep enough to sense underneath the endoderm layer
while still having enough resolution to discriminate the somite from the surrounding
structures. By using a smaller sphere, it would have been possible to focus only on
the somitic structure and measure at microscopic scale (50 µm), by for example
explanting the mesoderm directly. However, removal of the endoderm would have
been too invasive and the tested mesoderm would probably not be the same as the
mesoderm in situ. Therefore, we assumed that the presence of the thin endoderm
layer does not significantly affect the mechanical findings and would have the same
effect over the whole embryonic structure.
In conclusion, we have introduced a new tool that can accurately capture variations
in stiffness due to different sample structure or treatment, to accurately measure local
structure of the sample if compared with bulk tests (e.g., stretch, uniaxial, tension
tests of entire embryos), to reliably measure the viscoelastic and non-linear properties
of heterogeneous materials and, simultaneously investigate sample morphology. By
reducing the experimentation time, for instance by focusing on specific regions of the
embryonic tissue, we have confidence that our approach could well serve as a promising
tool for quantitative and exhaustive studies of the live chicken embryos. Moreover, the
combination of OCT images and indentation tests could also be used to thoroughly
investigate the evolution of tissue mechanical properties during morphogenesis and
development in vivo and to determine quantitatively mechanical changes in normal
and pathological conditions, filling the existing gaps in the field of developmental
biology.
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Abstract
Embryos are growing organisms with highly heterogeneous properties in space and time.
Understanding the mechanical properties is a crucial prerequisite for the investigation
of morphogenesis. During the last ten years, new techniques have been developed to
evaluate the mechanical properties of biological tissues in vivo. To address this need, we
employed a new instrument that, via the combination of micro-indentation with Optical
Coherence Tomography (OCT), allows us to determine both, the spatial distribution
of mechanical properties of chick embryos and the structural changes in real-time. We
report here the stiffness measurements on live chicken embryo, from the mesenchymal
tailbud to the epithelialized somites. The storage modulus of the mesoderm increases
from (176±18) Pa in the tail up to (716±117) Pa in the somitic region (mean±SEM,
n=12). The midline has a mean storage modulus of (947±111) Pa in the caudal (PSM)
presomitic mesoderm (mean±SEM, n=12), indicating a stiff rod along the body axis,
which thereby mechanically supports the surrounding tissue. The difference in stiffness
between midline and presomitic mesoderm decreases as the mesoderm forms somites.
This study provides an efficient method for the biomechanical characterization of soft
biological tissues in vivo and shows that the mechanical properties strongly relate to
different morphological features of the investigated regions.
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B.1 Introduction
Morphogenesis is a continuous process of cell migration, tissue deformation, and
growth. It is a self-organized patterning process orchestrated by the properties of the
cells, which are controlled by gene expressions and chemical and physical signaling.
While biochemical signals are known to play a fundamental role in the control of tissue
morphogenesis [326,379–381], several in vitro and in vivo studies [341,356,382,383] have
shown the relevance of mechanical cues in the control of cell behavior that are central
for the developmental processes. Unraveling the functional role of mechanical forces in
morphogenesis is, therefore, a crucial research topic for the developmental biologists.
Specifically, the processes during somite formation along the rostrocaudal axis of
the embryo, such as the changing of extracellular matrix (ECM) composition, the
differential migration and the active cell contraction of epithelial cells of the mesoderm,
suggest that there should be differences in mechanical properties along the rostrocaudal
axis of the embryo. Mechanical forces and constraints play an important role in
embryonic development as they are able to affect the migration and differentiation
of single cells [384,385]. Also, tissues and organs are influenced by mechanical forces
in their cellular organization and functionalities, as shown in tooth [386, 387] and
limb development [388, 389]. However, the lack of methodologies enabling precise
and quantitative measurements of mechanical properties of live tissues has hindered
an exhaustive understanding of the role of mechanics in embryonic development. In
our earlier work [94], we proposed an experimental platform that combines micro-
indentation and optical coherence tomography to assess mechanical properties in
paraformaldehyde-fixed embryos. There, we have demonstrated a relationship between
local mechanical properties and tissue morphology for three main embryonic regions
of interest: the tail, the presomitic mesoderm, and the somitic mesoderm. While
in our previous study, we reported a stiffness map averaged over two somites (S-XI
and S-X) of one live embryo (Figure 8 from Marrese et al. [94]), we now investigate
the viscoelastic properties of the entire live chicken embryo mesoderm during somite
formation. To that end, HH9-HH11 chicken embryos were cultured in filter paper
sandwiches, immobilized in agarose, and indented from the ventral side along the
embryo with the ferrule-top indenter, while the structure was locally imaged via
optical coherence tomography (OCT). The simultaneous use of these two technologies
allows one to perform systematic studies on two interconnected topics: on the one
hand, the mechanical properties of the embryos that can be characterized through
tissue microindentation; on the other hand, and the change in shape that occurs
during morphogenesis. Therefore, we present a local mechanical characterization
of live embryos that extends our previous work [94] by highlighting the mechanical
heterogeneity and the strong viscoelastic nature of the embryonic tissue in vivo. We
further demonstrate that, while there are substantial differences in absolute viscoelastic
responses between individual embryos, the relative trends among anatomical regions
are similar and reasonably related to the maturation of the presomitic mesoderm and
midline in the trunk and tail. This study opens new avenues to explore how mechanics
can contribute to shaping embryonic tissues and how it affects cell behavior within
developing embryos.
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B.2 Materials and Methods
Chicken embryo cultures
The embryo cultures were prepared as described somewhere else [94]. Briefly, fertilized
chicken eggs, white leghorns, Gallus gallus domesticus, were obtained from Drost
B.V. (Loosdrecht, The Netherlands), incubated at 37.5◦C in a moist atmosphere, and
automatically turned every hour. After incubation for approximately 41h, HH9-HH11
chicken embryos [94] were explanted using filter paper carriers [362] cultured ex ovo as
modified submerged filter paper sandwiches [363], immobilized in agarose in a 35 mm
petri dish and immersed in growth medium [364].
To avoid disturbance of the measurements by the beating of the heart that might
develop, the heart tube of the ventral side of sandwiched embryos was removed
(Fig. B.1 A and B). This does not appear to inhibit further development of the spinal
structures in the chick embryo. To prevent dehydration of the live embryo during the
LGT agarose curing, a droplet of the medium was carefully brought on top of the
embryo, without touching the curing agarose. After approximately 3 minutes, the
culture was placed in the indentation box, submerged in 25 ml of the growth medium
and anatomically aligned under the OCT to precisely discriminate each indentation
location.
The growth medium consisted of medium 199 GlutaMax (Invitrogen, ref. 41150-
020), 10% chicken serum (GIBCO, ref. 16110-082), 5% dialyzed fetal bovine serum
(FBS) (GIBCO ref. 26400-036) and 1% of a 10000 U/ml stock solution of Peni-
cillin/Streptomycin (GIBCO ref. 15140-122).
Experimental setup
The setup consists of a cantilever-based indentation arm, an OCT imaging system,
and a sample holder mounted on an anti-vibration table and covered with a custom
acoustic isolation box to minimize mechanical noise. The setup was further equipped
with a temperature control system to maintain 37◦C, which was monitored at ∼2 cm
distance from the petri dish with the embryo (Fig. B.1). The indenter is based on a
micro-machined cantilever, operating as a force transducer. An extensive description
and validation of the experimental setup have been reported in our previous publi-
cation [94]. The ferrule top indentation probes used in this work are fabricated in
our lab, according to [157, 365] and calibrated, according to [159]. Further details
about the ferrule-top indenter are provided in supplementary Fig. S B.1. Briefly,
for indentation measurements on live embryos, cantilevers with spring constant in
the range of 0.34-1.2 N/m, and spheres radius between 54 and 69 µm were used.
Indentations were performed in a depth-controlled mode by using an oscillatory ramp
profile at indentation speed of ∼0.5 µm/s, maximum indentation depth of 30 µm,
and amplitude and frequency of oscillations were 0.25 µm and 2.5 Hz, respectively.
Load-indentation data were used to extract storage and loss moduli [64,92,159], where
storage modulus corresponds to the elastic component, and loss modulus corresponds
to the viscous component of mechanical response. Elasticity is the ability of materials
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Figure B.1: Schematic view of the setup and the sample preparation. (A) Ventral view
of an HH11 chicken embryo (40hpf). Yellow lines show the dissection sites to remove the
embryonic heart tube, to prevent the beating heart from disturbing the measurements. (B)
The same embryo as in (A), after dissection of its heart tube. Scale bar in A and B is
500 µm. (C) A ferrule-top probe is equipped with an optical fiber for interferometric readout
of the cantilever and with a spherical tip to indent the sample. The probe is mounted on
the Z-piezoelectric actuator, which is solidly attached to an XYZ manipulator. The OCT is
employed in inverted mode. (D) The embryo is embedded in agarose on its dorsal side, while
the ventral side is approachable for measurements and immersed in the growth medium.
to resist the deformation and recover to the original shape; it is commonly described
in terms of softness or stiffness.
By contrast, viscosity describes the resistance of the material to flow and generally
describes the thickness or the internal friction of a moving fluid. The ratio between
loss and storage modulus is a tangent of the phase delay, tan(φ), between oscillations
in indentation and load. Tan(φ) is also called damping factor, as it describes how
much energy is lost during deformation. For our experiment, storage modulus values
at an averaged strain of 8±1% (corresponding to an indentation depth h∼10-12 µm)
were selected for regional comparisons, accomplishing the requirements of h < 10% of
the sample thickness and small strain approximation [66].
To find anatomical locations and follow each indentation experiment, the embryos
were scanned with a spectral-domain SD-OCT (Telesto II series, Thorlabs GmbH,
Germany) in inverted mode, as reported elsewhere [94]. To perform a full mechanical
characterization of the embryonic tissues, we focus on eight positions along the rostro-
caudal axis of the mesoderm that show anatomical differences (Fig. B.2 and Fig. B.3).
These eight locations were indented by transverse lines of 10 indentations, with a step
size of 50 µm (Fig. B.2). The indentation lines (500 µm length) were centered to the
embryo midline so that on every rostrocaudal position, five regions of interest were mea-
sured: lateral mesoderm (regions 1 and 5), paraxial mesoderm (regions 2 and 4) and the
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midline (region 3) (Fig. B.3). A total of 20 embryos were explanted and examined, of
which 12 embryos were used for the experiments. Other embryos were either damaged
or detached during the measurements. All stiffness values are reported as mean ± SEM.
B.3 Results and Discussion
Figure B.2: Sagittal embryo indentation points. (A) Embryos were indented with eight
transverse lines, at 10 positions with 50 µm steps, across the rostrocaudal axis while visualized
by OCT. The lines are shown imposed on a schematic embryo and a widefield immunograph.
Next, there are a frontal confocal section (ventral side of the embryo) and the OCT cross-
section scan (sagittal - side view) through the mesoderm. Rostral is down, and caudal is
up. Immunostainings are red (actin), green (fibronectin), blue (nuclei). The scale bars are
500 µm for the widefield and confocal image and 100 for the OCT. The schematic view of the
embryo is not to scale. (B) Anatomical regions that were indented, from caudal to rostral.
The indenter is based on ferrule-top technology [365,366], where a micro-machined
cantilever, operating as a force transducer and equipped with a spherical tip, is used
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Figure B.3: Transversal embryo indentation points. (A) Schematic view and (B) OCT
cross-section of the indentation positions of an HH11 embryo embedded in agarose. The scale
bar is 100 µm. (C) Anatomical regions that were indented across the embryo. Abbreviations
of the region of interest from left to right: (LLM) left lateral mesoderm, (LPM) left paraxial
mesoderm, (MD) midline, (RPM) right paraxial mesoderm, (RLM) right lateral mesoderm.
to determine the viscoelastic properties of the embryo via depth-controlled oscillatory
ramp indentation profile [92, 390]. The OCT system images the embryonic structures
during the indentation measurements and allows localization of the indentation points
and evaluation of the quality and the immobilization of the sample. The details of
the experimental setup (Fig. B.1) and sample preparation are briefly reviewed in the
Method section and fully reported elsewhere [94].
Performing a full indentation map at 50 µm resolution along the embryo with the
proposed depth-controlled oscillatory profile is time-consuming. A single indentation
takes ∼60 s while a new somite is formed every 80 minutes; thus, it is not feasible to
map the entire embryo at the same developmental stage in vivo. Therefore, to preserve
the spatial accuracy along the embryo, we limited indentations to eight lines along the
rostrocaudal axis of the mesoderm that are anatomically different. For further details
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regarding the investigated areas, we refer the reader to Fig. B.2 and Fig. B.3.
Fig. B.4 shows the averaged storage modulus (E´) and loss modulus (E) of 12 in
vivo HH9-HH11 chicken embryos obtained for eight positions along the rostrocaudal
axis of the mesoderm. The measurements were done at an averaged strain of ∼8% and
2.5 Hz oscillation frequency. For each of the eight positions along the embryo, the plot
shows the distribution of E´ and E for five regions of interest: left and right lateral
mesoderm, left and right paraxial mesoderm, and midline. From the data in Fig. B.4,
along with OCT images, one can observe that regions with different morphology have
distinct mechanical properties. The stiffness difference between the paraxial mesoderm
and the midline is more significant in the PSM and the tail than in the somitic area.
In the caudal PSM, the paraxial mesoderm is very soft, while the midline stiffness E´
significantly increases from (270±36) to (947±111) Pa (Fig. B.4, lines 1 to 3, mean ±
SEM, p=0.0009; 0.005, Wilcoxon rank-sum test; Fig. S B.2). At the somitic levels,
the midline is still the stiffest structure, but the difference with the stiffness E´ of the
somites is negligible (Fig. B.4, lines 6, 7, 8, p=1, 0.89, 0.65 left side and p=0.25, 0.27,
0.39 right side, Wilcoxon rank-sum test).
Somites III to V are slightly stiffer than somite I, but not significantly (Fig. B.4
lines 8 and 7 vs. 6; p=0.18, 0.17 left side, and p=0.66, 0.07 right side, Wilcoxon
rank-sum test). Similarly, the paraxial mesoderm increases its storage modulus on
average from (527±38) Pa in the rostral PSM up to (746±44) Pa in the somitic region
(Fig. B.4 lines 6, 7, 8 vs. 4 and 5: p=0.006, Wilcoxon rank-sum test).
Furthermore, Fig. B.4 shows a significant variation in stiffness E´ in the caudal
PSM when compared with the tail for both the midline (609±63 and 270±35 Pa,
respectively, p=0.0002) and the paraxial mesoderm (558±44 and 181±14 Pa, p=0.0001,
respectively, Wilcoxon rank-sum test).
The observed trends can be logically related to the maturation of the chicken em-
bryo (see micrographs in Fig. B.2). The caudal PSM is characterized, in fact, by stem
cell-like mesenchymal cells that migrate actively with large intercellular space and lack
a mature extracellular matrix (ECM) (Fig. B.2 A, confocal, and OCT section) [391].
Gradually, fibronectin and laminin become more abundant and interconnect rostrally
(Fig. B.2 A widefield). This aids in anchoring the PSM cells by providing a substrate
on which they can undergo collective migration and mesenchymal-epithelial transition
(MET) to form epithelial spheres [331, 391–393]. The PSM cells compact together,
adhere to the ECM and each other, and become more contractile (Fig. B.2 A confocal
section, compare caudal PSM with rostral PSM) [331, 393, 394], thereby promoting
fibronectin assembly. Concurrently, the notochord and neural plate quickly develop a
high stiffness (Fig. B.2, lines 8 to 6). This behavior seems to support the idea that the
notochord is not only an organizer center for chemical signaling but also acts as an
′embryonic spine′ that plays a significant role in the mechanical integrity of the early
embryo [367]. Next, the neural plate rostrally folds into the neural tube, and this
morphogenetic movement could be due to a stiffer tissue that undergoes neurulation
(Fig. B.3, lines 5 and 6). This finding agrees with previous studies on the Xenopus,
where morphogenetic transformations are preceded by stiffening of the structures [334].
After neurulation, the neural tube keeps developing, but the presence of the lumen in
the tube could lead to a softer tissue able to deform more when indented if compared
to the compact neural groove (Fig. B.4, lines 4, 5 vs. 6, 7, 8; Fig. S B.3).
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Figure B.4: Averaged storage (´, blue) and loss E, red) modulus along the embryo.
Transverse OCT sections show the positions of line 1 (most caudal) to line 8 (most rostral).
Data points are averages of 12 embryos, with SEM error bars. Lines 1 and 2 shows three
regions of interest: (1) left paraxial mesoderm, (2) midline, (3) left paraxial mesoderm.
Whereas for lines 3 to 8, from left to the right, these are: (1) right lateral mesoderm, (2)
right paraxial mesoderm, (3) midline, (4) left paraxial mesoderm, (5) left lateral mesoderm.
The black arrow indicates the locations of the eight lines from tail to somites.
Dynamic indentation reveals that a viscous component is present in embryonic
tissues as well (with E´∼3E); this is illustrated by the values of loss modulus E
in Fig. 4. To describe the energy damping potential of the embryo under loading,
the averaged damping factor, tan(φ), is shown in Fig. B.5 as the ratio between loss
and storage modulus (E/E´). The values of tan(φ) are comparable for the paraxial
mesoderm, the midline, and the lateral mesoderm for the somitic area (p=0.27-0.97).
However, in the tail and PSM, damping capability is higher for midline and lower for
paraxial mesoderm (p=0.0001, 0.02; p=0.02, 0.09, left and right, respectively, Wilcoxon
rank-sum test) with the tail having overall highest damping factor (tan(φ) =0.30-0.33
vs. tan(φ) =0.26-0.29). Specifically, this finding could be related to the status of
development with the epithelial tissues (more mature and with more extracellular
matrix) being more elastic and less viscous due to their nature.
It is worth to mention that averaging the viscoelasticity values from the same
rostrocaudal regions over embryos resulted in logical trends of stiffness, that are
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Figure B.5: Averaged damping factor tan(φ) of 12 embryos over lines from the same areas:
tail (lines 1 and 2), presomitic mesoderm (lines 3, 4 and 5), and somatic (lines 6, 7, and
8), and with SEM bars. Abbreviations of the region of interest from left to right: (LLM)
left lateral mesoderm, (LPM) left paraxial mesoderm, (MD) midline, (RPM) right paraxial
mesoderm, (RLM) right lateral mesoderm.
commensurate with epithelization and matrix formation. Nevertheless, we observed
substantial variation in viscoelasticity between single embryos. It appears that the
biomechanical properties of the embryonic tissues may vary with age and quality of
the embryo. As a point in case, differences in the handling of the embryos could have
influenced their viability and, thus, their mechanical properties. Furthermore, the
indentations are influenced by the accurateness of positioning the probe tip: small
variations in positioning the probe along the embryonic structures could have led to
local shearing or slipping of the probe along the tissue.
It is interesting to note that some of the mechanical features observed in vivo
are different from the ones described for the fixed embryo [94]. The mechanical maps
reported previously for the formaldehyde-fixed embryo [94] showed an increase of
stiffness along the mesoderm from the caudal tip to the rostral somites, possibly related
to the effect of the formaldehyde to fix tissue by cross-linking of the biopolymers. This
result is not confirmed for the live embryos, where the midline stiffness is already
high in the tailbud. This finding shows the effect of formaldehyde fixation on two
complex embryonic structures: the notochord and the neural tube. By measuring in
vivo, our instrument seems to be able to sense how the PSM (Fig. B.4), lines 3 and 4)
is characterized by the opening of the neuropore, which has a large cell contraction as
it closes to form a tube. Moreover, for the in vivo embryo, the low stiffness in the tail
region is more evident if compared to the formaldehyde-fixed embryos, possibly due
to a lack of structural components such as the neural tube and the notochord. One
can argue/state that in vivo, we are able to sense mechanical properties caused by
active biomechanical processes, such as stiffening by cellular contraction, while the
measurements on fixed embryo are strictly linked to tissue morphology. This behavior
seems to indicate that chemical fixation has two effects on the live soft tissue: it
increases tissue stiffness and reduces the damping properties of the embryonic tissues.
Comparing elasticity of the midline, the paraxial and lateral mesoderm before
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and after fixation, the average storage and loss moduli were found to be a factor ∼2
times higher after fixation. In addition, the trends of tan(φ) differs from the results
obtained for the paraformaldehyde-fixed embryos. Furthermore, tan(φ) is overall lower
for the live embryo (∼1.4 times). Moreover, it is interesting to mention that while
observing the morphological features of the embryonic structure in vivo and after
2 hours fixation via OCT, some regions of the embryo appeared to be structurally
different: the morphology of the embryo seems, in fact, more compact and dense (Fig. S
B.3). By taking a closer look at the OCT images in Fig. S B.3 for each of the analyzed
location, one can speculate that the tissue after fixation becomes denser and contains
less fluid and, thus, the loss modulus increases more than storage modulus resulting in
a higher tan(φ). These findings provide key insights into differences between in vivo
and chemically treated tissue and underline the importance of using in vivo tissue to
study the biomechanics of embryos.
Specifically, our measurements show that the midline already stiffens near the tail
and essentially acts as an embryonic spine. The damping factor is reduced when moving
from tail to head, indicating a more elastic behavior for the more mature embryonic
structures. Lastly, the method allows for sensitive detection of structurally distinct
embryonic areas, both visually and mechanically. We demonstrate that our platform
can reliably measure the viscoelastic properties of the tissue with more precision than
previous studies [340], and allows one to discriminate between the small embryonic
structures like somites and neural tube. Our technique can be further exploited to
evaluate how regional viscoelasticity triggers not only cell behavior, but also organo-
genesis, as already demonstrated by Mammoto et al. for tooth formation [386,387], by
Damon [388,389]) for limb bud organization and by Vuong-Brender and coworkers for
embryonic elongation [395]. Finally, since mechanical stress can modulate physiological
processes at the cellular and tissue level, we expect that this study will support a
significant step forward in gaining new insights on the relationship between altered
morphogenesis, stiffness, and pathologies during embryonic development.
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B.4 Supplementary Material
Figure S B.1: Ferrule-top indenter: Panel A) Schematic illustration of a ferrule-top
indenter. The building block of the ferrule is a 3×3×7 mm3 glass ferrule. A ridge is cut, and
an Au-coated cantilever is glued on a borosilicate ferrule. The free end of the cantilever is
further equipped with a spherical tip of 60 µm in diameter to probe the tissue. A single-mode
optical fiber (in red) is positioned on top of the ferrule to form an interferometric cavity of
approximately 200 µm over which cantilever deflection is measured. Panel B) Schematic
illustration of the interferometric readout. When the cantilever is brought in contact with
the sample, the cantilever deflects, and the light coupled from the optical fiber allows one to
measure the bending of the cantilever and to derive the mechanical properties of the tissue.
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Figure S B.2: Averaged stiffness (E´) gradient from tail to somitic region.
Figure S B.3: Development of the embryonic spinal cord. (A)The neural plate is generated
as a columnar epithelium, then it starts to fold into a neural fold (B), and then the fusion
of the neural folds forms the neural tube (C). Abbreviations: (S) somite, (N) notochord.
Drawing not to scale.
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Figure S B.4: Transverse OCT images of fix vs. live embryo. Images of eight indentation
lines on the same live and fixed embryo (the embryo has been imaged live, fixed for 2 hours
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Summary
The physiological processes of cells and tissues are regulated not only by biochemical
and electrical signaling but also by mechanics. The mechanical microenvironment
is involved in the progression of various diseases and is one of the key elements in
creating physiologically relevant 3D tissue models. The complexity of biological tissue
structure and functions leads to complex mechanical behavior. Despite the progress of
the mechanobiology field, our ability to characterize mechanical properties of cells and
tissues, and understand their function remains limited due to technical challenges.
From all the tissues in the human body, the brain is the softest and the most
complex in terms of organization and function. Mechanosensation of brain cells and the
mechanical microenvironment of brain tissue have been both shown to be relevant for
healthy functioning, neurodevelopment, neurodegenerative diseases, and regeneration.
There are many challenges associated with the mechanical testing of brain tissue such
as restricted access to the brain, lack of available material, difficult sample preparation
procedures, and preservation of its viability during ex vivo studies. Furthermore,
mechanical testing can be performed at various scales, from single cells to the whole
organ scale, on different regions of the brain, and with various mechanical testing
modalities. As seen from previous studies on brain tissue and its cells, many of the
experimental parameters vary and contribute to the observed variability of mechanical
characterization data across the literature. Finally, understanding which structural
components of tissues and cells give rise to certain mechanical behavior remains an
unmet objective of many studies.
To address above mentioned issues, three objectives were set for this thesis:
Objective 1 Develop indentation setup and protocols to measure mechanical proper-
ties of the brain slices in a reproducible manner.
Objective 2 Understand the relationship between the structure of the brain and its
mechanical properties.
Objective 3 Adapt indentation setup and methodology from tissue characterization
to single cells with the aim to study astrocytes and microglia in an inflammatory
environment.
Objective 1: Develop indentation setup and protocols to measure mechan-
ical properties of the brain slices in a reproducible manner.
Novel indentation protocols using ferrule-top indentation device are established in
this thesis. Several mechanical characterization challenges were addressed. Chapter
2 introduces indentation and contact mechanics theory. As there are many different
indentation profiles and models available, general guidelines are given for selecting
static or dynamic indentation profiles for soft tissue measurements that take into
account viscoelasticity and depth-dependence. Chapter 3 shows experimental ob-
servations when developing indentation protocols for brain slice mechanical testing
such as the influence of the indentation-depth, indentation-speed, oscillatory ramp,
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dynamic mechanical analysis, tissue mounting, degradation, osmotic swelling, and
conditioning.
Objective 2: Understand the relationship between the structure of the
brain and its mechanical properties.
With the established novel measurement protocols, viscoelastic maps of the hip-
pocampus of the mouse brain are reported in Chapter 4. For the first time in the
literature, clear differences between different subregions were observed, which agreed
with anatomical region boundaries. Surprisingly, high cell density regions were softer
than low-cell density regions. Chapter 5 shows viscoelastic maps of both hippocam-
pus and cerebellum of the juvenile mouse brain, where again mechanical contrast
overlaps with anatomical region boundaries. Comparison between juvenile and adult
shows that adult mouse hippocampus is stiffer than juvenile. Correlations are found
between the amount of different brain components such as nuclei, myelin (MBP),
astrocytes (glial fibrillary acidic protein), and viscoelastic parameters, and a linear
regression model is suggested. The data reported in these two chapters are then used
to create a computational mechanical brain model (not featured in this thesis). Finally,
Chapter 6 shows mechanical maps of the hippocampus of the Alzheimer’s disease
mouse model (APP/PS1). Although higher stiffness is reported for the APP/PS1
mouse hippocampus when compared to healthy controls, a relation between stiffening
and the presence of amyloid plaques was not found.
Objective 3: Adapt indentation setup and methodology from tissue char-
acterization to single cells with the aim to study the biomechanics of as-
trocytes and microglia in an inflammatory environment.
Indentation protocols used for tissue characterization are adapted to single cells.
Chapter 7 compares astrocytes derived from gray matter (GM) and white matter
(WM) regions where the latter are found to be significantly softer. As a response to
treatment with pro-inflammatory lipopolysaccharide (LPS), GM-derived astrocytes
become significantly softer, where the F-actin network appears rearranged, whereas
WM-derived astrocytes preserve their initial mechanical features and show no alter-
ation in the F-actin cytoskeletal network. Chapter 8 compares microglia derived
from GM and WM regions where the latter are more elastic and viscous. When
treated with LPS, the increase in elasticity and viscosity observed in GM microglia was
accompanied by an increase in Tnfα mRNA and reorganization of F-actin which was
absent in WM microglia which decreased elasticity and viscosity. In contrast, when
treated with myelin, both WM and GM microglia phagocytose myelin and decrease
their elasticity and viscosity. Together, these both studies show that glial cells have
region dependent phenotypes which can be observed not only in their biochemical
responses but also in biomechanical.
Chapter 9 provides an overview of the main findings presented in the thesis,
identifies the main limitations, and looks into the future perspectives of mechanical
testing of biomaterials and relevant mechanobiology questions.
Appendix A and Appendix B show combination of indentation setup with
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optical coherence tomography to study the spatiotemporal distribution of viscoelastic
properties and their relation to morphological features of both fixed and live chicken
embryos.
Overall, progress has been made in understanding the mechanical brain microenvi-
ronment in terms of viscoelastic parameters and their relation to structural composition
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